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KELLI ACEVICH .THOMAS ALLEN .JARED ANDERSON • GUILHERME
ANDRADE • CHRISTOPHER APPLETON • JACQUI ATKINS • KERI BACK •

STEPHANIE BADGER • KATHRYN BAIRD • MATTHEW BAKER • CHRISTINA
BALESTRA.JEFFREY BALZOTTI .ANDREW BARACCHINI •ADAM BARBER • BRIAN

BARKAS • CATHERINE BATES • CHRISTINE BATES • DANIELLE BEATON • JACQUELYN
BEATON • HEATHER BEDARD • MICHAEL BELCHER • ARTHUR BELLEVILLE III • AMANDA

BENASSI«DIANEBENDER»THOMASBENNER.JAYBERGGREN.JOHNBERRYMAN«BRIANBERTE
• PETER BLANDINO • KEVIN BLOOMQUIST • MELISSA BORDEN • CAITLYN BOSECKER • JESSICA

BOSWORTH.ANNIEBOUCHARD.EMILYBRADDOCK.SEANBRADY.ZACHARYBRAZDIS.CHRISTOPHER
BREEN .JULIE BRENNAN .JOSEPH BRIGGS. KELLY BRODERICK.ANDREAH BROWN .JAIME LEE BROWN •

MICHAELBROWN.JANINEBRUSSARD.REBECCABRUTTANITI.LINDSAYBUCKUS.MICHAELBUCKUS.PATRICK
BUGBEE. JAIME BUNTON .COURTNEY BURRIDGE.TIMOTHY BUTLER. ROBERT BYRNE. VICTORIA CAFARELLI
ALICIA CAMBRIA • JARED CAMPBELL •

SEAN CANDLISH • DANIELLE CANNEY •

JERAMECARON.MATTHEWCARR.LYON
II I CARTER. MATTHEW CASEY .AMANDA
CAVICCHI • AMANDA CHANCHOLO •

CHRISTOPHER CHANDLER • NATHAN
CHARTIER .MEGHAN CHIAMPA • DANIEL
CIMORELLI.JONATHANCLARK.ANDREA
CLARKE. RYAN CLEARY.JOHNCLOUGH.
BRIANCLUFF.JESSICACOHEN.SLEYTON
COLEMAN • RYAN COLLINS • JILLIAN
CONNOR • ERIN CONNORS • JOHN
CONNORS • CHRISTOPHER CONROY •

ELIZABETHCONWAY.DANIELCORDEIRO.
ADAM CORVEN • COURTNEY COSTA •

PATRICK COTTER. KELLIECOULSTRING.
RYAN COVENEY • OLIVER CROMWELL •

CATHRYN CRONIN .JILLIAN CROWLEY •

TERRILYNCRUDUP.ANDREWCULLEN.
LAURA CUNNINGHAM • MATTHEW
D'ALESSANDRO. CHRISTOPHER DALEY.
LEO DALY • ERIC DANNER • DAVID
DAVENPORT. CHRISTINA DAVEY. JOHN
DAVIDSON • KELLY DAVIS • MEGHAN
DEALY • ROBERT DEANGELO • JILL DEL
ROSSO.RACHELDELLAVALLE.MICHAEL
DELUCA • RYAN DELUCA • SUZANNE
DEMILLE • ADAM DENNISON • JULIE
DEPIERRO • DANIELLE DEVANE • CORIE
DIAS • JESSICA DIGIOVANNI • GREGORY
DODD. DANIELLE DOHERTY. COURTNEY
DONNA • PATRICK DONNELLY • SETH
DORAN • JAMES DOUCETTE • MATTHEW
DOUCETTE • MICHAEL DOW • JOSHUA
DOYLE.HEATHERDRISCOLL.JONATHAN
DRISCOLL • DAVID DUBURON • IAN
DUGGAN . AMY EASTMAN • GREGORY
EBERT • PAULINE EDSON • ALEXIS
EDWARDS • REBECCA EMANUEL •

CAROLYN FAHEY.COLINFAHEY.LINDSEY
FAIRWEATHER • MATTHEW FANNING •

JESSICAFARINA.CHRISTOPHERFARLEY.
JAIME FENCER • DEREK FERGUSON •

FRANK FESTA • KATHRYN FINNEGAN •

PATRICK FLIGHT • JOHN FLYNN • LAURA
FOGARTY • JAMES FOLEY • NICOLE
FORREST • ADAM FRATES • DANIEL
• KATELYN MCGRATH • ANDREW MCKENNA
MCPHAIL • GREGORY MCPHEE • AMY MCRAE

FREITAS • RYAN GADLES • PATRICIA
GARCIA • ANNETTE GAYMON • JASON
GILLIS • STEPHANIE GODFREY • AMY
GOLDSTEIN • DESIREE GOMES • DEVON
GOOD.DAVIDGORDON.DEVON GOVONI.
JACQUELINE GOVONI • BRIAN GREEN •

KATIE GRIMES • JOHN GROEZINGER •

DANIEL HACKETT • RUTH HADDOCK •

JESSE HAGAN .JAMES HANNON .ADAM
HARDY.CHRISTINEHARRISON.JESSICA
HART • MEGHAN HATHAWAY • NANCY
HAUGSTAD • JEREME HAYES • KEITH
HEATH • MARC HEBERT. MARY HESTER

•

JARED HORSLEY • CRYSTAL IANNUCCI •

HOLLY IANNUCCI • KIM IRELAND •

CAROLYNJACOBSON.JOHNJANKOWSKI.
MEAGHAN JEFFERY . BECKY JENSEN •

JAMES JOHNSON . KENNEY JONES •

NICOLE JORDAN • STEVEN JOUBERT •

JESSICA KANE • LINDSEY KAY • JOHN
KEALEYIILAARONKELLERMAN.EDWARD
KELLEY • RACHAEL KELLEY • MELISSA
KELLY • MICHAEL KELLY . DANIEL
KETTERER • STACEY KROON • SETH
KRUEGER • PETER KRZYZEWSKI •

CHRISTOPHER LABELLE.SHANELADUE.
GREGORYLAFFEY.KERRYLANG.JESSICA
LANZONI • AMY LAUZON • VALLEEN
LAVALLEY • DANIELLE LAWRENCE •

TIMOTHY LAY . JEROME LAYMAN •

ANDREW LEDERMAN . NIKIA LEE. JAMIE
LEONARD • BRIAN LIBBY • BRIAN
LINDBERG • JENEA LITTLE • THERESA
LOCKHEAD • LAURIE LOGIUDICE •

STEPHEN LOMANNO • TIMOTHY LONG •

PHILLIP LOTTERHAND • ERIC LUNDIN •

JASON LYDON • LAUREN MACALUSO •

PATRICK MACPHERSON • EMILY
MADEIROS • DEANA MAHAR • RACHAEL
MALONE • NICOLE MALONEY • DAVID
MARTELL • JOSEPH MARTELL • MELISSA
MARTIN • RYAN MARTIN • VANESSA
MARTIN • NICHOLE MASCIULLI • CAITLIN
MATTIE.KAITLYN MCANDREWS.STEVEN
MCANDREWS • PAUL MCCARTHY •

REBECCAMCCARTHY.LINDSAYMCGINN.
PATRICKMCGOURTY.JOSHUAMCGRATH

. HEATHER MCLAUGHLAN • MELINDA MCNIFF • BRANDON
DAVID MCSWEENEY • KEITH METCALF • RACHAEL METIVIER

JANELLE MEYER . JOSEPH MICHAUD • DANIELLE MIGNOSA • HEATHER MITCHELL • GUY MONTOSI
THOMAS MORI • MATTHEW MORRISETTE. JUSTIN MOSCA. JORGE MOTA. BRIAN MULLEN • PAUL
MULLER • DANE MURPHY • MICHAEL MURPHY • SHARA MURPHY • MICHAEL NEKORCHUK •

MATTHEW NICKERSON • CAITLIN NODDIN • CAITLYNN NOLL • CLIFTON NORRIS • SHANE
O'CONNOR • AMANDA O'NEIL • SEAN O'NEILL • JESSE OHRENBERGER • RICHARD
OMAR .JASON ORCUTT. MELANIE ORCUTT. JON OSONDU «ADAM OTERI .STACY
PADULA • ALEXANDRA PAIVA • LINDSAY PARK . CRYSTAL PARSONS • ABBY
PEARSON • BRYAN PEIXINHO • GREGORY PELLETIER • MICHAEL PICHE •

PAUL PIERCE • MEGHAN PINTO • JONATHAN PLATZ • JULIA PORTER •

SUSAN POWERS • DAVID PRATT • ALAINA PREBENSEN • DANIEL
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CUSHMAN LIBRARY

RlCi ~- -. ~R LAKE REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL
MEAGHAN ROBARE • STEPHANIE ROBERTS • KATHERINE 260 PEMRROKF STOFET

ROBINSON • MIRIAM ROBINSON • MARY ROBISON . BRIAN nwrSTnw u/i n™T
ROCHE. KATIE ROCHE .JASON ROGERS • JENIFER ROGERS. winum U1N, MA U2J64

CATHERINE ROLLOCK.CALLIEROWE. MICHAEL RUPPLE. ERIN
RUPRECHT • ANDREW RUSSELL • CARLIE RUSSELL • NICOLAS
RYAN.PATRICKSACCONE.MICHAELSANDA.GRACESANTOS.
CHARLES SARRO JR. • JEFFREY SAUNDERS • TIMOTHY
SAVASTANO • BRIAN SCHIER • HOLLY SCOTT • GREGORY
SFERRUZZA • CHRISTOPHER SHANAHAN • CHRISTINE SILVA •

REBECCA SILVIA • KATHRYN SIMMONS • MELISSA SMITH •

STEPHEN SMITH. JOSHUA SMOLIC ANDREW SNELL.ADRIEN
SNOW.CHRISTINESTAHL.ANGELASTASIO.BROOKSSTEFFY*
ERICSTEVENS.JENNIFERSTINCHFIELD.JENNIFERSULLIVAN.
KATHLEEN SULLIVAN .PAUL SULLIVAN.SHANNON SULLIVAN.

WILLIAMSULLIVAN.SEANSUTHERLAND.
JAMES SYLVIA • JOSEPH TAYLOR •

JACQUELINE TELLER • PAOLO TESTONI .

GREGORY THOMPSON • MATTHEW
TILDEN • MATTHEW TOLMAN • ROBERT
TORREY.ERICTRESSEL.JESSICATROTTA
• MATTHEW TROUP • JAMIE TROVILLE •

TIFFANYTURA.MELISSATURNER.COLBY
TYLER • CHERYL VENEZIA • JANET
VERACKA.FAYVERKADE.CHRISTOPHER
VICKERY • JEFFREY VICKERY • MELISA
WADSWORTH • MATTHEW WAGNER •

NICOLE WAITT • LINDSEY WALKER •

HARRISON WALTERS • KEVIN
WARMINGTON • ELIZABETH WEISS • LEE
WEISS • CHRISTINA WELCH • LAURA
WELLS.CODYWHEELING.JANAWHITING
•JEFFREYWIGMORE.DAVIDWILKINSON.
ALLISON WILLCUTT • SARAH WILLIS •

ELIZABETH WINN.DANIELLEWINSLOW.
JESSE WINTER • LISA WRIGHT .JEFFREY
YEATON • DIMITRI YORDANOPOULOS •

PATRICKYOUNG. PETER ZAVAL.JOSEPH
ZUGALE.KELLIACEVICH.THOMASALLEN

Library . iared Anderson • guilherme

miu*r I ake Reaional High ScheBDRADE . Christopher appleton .
Siivsr lbk© «e9'"' ,dl "

•

y JACqui atkins.keri back. Stephanie
Kingston, MA U^ooh BADGER . KATHRYN BAIRD • MATTHEW

BAKER.CHRISTINABALESTRA.JEFFREY
BALZOTTI.ANDREWBARACCHINI.ADAM
BARBER • BRIAN BARKAS • CATHERINE
BATES • CHRISTINE BATES • DANIELLE
BEATON.JACQUELYNBEATON.HEATHER
BEDARD • MICHAEL BELCHER • ARTHUR
BELLEVILLEIIUAMANDABENASSUDIANE
BENDER • THOMAS BENNER • JAY
BERGGREN • JOHN BERRYMAN • BRIAN

BERTE.PETERBLANDINO«KEVINBLOOMQUIST.MELISSABORDEN.CAITLYNBOSECKER»JESSICABOSWORTH.
ANNIEBOUCHARD.EMILYBRADDOCK.SEANBRADY.ZACHARYBRAZDIS.CHRISTOPHERBREEN.JULIEBRENNAN.
JOSEPHBRIGGS.KELLYBRODERICK.ANDREAHBROWN.JAIMELEEBROWN.MICHAELBROWN.JANINEBRUSSARD
• REBECCA BRUTTANITI»LINDSAYBUCKUS»MICHAELBUCKUS«PATRICKBUGBEE«JAIMEBUNTON«COURTNEY
BURRIDGE.TIMOTHYBUTLER.ROBERTBYRNE.VICTORIACAFARELLI.ALICIACAMBRIA.JAREDCAMPBELL.SEAN
CANDLISH«DANIELLECANNEY«JERAMECARON«MATTHEWCARR»LYONIIICARTER»MATTHEWCASEY»AMANDA
CAVICCHI-AMANDACHANCHOLO«CHRISTOPHERCHANDLER«NATHANCHARTIER«MEGHANCHIAMPA«DANIEL
CIMORELLI.JONATHANCLARK.ANDREACLARKE.RYANCLEARY.JOHNCLOUGH.BRIANCLUFF.JESSICACOHEN.
SLEYTONCOLEMAN.RYANCOLLINS«JILLIANCONNOR«ERINCONNORS.JOHNCONNORS.CHRISTOPHERCONROY.
ELIZABETH CONWAY • DANIEL CORDEIRO • ADAM CORVEN • COURTNEY COSTA • PATRICK COTTER • KELLIE
COULSTRING»RYANCOVENEY«OLIVERCROMWELL«CATHRYNCRONIN»JILLIANCROWLEY«TERRILYNCRUDUP»
ANDREW CULLEN.LAURACUNNINGHAM. MATTHEW D'ALESSANDRO.CHRISTOPHER DALEY. LEO DALY.ERIC
DANNER. DAVID DAVENPORT.CHRISTINADAVEY. JOHN DAVIDSON. KELLY DAVIS- MEGHAN DEALY. ROBERT
DEANGELO.JILLDELROSSO.RACHELDELLAVALLE.MICHAELDELUCA.RYANDELUCA.SUZANNEDEMILLE.ADAM
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Mr. Kelley became the new principal in

the 2000-2001 school year.

A long time Red Sox fan and baseball enthusiast, Mr. Kelley is always willing to show you

his souvenirs.

Front Office Material
Replacing a successful and popular prin-

cipal is a herculean task, but Mr. Richard J.

Kelley stepped up to the plate and hit a

homerun. With his own unique style of

leadership, he made the transition to a new
administration at Silver Lake a positive ex-

perience for students, faculty, and staff.

Mr. Kelley came to Silver Lake in Septem-

ber of 1982 as a science teacher. After receiv-

ing important major league experience in

the classroom, he moved to the coaching

staff as a guidance counselor. From this

position on the team, he was promoted to

the front office first as assistant principal in

1995 and now as principal.

The Class of 2001 is proud to dedicate

their yearbook to Mr. Richard J. Kelley.

Silver Lake is in good hands and may even

win the pennant.

\

A pat on the head is sometimes all that's needed.

Dedication





Julia Porter, Alexis Edwards, Jessica Kane, Cati Matti, Suzanne DeMille, Shara Murphy Jac1ui Atkins is scrubbing hard at the senior class

and Lindsey Buckus relax on a summer night.
carwas .

Daniel Lawrence, Katie Grimes, Stephanie Godfrey and Alicia
Jill DelRosso, Lindsey Walker, Devon Govoni, Jacqui TeUer and Jessica

Cambria sip sodas after the dance. Trotta en
j
oy girl

<

s night out.

(ft®
TO

Katie Baird, Jessica Trotta, Devon Govoni and Daniel Mignosa enjoy a back yard BBQ.

Senior Activities



Jess Farina and Katie Sullivan fill up on strawberry shortcake.

Julia Porter and Andrew Snell kick back after a long ride.

William Wodd, Melissa Wadsworth, Rachel DeliaValle, Julia Porter,

Alicia Cambria, Gregory Sterns, Lindsey Buckus and Cati Matti. The
"spoon" gang takes a break.

Laura Cunningham, Shara Murphy, Jessica Trotta, Julia Porter, Alexis

Edwards, Suzanne DeMille, Kerry Lang and Jess Kane have a pajama

party.

Stacey Padula and Meghan Pinto get ready for the

night out.

Susan Powers shows her summertime smile.

Senior Activities
3 \i^



Joe Martell holds Jana Whiting and Jessica Farina on his

arms during the senior barbecue.

Senior Barbecue
After a long summer, seniors enjoyed another break

from classes with an afternoon filled with fun at our

senior barbecue. Gathered on the lawn are groups of

friends talking, laughing, and playing frisbee. Whether

it was the hot dogs, burgers, chips or sodas, everyone

seemed to be all smiles. The fun we had that day was
just a taste of what was soon to come!
-

J. Atkins and E. Braddock

Jacqui Govoni, Danielle Canney, Jon Driscoll, Pat Bugbee, J.J. Layman, Melissa

Wadsworth, Jaime Bunton, Danielle Doherty, Mindy Quigley, Melissa Martin,

Lindsay Buckus, Tim Long, and Dan Cordeiro are all smiles on this sunny

day.

Nikia Lee,

Stephanie

Roberts,and

Theresa

Lockhead

are enjoying

their time

together.

Pat Bugbee, Jimmy Doucette, Meaghan Robare, Jenn Stinchfield,

Jill Connors, Erin Connors, Valleen Lavalley, Rachel Balestra, Liz

Winn, Katie Finnegan, Kaite Noll, and Melinda McNiff start the

year out in front of the camera.

8 Senior Barbecue

Danielle Mignosa and Jess Lanzoni share a hug during

lunch.



Laurie Loguidice, Courtney Burridge, Alissa Reardon, Susan Powers, Nicole Maloney

,

Amanda Chincilo, and Jessica Cohen relax on the lawn.

Katie Baird and Jess Trotta

Stephanie
Godfrey, Katie
Grimes, Lindsey

Fairweather, Eric

Danner, Dan Freitas,

Brian Roche and Jon

Platz take a seat in

the shade.

Cathryn Cronin, Katie Sullivan, Andreah Brown,

Jacqui Beaton, Jackie Teller, Jil Del Rosso, and

Laura Wells share a group hug.

Anybody hungry? Laura Cunningham carries

fresh hamburgers to all the hungry seniors.

Senior Barbecue



Laker Pride

Nothing unites the Laker community better

than Spirit Week. Each day, both students

and faculty dress according to certain themes

in order to show their Laker pride!

Seniors Justin Mosca, Julia Porter, Alexis Edwards, Kerry Lang, Ryan Collins and Jackie

Govoni show their wild side.

Stephanie Godfrey, Erin Ruprecht and Janine

Brussard are all decked out for Red and Grey Day.

Peter, "claws" Kryzewski might have

some trouble opening his locker.

Mr. Martin and Ms. Magliano show

their school spirit.

Who knew that lion Laura Cunningham and

ladybug Jessica Farina could be friends?

10 -^y^Z— Spirit Week



Laura Cunningham, Jessica Farina, Kerry Lang, Liz Conway and Mindy Quigley prove

Katie Sullivan and Jacqui Beaton show off their school that Sirls j
ust want t0 have fun!

spirit.

Brandon McPhail, Kevin Morando, Liz Brady,

Rachel Balestra, Ian Duggan, Courtney Roth, Matt

Vercollone and Traci DiCesare go eigthies style!

Rachel DellaValle, Alicia Cambria and Danielle Cannev huddle before class.

Senior creatures,

Lindsay Buckus,

Justin Mosca and

Julia Porter,

mingle in the

hall.

Matt Tolman is looking good with a

red afro.

Spirit Week l^^L 11



The crowd watches the Lakers in action

J.J. Layman and Jim Sylvia take time to

stike a pose.

Julia Porter, Alexis Edwards, Kerry Lang, Jim Sylvia and J.J.

Layman get their picture taken before their big number.

The senior moms show support for their boys.

Laker Boys Tim
Butler, Kyle

Iacovino and
Brandon McPhail

take control.

12 Homecoming Game



The Laker cheerleaders Juli Martinez, Tracey Layman,Amy Lauzon and Melisa Wadsworth
inspire the team.

Homecoming
Victory!

The LakerswonHomecoming 27-

9 in an exciting game against the

Falmouth Clippers. Sophomore
quarterback Denis Hill led the

way for the Lakers and seniors

Brandon McPhail, Lyon Carter,

Chris Farley, Ryan Gadles and
Tim Butlerheld the team together.

Fifties chicks, Becky Emanuel, Liz Conway, Amy Goldstein, Jackie Senior girls Jessica Farina, Kellie Coulstring, Jill DelRosso, Amanda
Govoni, Jesse Ohrenberger, Danielle Doherty, Jacqui Beaton, Jess

Chancholo, Courtney Burridge, Katie Sullivan, Jackie Teller and Cathryn

Kane, and Caitlin Mattie are ready to twirl. Cronin prepare to dance into the millenium.

D.J. Hill hands off the ball.

Homecoming Game 13
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The Kings of the Court: Rob Byrne, Brandon McPhail, J.J. Layman, Jim Harmon and

Paul Sullivan.

King, J.J. Layman and his Queen Cathryn Cronin are all

smiles.

The Ladies of the Court: Jacqui Beaton, Katie Sullivan, Cathryn Cronin, Lindsey

Walker and Jackie Teller.

Jess Farina and Rob Byrne share

a special moment together.

Alexis Edwards, Danielle Doherty, Jaime Bunton, Laura Cunningham, Liz Winn and
Lindsay Buckus stop dancing for a quick picture.

14

lan Duggan and Crystal Iannucci

will remember this night forever.

Homecoming Dance

Adrien Snow and Billy Coveny
get up close and personal during

a water break.



The Studs of the night: Brandon McPhail, Brian Cluff, Pat McGourty, Eric Dunner and

Mike Belcher.

rhe crowd awaits the next king and queen.

Billy Wood, Julia Porter, Kerry Lang, Jimmy Foley, Alexis Edwards and

Mike Sanda form a kickline.

Jessica Trotta and Joe Martell are having a blast at the

lance.

Katie Sullivan, Joe Zugale, Dan Freitas, Pat Young, Rachel Dellavalle

and Julie Brennan are enjoying their last homecoming dance.

Homecoming Dance -—^^ 15



Although some were competing against each other, Juli Martinez, Chris

King, Mark Praetsch, Jess Farina and Katie Killinger were happy to pose for

the camera together!

Lip Sync 2001
On Friday, December 8, 2000 the Little Theater

was the place to be. The second annual Lip Sync

began at seven o'clock and featured SL's very

own Beastie Boys, Destiny's Child andNo Doubt,

just to name a few. Friends and families gath-

ered to watch the future stars. The entertaining

performers and the excited crowd made the

night one to remember!

Charlie's Angels, Stacy Padula, Missy Smith and Lindsay Park smile for the

camera before their big number.
WWF's Jana Whiting, Linsey Walker, Jess Fa-

rina and Katie Sullivan strike a pose.

The members of Xtreme Angels, Ashely Lorance, Kristin Stieghorst, Rhonda
Tristaino and Ashley Skowyra pause before proving they are independent women.

16 -^ST^3=— Lip Sync

The men of the evening, Mark Praetsch, Chris King and

John Kopp of K2 to the M Power, show their sensitive

sides with a group hug after their second place win.



Providing the

Answers
This fall Mrs. Brown, the Career Counselor, and

the entire Guidance Department organized an

evening College Fair. Representatives from col-

leges and universities filled the cafeteria. Seniors

and many juniors had an opportunity to ask ques-

tions, pick up applications, and become familiar

with theprograms available inNew England. Bryant

College's representative was a recent Silver Lake

graduate, John Drew, who explained the many
majors open to students and the positive reasons for

attending a college close to home.
Colby Tyler gets the inside info.

Carlie Russell and Libby Hawes get some special attention from the college

pro. "Can I get a peek?" asks Harrison Walters.

Courtney Costa and Jamie Bunton look

absolutely intrigued.

"Please, no autographs ladies." Jim

Foley and Erin Devine.
Melissa Wadsworth and Tim Long just

can't hide that Laker Pride.

College Fair %y^- 17



Jason Cromwell, John Flynn, Brian Libby, Jess Farina, Lisa Wright, and Mike

Belcher present their version of "The Crucible."

Dave Gordon proclaims his love for Katie Grimes as they perfom "A
Streetcar Named Desire".

John Clough, Dan Cimorelli, Pat MacPherson, Susan Powers, and David
Pratt concentrate on creating amazing posters.

Jess Trotta shows her character's true sense of style and grace

to Ryan Rantala, Dan Freitas, Dave Richards, and Seth Doran.

Ruth Haddock paints the finishing touches on a

delicious batch of cookies.

18

Carlie Russell hopes to get a smile out of Brian Cluff by

asking him if he loves her, in Bystrom's leadership class.

Academics



Mrs. Duffy's students wish her good luck and sadly say goodbye. Jon Driscoll, Teri Crudup, Emily

Braddock, Heather Driscoll, Mike Deluca, Jess Trotta, Linsey Buckus, Mrs. Duffy, Liz Conway, Lyon

Carter, Suzanne Demille, Danielle Doherty, Kevin Bloomquist, Brian Schier, Laura Cunningham and

Jeff Balzotti.

Adam Oteri sorts through the Key
Club archives.

Kevin Moranda, Ian Duggan and Brandon

McPhail take a break from stirring their

brownies to pose for the camera. Dave Gordon, Mike Kelly and Peter Zaval are natural actors.

Ryan Rantala asks Mindy Quigley if that is

her final answer.

Andreah Brown examines the

latest fashion trends.

Academics 19



Meghan Pinto and Chris Daley eagerly await the completion of Steve Lomanno's
scientific masterpiece.

Amy McRae loves calculus so much that she even dreams about it.

20

Justin Mosca hurriedly tries to finish his work before the

bell rings.

Academics

Steve McAndrews pieces together his physics

project.

Rachel DellaValle and Tom Allen begin their quest to save

lives.

Brian Schier, Aaron Kellerman, Adam Dennison, Leo

Daly and Pat Saccone develop their cartography skills.



Mrs. Deegan's class discusses the grim details outlined in "Night

Travis Duplus enjoys his favorite class of the day.

Kim Ireland and Jay Berggren show off

their Christmas cookies.

ijjj^...>^ij

Grace Santos, Pat Saccone, Brian Roche, Callie Rowe, Mike Ruprecht, Erin Ruprecht,

Katie Roche and Jay Rogers complete the homeroom paperwork for their final year at

S.L.

Christine Stahl, Holly Scott and Mrs. Crowley pose during

Children's Literature. Academics
v<<

21



AJ Belleville, Andy Baracchini, Steve Smith, Rob DeAngelo, Keith Heath, and Jeff Wigmore get the

torches ready for the next job.

Rob DeAngelo demonstrates the proper tech-

nique for grinding.

Steve Smith, Rob DeAngelo, & Jeff Wigmore check the equipment one more time.

k w: Bixirai -mm —w\
John Berryman brings the tractor back to the garage at the end of the day. Nicole Waitt knows she can do any job that she is given.

22 J^V $r^"'
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Ready to go to the work site are John Clough, Kenny Jones, Dan Cimorelli, John

Connors, Matt D'Alessandro, and Chris LaBelle

John Clough, Matt D'Alessandro, Kenny Jones, and Chris LaBelle

are all set to sand away.

Kenny Jones, Dan Cimorelli, John Clough,

Matt D'Alessandro, John Connors, Chris

LaBelle find math is very important in their

carpentry related class.

No, we aren't pausing for prayer.

Cabinetmaking 23
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Sleyton Coleman, Matt Nickerson, Shane Ladue, and Mike Dow show us

their work.

Gregg Dodd, Ed Kelley, and John Groezinger take a break from
painting.

What have we gotten ourselves into?

Jeff Stowell, Craig Butt, and Pat Adams are up tO'

their heads with work.
Mr. Arsenault and Ed Kelley examine
their next victim.

Sean Torrey is ready for a test drive. John Croezinger, Greg Dodd, Ed Kelley, Mr. Grady, and Mr. Arsenault take a

break.

24 -^j^§-^ Auto Mechanics and Auto Body
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Amanda Berryman waits for her order.

These ladies, Kelly Witheral, Linda Noise,

and Racheal Shoal are hard at work in the

kitchen.

Mr. Gilbert shows off his buns.

Culinary 25



Senior Amanda O'Neil helps the children write their names.

Jim Harmon shows his little friend the

tricks to riding a pony.

Along with Mrs. Pimental, Crystal Iannucci and

Amanda Chancholo, relax with the pre-schoolers'

Rennee Rizotto and Emily Medeiros help the kids with the

lesson plan for the day.

Crystal Iannucci, Amanda Chancholo, and Courtney

Burridge show off their silly faces, too! Whoever thought Jimmy Harmon had a soft side?
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Crystal Iannucci her student on the computer.

Jacqui Atkins gets her two friends ready

for the cold outdoors.

I think Courtney Burridge has a fan club! Or do

they like her hair?

Lindsay Park and Jacqui Atkins get the class ready for story

time.

To be at eye level, Julie Bonney, the pre-school aide, has to get

down on her hands and knees.

Stephanie Badger is proud to show off her

pretty in pink dressd friend.
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DECA students, Faye Churchill, Matt Forrest, Richard DeAngelo, Jason Lydon, Kim
Ireland, Laura Fogarty, Chris King and Mrs. McSweeney.

Entrepreneurs
DECA (Distributive Education Clubs of

America) is a national organization of mar-

keting students whose main goal is to im-

prove educational and career opportunities

for students in marketing, management and

entrepreneurship. For the second year in a

row, DECA has donated money during

Christmas to help the families involved with

South Shore Housing in Kingston. Nine of

SLRHS's DECA students attended the North

East Regional convention of DECA students

in Boston.

Gen Omar and Kevin Silvey stock the refridgerator before

the customers arrive.

Richard DeAngelo and Matt Forrest take a candy

inventory.

Matt Healy-Baker, Mrs. McSweeney and Richard

DeAngelo are ready for business!
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The DECA crew takes a break after an afternoon meet-

ing with state officers.

DECA
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To the Graduates:

Congratulations to the members of the Class of 2001 on your graduation from Silver

Lake Regional High School. As you continue on your odyssey, I wish you a satisfying

and rewarding journey in the years to come. The faculty, administration, and commu-
nity are proud of all that you have accomplished, and we hope that you will carry

forward those important values, ideals, and understanding you have acquired in your

years of schooling. Striving to do your best, caring for and about others, sustaining

friendships and relationships, and learning all that you can about your world, have

brought you to this important day. These are the same attributes which will serve you
well in the future, and we challenge you to become the hero of your own life.

But most importantly, we urge you to remember that you can become the person you
want to be through unswerving effort and tenacity. You have been fortunate to be born

in these great United States of America at an exciting time, and opportunity awaits you.

As you go forward on your odyssey at the start of this new millennium, we encourage

you to seize the day, to live life to its fullest and to pursue your ideals. Please know that

your presence in our school will be missed, and we wish you all the best that life has

to offer. Bon Voyage!

Sincerely,

Patricia W. Randall, Ed.D.

Superintendent of Schools

To the Members of the Class of 2001:

As you close the chapter on your four years at Silver Lake Regional High School, you

will open to a new page of exciting challenges and opportunities.

Whether you are continuing on to another level of formal education, entering the

world of work or enlisting in military service, give your best effort and commitment

toward this next endeavor.

Love unconditionally, Live responsibly, and Laugh often.

May all of your hopes and dreams be realized.

Sincerely,

Margaret H. Strojny

Assistant Superintendent

To the Class of 2001:

2001 Our Odyssey reflects the changes

and growth that all members of the class have

encountered during your schooling at Silver

Lake Regional. The journey that you have

experienced hopefully will have provided you

with the necessary skills to make reasonable

and logical decisions in what lies ahead.

As you begin a new journey, so will I,

as I begin retirement by refocusing my efforts

to the profession that I have truly enjoyed -

namely, education. Whatever path you may
choose do it well. My advice is as follows:

• stand on your own two feet,

• roll with the punches,

• make the world a better place than it

was,

• and have some fun during all of the above.

Congratulations on your achieve-

ments and my personal best wishes.

Paul A. Squarcia, Ed. D.

Retiring Superintendent of Schools

30 Administration
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Dear Members of the Class of 2001:

You played with Cabbage Patch Dolls, Ninja Turtles, and Transformers.

You listened to Raffi, and Sharon Lois and Braham; I bet you remember the

Elephant Song! As your taste in music "matured," you sang The Right Stuff

with New Kids on the Block. You watched Full House, Saved by the Bell and
Funky Brewster on TV. 2002 was the name of a movie that you listened to

your parents talk about.

Now we've come upon the real 2001. No daily space travel, Screech became
an Assistant Principal, and Inspector Gadget became a movie. As you close

the door of high school, remember that there are many doors to open. You
are kind, generous, intelligent and dedicated people. You have a lot to offer

the world and the world has a lot to offer you. Stay safe and always smile.

I wish each and every one of you much success and happiness in all your
future endeavors.

Sincerely,

Richard J.

Principal

Kelley

To the Class of 2001:

May your odyssey through life always bring new discoveries, and may your

new discoveries bring you both the wisdom and the power to do what is right.

Good luck in your future. Always keep learning!

J. Edward Dunn
Assistant Principal

To the Class of 2001:

My best wishes to you
for your continued suc-

cess. I am confident you
will excel as your odys-

sey in life continues.

Robert A. Hodge
Assistant Principal

William Arthur Ward once wrote, "If you can imagine it, you can achieve it.

If you can dream it, you can become it."

To the Class of 2001:

I know that all of you will achieve your goals and dreams. I wish all of you the

best of luck in all your future endeavors.

Paul D. Vieira

Assistant Principal

Administration



Extra Effort

Lindsay Buckus is a member of the

National Honor Society and is an

AP student who maintains a very

strong GPA. She is also captain of

the cross country team, winter track

team, and the girl's spring track

team. Lindsay always maintains a

very positive attitude and is always

coaching and encouraging her team-

mates, especially the younger ones

who also compete against her. Lind-

say is a terrific example of what

Silver Lake should and does repre-

sent. -Joseph Darche

Extra Spirit

Jessica Farina is the rare stu-

dent who not only takes on a ton

of responsibility but follows

through and meets all her com-

mitments. If she says she will do

or be somewhere, she will! -j. scott

Turley

Jason Orcutt has been a member of the Speech

and Debate Team for five years, joining as an

eighth grader. His academic record speaks for

itself, scoring over 1500 on the SAT's. He has

also been a national competitor in Speech and

Debate and has been a co-captain for the past

:

two years. He was accepted early decision to»

Columbia University and will attend. Jason i

leads by quiet example and the team follows.

-Will Crocker

It truly has been a plea-

sure to work with A. J.

Belleville over the past

four years. He is a student

that I have been able to

truly count on to help with

the Arts Festival, Kingston

Elementary School PTO
volunteer efforts, and in

the fabricating of various

and unusual projects in the

Metal Fabrication and

Welding shop. No request

has been too unusual or

too overwhelming. A.J. has always completed these with a great sense

of humor and craftsmanship. -Linda Rohr

32 Teacher's Choice

Silver Lake will lose its finest #1 school spirii

when Ryan Martin graduates this spring. Ryar;

never seeks recognition but is always read}

and willing to dive into any task asked ofhim

He is friendly, polite and academically a supe

rior student. He has always treated those less

fortunate to his immediate acceptance anc

friendship. He has a great attitude, smile anc

makes any class brighter. -Alison Raines



Pauline Edson has

quietly gone about the

task of doing a good

job in my class. She

actively participates in

class and studies

manyhours to achieve

success. Pauline is al-

ways a delight to

speak with and dis-

plays a high level of

maturity. -Craig Brown

I recommend Jason Lydon
for all his effort and hard

work in the start up and run-

ning of the GSA at Silver

Lake. Additionally Jason is

Silver Lake's "Outstanding

Vocational Student for 2000-

2001
.

" It has been a privilege

for me to have had the op-

portunity to watch Jason

develop into such a positive

role model -Karen McSweeney

Extra

Service

During his four years at

Silver Lake, Adam Oteri

has served as a Key Club

member, Board Officer,

and is currently Key Club

President. He is an out-

standing leader, role

model, and mentor. He
has donated hundreds of

hours to service projects and has inspired all of us who know him.

His deep sense of caring and commitment to our school and

community has made Silver Lake a better place. Not only is Adam
one of the most conscientious and dedicated individuals I have

ever met, he also possesses an amazing heart. I know he will

continue to make a positive difference in all the lives he touches.
-Pam Curtis

Crystal Parsons has been a guidance aide this

year, but she is so much more. Her compas-

sionate and friendly demeanor is the first thing

that one notices when they enter the guidance

office. She has helped innumerable new stu-

dents who are adjusting to our school and

learning their way around. Crystal goes above

and beyond her duties as an aide. She answers

the phones, fields questions from parents,

teachers and students, runs errands, listens to

the problems of students who are waiting for

their appointments and generally acts as an

office manager when our secretary is at lunch.

Crystal is poised, mature and naturally kind.

We are so lucky to have her, and our office is

enriched by her presence. -Guidance staff

Rachel DellaValle works hard at everything

she does. She always remains positive and

enthusiastic. You never hear her complain

about anything. She best represents what a

student-athlete is at Silver Lake, and she does

it all with a big smile. -Mr. Ashby
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Mrs. Paula Sennett

Mathematics &
Computer Education

Mr.Stephen Nestor

Occupational Programs

Dr. Leo Egan

English & Reading

Mr. Richard Shattuck

Fine Arts &
Practical Arts

Mr. William Johnson

Athletics

Mr. Jon Cucinatto

World Language &
Social Studies

Ms. Aurelle Levesque

Guidance

34 Coordinators

Mr. Wendell Cerne

Science



M. Agostini

K. Aherne

A. Ahola

B. Anti

S. Antonini

D. Arsenault

L. Ashby
M. Batchelor

S. Bell

S. Bennett

G. Black

S. Blette

A. Bloomquist

D.Bond
N. Boucher

M. Boulrisse

R. Boulrisse

C. Brown

D. Brown
K. Brown
D. Butler

W. Bystrom

R. Carrigan

K. Cashin

E. Coleman
L. Consolati

P. Consolati

B. Cotter

K. Coviello

T. Coyle

S. Crowley

P. Curtis

J. Darche

L. DeCristofaro

D. Deegan

K. DePasqua

L. DePatto

J. Dixon

R. Donohue
W. Donovan

J. Doyle

K. Drane
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W. Dries

G. Duffy

M. Duffy

K.Dunn
P. Erving

S. Evans

S. Fernandez

J.
Finley

E. Flaherty

M. Fogarty

E. Gallagher

K. Ganino

M. Gazzola

S. Giambanco

F. Gilbert

M. Gilchrist

N. Gill

P. Gillespie

J. Goggin

E. Goldberg

L. Gould

R. Govoni

M. Grady

A. Hardy

J. Hathaway
B. Hines

L.Hunt
R. Iovanna

M. Jacobson

M. Jordan

L. Kafrawy

D. Kaminski

S. Kaszanek

R. Kubek
K. Lane

R. Laughlin

M. Lee

M. Lopes

J. Lunny

J. Madden
H. Magliano

V. Mahtesian
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M. Maliszewski

J. Malone

J. Maloney

J. Mannix
C. Martin

S. Martin

L. Maynard
D. McCarthy
K. McSweeney
M. McSweeney-Martin

J. Medeiros

L. Medeiros

A. Melville

N. Mitchell

A. Mrowka
R. Murphy
D. Murray
M. Mutrie

Novice and Veteran

Not only does our staff have many new, young teachers, but also

fenany veteran teachers who have kept up with new subjects and
[changing technology. Mr. Kaupp teaches math and also the difficult

(computer language course C++. After 27 years at Silver Lake, Mr.
(Kaupp will retire in June. The Class of 2001 wishes him the very best!

Fashion and design are two
subjects that Mrs. Kelly knows
well. Students in her classes learn

about the latest trends in the fash-

ion industry and also create their

own original clothing. Mrs. Kelly

always has a smile and a kind

word for her students.
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Knowledge And Power

From the trenches of World War I to the

Supreme Court's presidential decision, Ms.

Fitzwilliam brings history to life in her classes.

Her dedication to teaching and her knowl-

edge of history make her one of Silver Lake's

excellent young teachers.

S. Myr

J. Napolitano

D. Nicol

R. Osgood
M. Parsons

D. Pejouhy

B. Pimental

M. Piwarunas

N. Poole

R. Powell

F. Pruyn

D.Rafferty

L. Record

S. Ricci

J.Rice

K. Richards

D. Rix

A. Rizzatano

"Remember:
a student's

greatest

thinking will

come from

his or her

ability to

break away -

not to

confront.'
n

Volleyball as a league sport and e

solid program in journalism were in-

troduced and developed as part ol

our sports program and our curricu-

lum by Mr. Turley. Ahead of teach-

ing and coaching though are Mr
Turley's real passions Althea anc

Rahne.
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L. Rohr

A. Ruffini, Jr.

K. Sawyer

J. Schweer

R. Scott

J. Shannon

G. Shetler

M. Shultz

M. Snavley

C. Sorrento

M. Staghellini

T. Stasiuk

R. Swanson

J. Swenson
A. Tassinari

D. Tavares

J. Thompson
P. Trenouth

J. Tufts

T. vonTrotta

D. Wadsworth

J. Walsh

J. Warnock
R. Warnock

P. Warren
F. Watson
K. Wilson

C. Woodhouse
M. Wusenich

D. Yeager

One day I was walking by Mr. Pina's room, and I

heard him having a discussion with his class on what

it means to grow up. He said, "Growing up isn't being

able to go where you want to go and do what you want

to do. Growing up is being man enough or woman
enough to deal with the consequences of your actions.

And that is what my job is - to help you grow up. Being

grown up will take you much further than any history

information I could ever give you." I stood outside his

room for half an hour just listening to him give his

students a wake-up call. Those words will stick with

me for a long time. -Submitted anonymously by a student
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Front:

Maryjo Deignan,

Joanne Swales,

Irene Floor,

Mildred Waterman.

Back:

June Dunn
Ellen Connolly,

Helen Wright,

June Russell,

Anne Feleciano

El Anne Feleciano

cheerfully rinses

the dishes before

putting them in

the dishwasher.

Elaine Connolly tallies up
the cost of lunches at the end

of the line.

The bread sticks are ready for the

oven. Joanne Swales knows we
like them warm.

40 Cafeteria Personnel

Maryjo Deignan

gets ready to toss

the salad.



eed any paper? Rita Williamson keeps track of supplies.

Jeff Callahan can fix

anything, especially

coffee.

On rare occasions John Guvermont comes into the building

from handling outside chores.

Everyone uses technology. RonCummings enjoys a short break.

Bill Winmill and Paul Goodhue
get ready for work.
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L. Armstrong

K. Barnard

J. Bernard

J. Bonney

K. Cameron
R. Daly

J.
Dart

G. Doucette

K. Dubois

. Graham
M. Hull

L. Janhola

Betty Lewis has been the secretary

in the Main Office for a number of

years. Her dedication to her job, the

students and Silver Lake go un-

matched. If anyone has a question

about anything regarding the school,

Betty is the first person to ask. She

will always answer with a smile and

point you in the right direction. Mrs.

Lewis receives the yearbook's A+
Award.
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We'll Do It!

Key Club again had a very busy year. In September,

members participated in theMDA Telethon and received an

award for this effort. In their partnership with New England

Villages, they ran several sports nights for the residents. At

Christmas, the members raised over $2,000 for families in the

town shelters. Data Match was again a big success. March
activities included the Penny Drive during Carnival Week
for the Pediatric Trauma Unit of Children's Hospital,

mentoring at Bryantville Elementary, and sponsoring a drug

awareness day. The theme selected by the members this year

was "Children: Their future our focus." The year ended with

competition at the state convention in Springfield where our

club took home the most awards. Great job everyone!

w//uifm
Mrs. Curtis oversees the preparations for the Holly Tea as

Adam Oteri and Crystal Parsons prepare the prizes for the

raffle.

Key Club board members are Grant Hopkins, Adam Oteri, Jen Scherber, Melissa

Kelly, Dave Duburon, Sean Sutherland, Lisa Zanolli, Libby Hawes, Lisa Peterson

Nichol Yepez and friends volunteer for community
service.

Jen Scherber takes notes at the

weekly meeting.

Key Club is the largest club and also one of the most active in the school.
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Faculty members are greeted by Lisa Zanolli who makes sure every enters the raffle.

Key Club meetings are also a time to visit with friends as Nancy Bloomquist, Kim Le,

Nikki Bellrose, and Jen Joyce often do.

Adam Oteri displays the gifts from the successful

drive for the Plymouth Coalition for the Home-
less at Christmas time.

Greg Teich calls off Bingo numbers at Evanswood.

|en Joyce and Janet Swanton participate in the mentoring

program at the North Pembroke Elementary School. Key Club 45



Academic Leaders
The Silver Lake National Honor Society is

a select group of students who have a'G.P.A.

or 3.2 or higher, cumulative, for the year. Not
only are these students committed to their

studies, but they are also leaders in their

community and school.

Katherine Robinson shakes hands with the officers as she is

inducted. ™™ HflH V
:
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President Julia Porter addresses the inductees.

Dan Freitas, Jess Trotta, and Lyon Carter exchange congratulations

after the ceremony.

Mr. Pina and his student council officers, Jacqui Beaton,

Katie Sullivan, Katelyn Schmuttenmaer, Jess Farina,

Jeff Crowley and Jana Whiting.

Student Council

Student Council 2000-2001



Mr. Bloomquist, the NHS
advisor, addresses the

crowd at this year's induc-

tion.

Caitlin Dee lights Dan Freitas's candle; an NHS tradition.

Lyon Carter III is welcomed by officer Jana Whiting.

ational Honor Society 2000-2001.

NHS officers: Kim Pecinovsky, Rebecca Emmanuel,

Julia Porter and Christine Sweeney.

This year's speaker D. Howard
Randall motivates students to try

their best.
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Susan Powers plays Bingo with the residents.

Andy Sanderson, Jessica Davis, Joshua Fanning, and Emily Madeinr

find their experience rewarding.

G.A.P. Back: Christina Maher, Emily Madeiros, Mrs. Madden, Kim Rash,

Steve Barbuto. Front: Katie McEachern, Jessica Davis, Kristin Phillips,

Andy Sanderson.

Kim Rash shares conversation and a smile.

Renaissance Society. Back: Alexis Edwards, Micaela Burke, Dave DuBuron, Sean

Sutherland, Matt Gage, Melissa Kelley, Mr. Vieira. Front: Nichole Masciulli, Laura

Martell, Julie Bogdanski, Caitlyn Bosecker, Melissa Kelly, Erin Gould.

48 Renaissance Society, GAP, & SADD

M.A.D.D. Back: Nicole Yepez, Amber Kosarick

Middle: Joanna Thornley, Tina McNeilly,Laura Kelly

Hillary White. Front: Mrs. Rohr.



A willingness to make a difference is all that is needed. Peer Counselors are available to students who just want to talk.

Dave DuBuron and Frank Festa contemplate the answers to

the next role playing problem.
b Mediators. Back: Andrew Bouley, Ashley Lorrance, Liz Conway, John Flynn,

b Byrne, Pat Flight. Middle: Katie DesRosier, Lynsey Vacchino, Sarah Sanderson,

ti Kearns, Julia Porter, Alexis Edwards, Laura Cunningham. Front: Jessica Farina,

idreah Brown, Jacqui Beaton, Lindsey Walker, Rachel DeliaValle,

te Schmuttenmaer, Chrissy Gorman, Andrea Griffin. Peer Counselors & Mediators 49



Laker Legend Staff 2000-2001.

Ryan Collins is a pro when it comes to copyreading.

Summer Days
by Amanda Foley

The burning sun, the crashing waves-

These are my favorite summer days.

Seeing friends, having a blast

You hope and wish the summer will

last.

Staying up, then sleeping late,

Swimming, tanning, and I can't wait...

Until my summer days come again.

Laker Legend

Advisor Mr. Turley shows LIbby Hawes how editing is done.

Stephanie Dignan and Mindy Quigley edit placing stones.



t's going to be a long year
by Shayna Melberg

|c tic tic the big hand goes past

pw long is this class going to last?

|ie teacher rambles on

look at my desk and begin to yawn
IVhat is the answer?" she said

it all I can hear is a song in my head

hick up my pencil and begin to draw

it quickly I stop when I see the teacher saw
te says nothing but gives me a stern look

r eyes wander from me and then to my book

ipen it up and start to follow along

tit still all I can think about is that song

y mind wanders again back to the clock

Uttering can be heard-all sorts of small talk

bie boy in particular starts to annoy

le teacher walks over to yell at the boy

r she teaches out of fear

an already tell it's going to be a long year

Seniors Greg McPhee and Mike DeLuca are please with the latest Silver Spectrum.

The Laker Legend has had a busy

year. The paper took a quantum leap

in look and feel with its first issue

published on newsprint on an offset

printer. Ten monthly issues have been

published including the "Graduation

Spectacular". The staff has attended

the Yankee PEN Conference at UMass
Boston and the NESPA Conference at

Boston University. These events have

helped train the underclassmen who
will try to fill the large shoes of depart-

ing three-year senior editor Ryan
Collins.

Seniors Jill DelRosso, Lindsey Walker and Andy Russell make sure the Laker

Legend always contains fabulous pictures.

Silver Spectrum 51



Latin Club 2000-2001. Officers Alicia Cambria, RacH
DeliaValle, Matt Forest, Melissa KeL
Mike Sanda and Peter Blandino kno

they look good in togas.

Mike Sanda, Matt Forest, Rachel DellaValle and Peter Blandino perform their

skit cum laude.
Alicia Cambria and Shara Murphy show off the Latin Ch
pastries.

Alicia Cambria wonders why J.J. Layman and Matt Fanning aren't in

costum^^/
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Alicia Camb
celebrate H
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tradition of 1
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Roman gods



;ech and Debate team 2000-2001.

In Speech and Debate students compete using their communicative

kills. Politics are discussed and poems are performed. It is a learning

experience that helps overcome the fear of public speaking. Seniors

[ason Orcutt, Katherine Robinson, Ryan Martin, Amy McRae and

fenn Richardson will be missed next year.

Ryan Martin recites his speech with passion.

Kerry McRae, Dane Grigas and Katherine Robinson take

home trophies.

Mr. Crocker prepares his team's strategy for the next competition.
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Women's Choir 2000-2001: Erin Devine, Callie Rowe, Lindsay Garuti, Kathenne

Robinson, Ms. DePasqua, Becky Robinson, Stacy McAuliffe, Allison Wilcutt,

Andreah Brown, Elizabeth Winn, Katie Harrison, Kelly Darvner, Nancy Bloomqmst,

Nicole Sjoli'n, Meghan Robinson and Elizabeth Conway.

Callie Rowe shows off her skill by accompanying aa

songs from "The Little Shop of Horrors."

Here they are, "The Du-wop" Girls from Skid Row! Katherine Robinson, Aimee Goldstein

and Liz Conway.
Select Choir provides entertainment whilil

the teachers snack on goodies.

Sing it Jimmy!

Select Choir 2000-2001 : AndreahBrown, Callie Rowe, Steve Sanda, Amande

Cavicchi, Harry Jones, Erin Devine, Jim Foley, Ms. DePasqua, Kathenne

Robinson, Joe Hicks, Nathan Palmer, Becky Robinson, Meghan Robinsor

and Allison Wilcutt.

54 Choirs



A: Charlotte Putney, Jeanine Kavkac, Natalie Young, Jackie White, Sara Stenerson,

:as Smolic, Ms. DePasqua, Kerry McRae, Jason Lydon, Danielle Mignosa, Aaron Kellerman

rren Kilnapp and Ryan Martin.

Future Farmers of America: Crystal Walett, Derek Vantangoli

and Nicole Waitt.

Nicole Waitt tends to some beautiful plants.

The FFA completes their Valentine's Day
orders.

Katie Derosiers and Jen Martin practice the big

routine.

Dance Club members, Katie Derosiers, Steph Vorley, Caitlin

Ludwell and Jen Martin with advisor Ms. Magliano.

Dance Club, GSA, FFA 55



Varsity Football Cheerleaders.

The Varsity Football Cheerleading squad knows how to support each other. Just ask

Micaela O'Keefe, Adrien Bump, or Kate "Woody" Woodward.

Senior cheerleaders are sporting some spirited smiles. Melisa Wadsworth, co-captain;

Shara Murphy; Amy Lauzon; Jessica Trotta, captain; Terri Lyn Crudup; Katie Rollock;

co-captain; and Lindsey Walker, co-captain.

Jessica Trotta's flying high at the Homecoming

Game.

56 -M^ Football Cheerleaders
When I grow up, I want to be a . . . Adam
Luque's little sister knows how to cheer for

her big bro.



e 2000-2001 Wind Ensemble.

iWind Ensemble practice session.

Tom Beneducci warms up his tuba.

Keith Metcalf and Rhys Ingalls are two of the top

percussionists.

he 2000-2001 Pep Band.

Joe Allen doesn't take his eyes off the

conductor.
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Ryan Martin is a man living on Skid Row in the opening

number of the play.

Mr. Trenouth, as Skip Snips, sings a duet with Seymour.

Tim Lay was the voice behind Audrey II and also a very convincing bum on

Skid Row.

The Show Must Go On
Once again the Music Department, the Drama Club,

and the Dance Club joined forces to produce a musical

worthy ofBroadway recognition. The production started

as an independent study by a group of seniors who were

interested both in music and drama. With the aid of

classmates, faculty and administration, the production

came together and was a roaring success even though

the Saturday night performance had to be canceled

because of a power outage. The show was rescheduled

for Monday night and played to a full house.

Ryan Martin, as Orin Scrivello, is the dentist from hell.

Audrey II, operated by Charlotte Putney, was quick to gobble down her

victims.



Btherine Robinson,

ee Goldstein, and

Conway were the

Ej -op Girls: Crystal,

onette, & Chiffon

teve Sanda wants to grow up to be just like Audrey II. Jim Foley and Andreah Brown star as Seymour and Audrey in "Little Shop of

Horrors."

Mrs. Anti and Miss Magliano are ready for their cameos.

Little Shop of Horrors 59



An Evening of One-Acts
On Friday December 1st and Saturday December 2nd, 2000, the Silver

Stars Drama Club proudly presented its fall production: "An Evening of

One-Acts.. .and That's a Fact!" The production featured three short plays,

plus a rhythmic/movement piece, modeled after the Broadway smash,

"stomp!" The evening started with Christopher Durang's "Mrs. Sorken",

where the fantastically flaky Mrs. Sorken offers her not so humble

thoughts about the history of theatre. In "The Proposal," a very nervous

young man asks his neighbor to marry him -only to become "engaged"

in a series of arguments. Even though this play was written in the 19th

century, its themes still ring true today. Rounding out the production

was "Baby" a modern farce which answers the question,"What do babies

really think?" In all, the production was a success. Bravo!

Dane Grigas, Ryan Martin and Katherine Robinson are three of the stars during the

Drama Club's Fall Production.

Katherine Robinson demonstrates her

superb acting ability.

The Drama Club.

60 Drama Club



lire Grigas and Ryan Martin discuss something

ious in their one-act play.

Sophomore Meghan Robinson coaches "Baby" sophomore Steve Sanda in the

Fall Production.

Joe Hicks, Kerry McRae, Aimee Lee Goldstein and Justin Lesanski all try and comfort "Baby"

Steve Sanda.

Right: The baby

is crying and

everyone wants

to help!

;'in Devine tells the audience of her recent

ituation in life. Drama Club -—Zy^- 61



Morning Announcements Crew: Danny Chase, Luca Smolic, Ryan Martin, Jenn

Sullivan, Liz Conway and Christina Davey.

Jenn Sullivan and Jenn Richardson take a quick press break.

Audio Visual Club: Dane Grigas, Kerri McRae, Lauren Killnap, Sara

Stenerson, Luca Smolic, Rvan Martin and Danny Chase.

Mr. Tavares adjusts the screen as Jenn Sullivan begir,;

the Pledge of Allegiance.

^ Morning Announcements

Amie Lee Goldstein and Jenn Sullivan practice before tffl

air.



Brown waits for someone to ask him for some audio visual help.
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Senior Video Crew: Katie Finnegan, Laura Cunningham, Liz Conway,
Stacey Padula, Caitlin Mattie, Alicia Cambria, Carlie Russell, Christine

Bates and Ryan Martin.

Jenn Richardson and Christina Davey are happy not to be on the air

this morning.

Senior Video —5W^- 63



At Your Service
Office Aides have the important job of doing all those tasks

that the secretaries and office staff don't have time to accom-

plish, especially the job of finding students when needed by one
of the assistant principals. Always ready to help and always

with a smile, these students make Silver Lake runmore smoothly.

From delivering passes to classrooms to stuffing envelopes,

they are ready to serve.

Harrison Walters and Pauline Edson share the couch i

in the Main Office while they wait for their next

:

errand to be assigned.

Matt Troupe looks up a student's schedule on the computer.

Attendance Aides. Back: Jessica Leary, Miriam Robinson, Sheryl Irowio, Jim Doucet

:

Jeff Fox, Brenna Forde, Kisten Higgins, Crista Pforr. Middle: Jamie Taylor. FroiJ

Main Office Aides. Mary Hester, Kylah Zeoli, Kristen Victoria Stroud, Tricia Gilcoine, Holly Scott, Jenna Wigman, Stephanie Jarvis, Danie
Conboy, Jay Berggren, Kristin Bere. Grimbilas.

Main Office & Attendance Aides



Natasha Lauria and Melanie Bennett work on homework
when there is a break.

Kerri-Ann Brodeur chats with Courtney Bellavance who
is waiting for an appointment with her counselor.

Guidance Aides. Back: Jill Ripley, Stacey Padula, Missy Smith, Lissa

Lomanno,Kristin Akins, Carlie Russell, Kerri, Heather Swanson, and Rose

,Rispettoso. Middle: Andy Sanderson,Casey Bethay, Nicole Jordan Crystal

Parsons, Dave Duburon. Front: Juley Sanborn, Andrew Snell, John Nelson,

Maureen Jones.

Library Aides. Back: Corinne Baker, Heather Cromwell,

Lindsay Woords, Jenn St Croix. Front: Nicole Wait, Michael

Buckus, Lisa Zanolli, and Cullen Dwyer.

Guidance & Library Aides 65
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Another long day at the computer for Jessica Farina, editor of the yearbook.

Making Our Odysse
The task of putting four years of memories in

one book is definitely not an easy one. After endle

hours of hard work, the payoff is finally here. As v
leave Silver Lake and go our separate ways, ma
we always remember the good times we had. TV

years from now when you open "Our Odyssey

may you smile as you think of this journey.

I want to thank everyone who make this yea

book possible, especially Miss Aherne, M
Goldberg, and all the girls. Miss Aherne,we couldr

have done it without you.

Best of Luck to the Class of 2001. Never forg

your plunge into the "Lake."

Sincerely ~ Jessica Farina, Editor

Always willing to lend a hand,

Jacqui Atkins is ready to work.

The Staff.

Back: Melissa Martin,

Mindy Quigley,

Liz Conway.
Middle: Katie Sullivan,

Katie Baird,

Jessica Trotta,

Emilv Braddock,

Jennifer Richardson,

Jessica Kane,

Julia Porter,

Alexis Edwards,

Front: Lindsey Walker,

Jessica Farina,

Jacqui Atkins,

Kati Finnegan,

Laura Cunningham,
Cati Mattie,

Kerry Lang.

Yearbook Staff



dropping pictures and writing captions are Laura

Cunningham's forte.

arlie Russell selects just the right picture for the club

ages.
The staff gathers in the Crow's Nest to share ideas. Jennifer Richardson, Emily

Braddock, Julia Porter, Lindsey Walker, and Jacqui Atkins.

Kati Finnegan has the tedious task of putting

senior quotes in alphabetical order.

Do you mind? I'm trying to work! Lindsey Walker checks last

year's book.

Yearbook Staff ^S^L 67



Brandon McPhail and Tim Butler charge the quar- Justin Saba stops Falmouth's running back while Bill Sullivan is ready to attack,

terback.
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Chris Guilfoy carefully signs Mr. Sorrento's

good-bye football.
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Varsity Football



Nke Bombardier chases down the opponent as Adam Luque backs him up

A Strong Finish

The Silver Lake Varsity Football team went through growing

nins early in the season, but finished strong. With a win on
' tanksgiving Day, they had a chance to have consecutive winning

:asons in the OCL. Some highlights of the season included road

ctories over Plymouth South and North Quincy and a hugh win on
omecoming Day against Falmouth. Captains Lyon Carter, Ryan
adles, Andy McKenna, and Brandon McPhail were committed to

orking hard and making sure the team followed their lead. The

lotball team also had two OCL All Stars: Brandon McPhail and

yon Carter. The future looks very bright for the Lakers next year,

ho will be returning five starters on both sides of the ball.

Lm Butler uses his muscle to hold off the offense.

Coach Sorrento catches his last pass as he

retires from coaching SL football.

k k. « turn »

Mike Bombardier gets ready to attack.

Thanks, Coach Sorrento!

Varsity Football ;_-^_^§L_ 69



Eric Danner clears the ball out of our zone.

Jason Zugale looks to move the ball up the field.

Nothing ever gets by marking back John Flynn. Senior Pat Young is in hot pursuit of another goal.

The Team. Back: Coach Jeff Doyle, R
Scanlon, Mike Brack, Jason Zugale, Grr

Bennelli, Ryan Herrick, Mark Scopolletti, Ja

Gordon, Jeff Walsh, Rory McGrath.

Middle: Manager Steve Joubert, Travis Dupi

Nate Chartier, Eric Danner, John Fly

Harrison Walters, Brian Roche, CI

Shannahan, Jim Healy.

Front: Nick Ryan, Pat Young, Pat Bugbee

Zugale, Paul Sullivan, Ian Duggan, _fl

Krueger, John Jankowski.

70 Boys' Soccer
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aul Sullivan wins yet another head ball.

fin Flynn will never let anyone turn on him.

Ready to rip a shot, junior Jim Healy keeps his eye on the ball.

Playing To Win
With a 14-3-3 overall record in the 2000 soccer season, the boys'

Varsity SoccerTeam was excited. For the first time inOCL history,

the boys team went undefeated in OCL league play with a 12-0-

2 league record. The senior captains Ian Duggan, Joe Zugale, and

Paul Sullivan provided strong leadership. The team was also

strong in net with net minders Ryan Herrick and Jason "The Cat"

Zugale.

The defense was led by senior Eric Danner and John Flynn

while the offense was led by Pat Young and junior Jason Gordon.

Being denied for the third season in a row by New Bedford in the

quarterfinals, Coach Jeff Doyle was still proud of the accomplish-

ments of this year's team. From completing the Coopers Test to

tieing Marshfield and going undefeated in league play, the Silver

Lake Boys' Varsity Soccer Team played hard "all day long."
-John Jankowski

Senior Tri-Captains are Ian Duggan, Paul Sullivan, and Joe Zugale.

son Gordon tries to settle a bouncing ball Boys' Soccer _l-^-T§L 71



Jana Whiting goes sky high to flick a pass to Lindsey Fairweather.

Captains Julia Porter and Lindsey Fairweather led the girls to a successful

season.

!S»-.W3>.V*fA'i

72 Girls' Soccer

Rachel Kelly uses all her might and right to get the ball fro

Duxbury.

Senior Julie Brennan goes for a header.

The Girls' Soccer Team: Casey Gifford, Abbey Albitz,

Janine Burns, Michelle Wadford, Becky Richards, Mary Beth

Simmons, Maureen Messman, Allison Colwell, Jenna

Beltramini, Rachael Balestra, Jill McClelland, Caitlin O'Hara,

Michelle Messman, Kelly Phillips, Rachael Kelley, Danielle

Doherty, Christina Balestra, Julia Porter, Lindsey

Fairweather, Brynne Holland, Jana Whiting, Laura

Cunningham, Rachel DellaValle and Julie Brennan enjoy a

group hug before their big game against Duxbury.



idsey "Stormy" Fairweather dribbles past two defensemen on her way to

' goa '-

Seniors. Back: Laura Cunningham, Julie Brennan. Middle: Rachael

Kelley, Danielle Doherty, Rachel DellaValle. Front: Christina Balestra,

Julie Porter, Lindsey Fairweather, and Jana Whiting.

Senior Jana Whiting moves down the field.

Play Harder; Play

Smarter!
The Silver Lake Girls' Soccer team had a very excit-

ing season. After hitting a few bumps in the middle of

the season, the girls were ready for post season action.

The team had two major upsets by beating #2 seed

Dartmouth and #7 seed Barnstable. For the second

time in Silver Lake history the Girls' Soccer Team
made it to the south sectional semifinals. The girls,

however, fell to archrival Marshfield 1-0. Hopefully,

the girls will be able to keep up their momentum for

next season, but they'll have to do it without nine very

powerful Seniors. -Laura Cunningham

Juniors. Kelly Phillips, Abbey Albitz, Allison Colwell, Rachael

Balestra, and Casey Gifford are having a grand old time

cheering on their teammates.

Sophomore Jenna Beltramini takes the ball as Jana

Whiting and Rachel DellaValle back her up. Girls' Soccer



Persistence

and. .

.

i

Senior Jaime Bunton heads up the field.

Determination
The 2000 field hockey season was one

of determination and persistence. The

team missed qualifying for the state tour-

nament by two wins. Although the team

was mathematically eliminated with sev-

eral games remaining, their enthusiasm

and pride never diminished.

Senior Captains, Stephanie Godfrey,

Mindy Quigley, and Adrien Snow, led

the team. The OCL coaches recognized

Godfrey and Quigley as All Stars and

Snow received an honorable mention.

Even though eleven seniors will be lost to

graduation, the underclassmen look for-

ward to a successful 2001 season.

Underclassmen add to the strength of the team.

Group hug. Janet Veracka, Courtney Costa, Mindy Quigley, Jaime

Bunton, andRuth Haddock.

The Team. Standing: Krysten Conboy, Alexis Edwards, Kim

Pecinovsky , Brittany Riley, Sarah Moquin, Alison Riccio, Tara Hosrnik,

Missy Smith, & Coach Lopes. Kneeling: Renee Schneider, Courtney

Costa, Jessica Casey, Meghan Dealy, Ruth Haddock, Jaime Bunton, &
Nicole Godfrey. Sitting: Stephanie Godfrey, Adrien Snow, and Mindy

Quigley.

74 Field Hockey

Adrien Snow makes a quick pass to Ruth
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Stephanie Godfrey battles for control of

the ball.

Below. Adrien
Snow rushes to

protect the ball.

After their last Silver Lake game, the seniors pose for one more picture

Back: Alexis Edwards,

Adrien Snow, Alison

Riccio, Missy Smith,

Meghan Dealy, Courtney

Costa, Mindy Quigley,
_rj^

and Jaime Bunton. Front: $i

Stephanie Godfrey, Ruth
Haddock, and Janet

Veracka.

Tri-captains Adrien Snow, Mindy Quigley, and

Stephanie Godfrey lead the team by example Field Hockey



Seniors Danielle Canney, Danielle Winslow, Stacy Kroon, Jessica

Farina, Kathryn Simmons, Janine Brussard and Jen Stinchfield

will be sorely missed next year.

Middle blocker, Ashley Lorance approaches for the spike.

The 2000-2001 Volleyball team with Coaches Turlev and Black

76 Volleyball

Stacy Kroon and Danielle Canney go up as a wall for a great 1

The Silver Lake Lady Spikers finished the regulaa

season 13-7 to record their best season yet. Noc

knowing what to expect this year since the realigni

ment into the very tough OCL, their 8-6 league recorc

and fourth place finish was a pleasant surprise. Al>

Star junior Ashley Lorance and senior Stacy Kroor

keyed the tough Laker defense as middle blocker:i

and hitters Kristin Steighorst, Jen Stinchfield, DanielL

Canney, LaurenMurphy and setter Danielle Winslov

paced the offense with key hits. Kristen Geraghtt

and Dianne Cannon along with Murphy, Loranod

and Stieghorst will form the core for the Lady Laker

next season.

Stacy Kroon reaches for the game winning dig!



The 2000-2001 Volleyball team goes in for a huddle.

:ach Turley is ready for his girls to win Captains Danielle Canney and Danielle Winslow lead the team to

victory.

h girls watch anxiously to see if the ball makes it over the

Captain Danielle Winslow bumps the ball up for the kill.

Volleyball 77



The 2000 Cross Country team.

Cross Country standout Mike
Piche is one of the top runners

in the state.

Tim Long gives the camera a thumbs up in

middle of his race.

Running to Victory
The 2000 Silver Lake Cross Country teams had a successful

season. Led by captains Lindsay Buckus, Melissa Efron and
Teannine Seyfert, the girls saw a season of great improvement.

The team came in 2nd place in the O.C.L., finishing 9-1. Running
strong for the Laker girls were Lindsay Buckus, Melissa Efron,

Jeannine Seyfert, Daviann Brown, Chris Sweeney, Danielle Bauer,

Chris Gorman and Rebecca Brackett.

The Boys' team, led by captains Mike Piche, Matt Vercollone

and Dan Freitas gave a strong showing this season, finishing 5

and 2 in the league. Top runners for the boys included Matt

Vercollone, Tim Long and Justin Mosca. Senior Mike Piche

finished the dual meet season undefeated and was name a

league all star.

Almost there, only two more miles

DaviAnn Brown and Mike Piche are a running pair.

;
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Cross Country

Two of the lady runners try their

hardest to stay in front.



KLaker seniors are among the best, Tim Long, Justin Mosca, Jason Gillis, Ryan
cins, Dan Freitas, Mike Piche and Lindsay Buckus.

On your mark, get set,

GO!

Running helps Justin Mosca forget the pressures of

being a senior and college applications.

The lone senior girl, Lindsay

Buckus, leads her team to an

Sgpp? outstanding season.

John Meserve shows his comical side at

practice.

Dan Freitas tries to edge out an

underclassman.

Cross Country 79



The 2000-2001 Boy's Basketball team.

Dan Platz gets away from the Brockt

player and drives the ball down the coi

The Silver Lake Boys' Basketball team won their second consecutive Old Colony League basketball title. The

team finished the OCL season with 8 straight victories an posted a 1 3 win - 1 loss OCL record. A great senior

class lead by Captains Chris Conroy and Jon Platz provided the leadership and experience, which energized

the team for each game. Chris and Jon were voted League All Stars and Ryan Dacey made honorable

mention. On January 26th in a home game against Plymouth South, Chris Conroy reached his 1000 point

plateau scoring 38 points leading the team to a spectacular victory. Stay tuned for next year's season, as

the Lakers will return eight varsity players, ready to step in and continue the winning tradition of Laker

Basketball.

Paul Sullivan handles the ball with ease.

80 ^L^: Boys' Basketball

Jon Platz tries to put one up and over

Plymouth South. Chris Conroy jumps for a rebound aga >t

Brockton.

i.



The senior Lakers take a timeout from the game to pose with their moms.

^an Dacey gets a clear

: at the basket.

IJWilheim from WATD honors Chris Conroy after he broke the 1000

nt mark.

Ryan King dishes the ball to a teamate in mid-air.

Boys' Basketball

/
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Ashley Lorance goes up for a shot, while Julia

Porter looks on.

Seniors Julia Porter and Melissa Wadsworth hang around before the big gg

Melissa Wadsworth tries for a rebound before Quincy gains possession.

Ashley Lorance attempts to sink a foul shot.

Lady Laker's Basketball 2000-2001

82 Girl's Basketball



i ains Ashley Lorance, Julia Porter and Jill McClelland are ready to lead their team.

Ashley Lorance makes a jumpshot
while Michelle Marsman prepares for

the rebound.

Uth only two returning seniors, the 2000-2001 girl's varsity basketball

t am had theirwork cut out for them from the beginning of the season. The

(jam has responded to this challenge with consistent hard work and

indication. The Lady Lakers are led by senior captain Julia Porter and

"dor captains Ashley Lorance and Jill McClelland. The Lakers have

t ttled through the season, taking on some of the top teams in the state and

ve come up with four key wins in the OCL. The Lady Lakers look

f rward to the end of the season and the Big Three Tournament with a

[isitive attitude. -Julia Porter
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Jill McClelland won't let this Quincy
player get by her.

JuliaPorter attempts to break through the

defense.

Girl's Basketball ^*y^~- 83
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The 2000-2001 Varsity Basketball Cheerleaders.

These girls definitely don't have a k't

of heights.

The 2000-2001 Varsity Basketball Cheerleaders had a very productive year. The squad, under the leadership c<

Captain Jessica Trotta, worked hard to increase their skill level in cheer, stunting and dance. These young womet
work hard to represent their school in a positive manner on and off the cheering court. Six Varsity Basketba.

Cheerleaders won a berth to perform at the Pro Bowl in Hawaii. They vied for scholarships and participated in chet

development classes. These young women represented Silver Lake with great pride. The squad and the squads I

.

come will benefit from this experience as the participating cheerleaders share their newfound knowledge. This squa

also has been invited to perform at the Shriner's Bowl, which will be played on June 22nd at Boston University. The-')

will perform at half time and cheer during the game.

The 2000-2001 Pep Band

Basketball Cheerleaders and Pep Band



The 2000-2001 Varsity Hockey Cheerleaders.

Amanda Chancholo and Nicole Maloney display their Laker

Pride.

Lindsey Walker and Jim Harmon are rewarded for their

school spirit!

The Ice Hockey Cheerleading Squad had a great

season. Captains Lisa Fossetti, Meaghan Jeffrey

and Meghan Pinto led the squad supporting the

Ice Hockey team through the season into tourna-

ment play. All the young ladies worked hard this

year improving their skills and showed their dedi-

cation to cheerleading. Seniors Kelly Coulstring,

Meaghan Jeffery , Lindsay Parks and Meghan Pinto

will be missed next vear.

Hockey Cheerleaders and SL Fans m^



The 2000-2001 Ice Hockey Team

The Lakers fight hard to gain control of the puck.

Jeff Walsh tries to put one in from the corner.

86 Hockey

The Silver Lake Varsity Hockey team got off to

a slow start, losing their first three games.

However, a non league win over Canton and

a tie against a strong Hanover team turned the

season around, as the Lakers went 13-2-1 the

rest of the season. The Lakers finished second

to Falmouth in the OCL, posting a 12-2 record

in league play with both losses at the hands of

the Clippers. David Wilkinson, Jason Rogers,

Matt Troup, Brian Libby and Buddy Johnson

were selected to the league all-star team, and

the Lakers were the second seed in the South

Section of the Division I State Tournament.

Adam Luque takes the puck down the ice.

.
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Montosi is willing to sacrifice anything to stop the puck.

Buddy Johnson covers the net, ready to stop anything.

Jeff Walsh is unstoppable as he flies down the ice.

Jimmy Doucette awaits a pass.

%

Buddy Johnson gets down to make a save.

Dave Wilkinson breaks away from the defense.

Hockey -^^~ 87



The 2000-2001 Wrestling Team Senior Joe Briggs fights his heart out against tl I

undefeated BR heavyweight.

Junior Mark Praetsch keeps a good grip on this BR wrestler's leg

while choosing which move to thrown on first.

Junior Steve Donovan starting the infamous chickenwing move wl

turns into the Dunnyroll with a pin.

88 ^y^r~ Wrestling



The Wrestling team continues its winning
tradition by posting a 16 wins-4 losses season.

The team also won consecutive Team Cham-
pionships at b oth the S.L. Wrestling Tourna-
ment and at the Cumberland Wrestling Tour-

nament. Once again, unfortunately, the Lak-

ers came in second in the OCL, losing to BR in

a very exciting match, by only two points.

Excellent performances were turned in by
many wrestlers such as captainsAdam Hardy,

Joe Briggs and Peter Krzyzewski, Rob
DeAngelo, Rich Omar, Kevin Warming and
Jeff Yeaton.

Kane has his opponent in a no win situation. Jeff Yeaton holds on for the pin.

I team gets psyched before the match
Captains Adam Hardy and Peter Krzyewski.

Wrestling "-'—%y^~- 89



The Girls' Winter Track Team.
Melissa Kelly concentrates on her next

throw.

The Girls' Winter Track team, led by cap-

tains Lindsay Buckus, Julie Brennan,

Laura Cunningham, Katie Sullivan and

Jana Whiting saw a season of great ac-

complishments. The girls finished their

OCL meet schedule with a 7 and record

winning their 3rd league championship

in five years. The Boys' Winter Track

team finished with 6 wins and only one

loss. For the first time ever, the Lakers

competed in the State Team Pentathlon

and took first place!

Runners Lindsay Buckus, Janine Seyfert, and Abby Albitz are off at the

whistle.

Rookie Danielle Canney tosses one for a second place.

90 Girls' Winter Track

Janine Burns flies over the hurdles as Allison Cadwell is a close second



re Cote and Harrison Walters survey the finish

The Boys' Winter Track Team.

like Piche leaps his way to a second place Adam Corven and Pat Saccone led the team in hurdles,

nish in the OCL.
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This all-star team is ready to go!

Mike Piche strides to another victory. BOVS' Winter Track ,;- ^'jc Ql



Christy Pforr keeps her balance as everyone watches in awe.

Emily Tyler holds on with her toes as she practic^

her beam routine.

Captains Stacy Kroon, Lindsey Kay and Adrien Snow lead the team.

^^^s-^ Gymnastics

Captain Stacy Kroon demonstrates v

skills.



The 2000-2001 Gymnastics Team.

C risty Pforr uses her superior arm strength

f support.

r»

One of the girls prepares for the meet.

The Silver Lake Gymnastics

team had another impressive

season. They were ranked

fourth in Pilgrim Conference

with a 3-3 league record and

finished 5-5 overall. The

team was led by senior co-

captain Lindsey Kay and

junior Christy Pforr. Lindsey

was unstoppable in the vault

and was name League

Champion^^^^^^^^^^^
f »

j

pcy Kroon prepares to dismount after a

:perb routine. Emily Tyler is full of grace.

Gymnastics 93



Tom Layman, Dave Gordon, Justin Liszanckie, Myles Mueller, Pat McGourty, Jack

McGourty, John Montosi, Brian Schier, Chris Hickey, Jack McCarthy and Eric

Zadorian look like pros as they get ready to hit the green.

A A Swinging Success

The Silver Lake Golf team finished another

successful season with a record of 12 wins and 4

losses, placing them third in a very tough Old

Colony League. Seniors John Montosi and Brian

Schier were named league All Stars.

Brian Schier sends the ball flying.

John Montosi leads the golf team through a

wonderful season.

Dave Gordon swings for a hole in one!

Pat McGourty gets ready to sw

94 Boys' Golf





The hard work on the "Wild Wild West" float paid off for the freshmen, with a second

place tie.

Freshman Class Officers: Jason Acevedo, Allison Porter, Lauren Schier and

Amy Demas.

Jill Bogdanski and Morgan Blanchard
I

pink!

All the freshmen have smiles on clash day!

96 --?W$— Freshmen



"Wild Wild West" freshmen Michelle Woodford, Kelly Danner, Caitlin McElligott,

Amelia Omar, Tracy Clapp, Lauren Schier, Meredith Hathon and Allison Porter at the

homecoming game.

;;shmen Alison Shedlock, Kate Pickett, Ashely Wadsworth, Gary Paton, Jenna Wigman,

jfe Perroncello, Jill Oteri, Liz Sadler, Erin Suiter, Kristin Zeoli and Brandon Walsh take

ie out of class to pose for the camera.

Kevin Denis is tickled pink.

"drew Peebles, Jason Pateline, Katie Woodward and Chris Tranngoc are hard at

rk in their ninth grade writing class.

Meghan Woodbury overcomes writer's block.

Freshmen -^W^"- 97



Sophomore Class Officers: GregTiech, Emily McCoy, Katie Kelley, Liz Bradley and

Jaimie Mueller.
Billy Coveney, Lisa Drummy, Danielle Sherm;

and Andrew Bouley show their sunny sophomo

spirit.

Andrea Griffin, Liz Brady, Nicole Stone, Jaimie Mueller and Steve

Sanda after riding the sophomore float.

The sophomores pose and perform with style. Andrew Bouleyi

Bradshaw, Lauren Murphy, Lindsay Young, Andrea Griffin,

Calari, Jen St. Croix, Rob Gobell, Erica Polleys, Nichole Corj

Charlene St. Croix, Liz Brady, Greg Tiech, Nancy Bloomquist and^

McCoy.

98

Sophomore class president

Liz Brady relaxes in her

yellow attire.

Class of 2003

The tiger outfits must have

brought Stacie Shedd and

Nate Skerritt together.

Stephanie Opachinski, Jen Solimini, Marcus Glynn, Sj

Nelson, Brenna Forde, Nate Skerritt, and Adam TayldJ

pumped for the pep rally.



Nicole Stone, Emily Tyler, Kim Gray, Stephanie Opachinski,

Danielle Grimbilas, Jess Fucillo, Shelly Nelson and Jen Solimini

know that girls just want to have fun!

Jen St. Croix, Kabrin Calari, Andrea Griffin, Alex Bradshaw, Nicole Stone, Jaimie Mueller, Liz Brady,

Charlene St. Croix, Jen St. Croix, Lindsay Young, Nichole Connelly and Lauren Murphy model before

their big dance number.

:a Butler spikes up her sophomore
:de.

I
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Christine Murphy, Katie Miller, Lisa Zanolli, Jeanine Kavka, Meghan Reardon, Nice)

Bellrose, Emily Dunlop, Becky Richards, Heather Nicotri and Molly Menzie congratulci

each other after a phenomenal performance.

Juli Martinez gives a Laker cheer! Wally Start, Eric Foley, Kristin Bere and Charlene Prinz are fully corn-

trated on the task at hand.

100-^^

Kristen Atkins and Mady Ashour are

all smiles at the Homecoming Dance.

Class of 2002

Josh Anderson, Justin Lezanski and Matt Gage show their green side.



fvdor Class Officers: Micaela Burke, Katie Killenger, Christine Sweeney,

V<tt Vercollone and John Kopp. "Do we match?" Kelly Bardon and Jeanine Kavka.

Kim Pecinovsky, Ali Krzyzewski and Sarah Moquin are all decked out for clash day.

inanda McEvoy and Kim Pecinovsky make a

'ihion statement.

Becky Richards, Amanda McEvoy, Kelly Bardon, Jen Newton, and

Erin Lutton know how to show their 80's style.
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In Memory of Kevin Gomes and

Matthew Smalley
You will be forever in the hearts of your

classmates.

"Your days with us were a gift.

As we take on new responsibilities as

graduates, we will think of you and

remember how precious each day is."

Class of 2001
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My Son
Matt, my son, my only one

What a joy when you were born.

Matt, my son, my only one

With a smile you greeted each morn.

Your quiet understanding

Sense of humor, kindness, too

Your compassion, courage, strength & love

Showed the true side of you.

You approached each day

In such a positive mood
You inspired all others

With your amazing "Mattitude."

Matthew means a gift of God
The finest gift that could be given to me
To be honored with your presence,

Though short-lived, was meant to be.

Matt, my son, my only one

Although we're now apart

Matt, my son my only one

You'll be forever in my heart!

C.J. Smalley
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A special thanks to the

underclassmen who
supported the senior class

by purchasing yearbooks.

Patricia Gilcoine

Kelly Bardon

Krsiten Bere

Ryan deOgborn

Melissa Endres

Kevin Fitzgerald

Brian Furman

Erin Walsh

Patu Garcia

Claudia Habant

Heather Nicotri

Kristopher O'Connell

Kimberly Pecinovsky

Michael Walker
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Cati Matti, Shara Murphy, Jessica Kane and Jackie Govoni are all excited for

a day at Mill Pond.

Liz Conway wonders if John Flynn will cut in on any o

dances at the eigth grade semi-formal.

Melissa Kelly, Lindsey Walker, Jess Trotta, Matt Haglund, Stef Howie
and Laura Cunningham take a lunch break on the seventh grade Explorer

team field trip.

Rachel Kelly, Liz Winn and Cali Rowe cool off in the pool on the Mill Pond
field trip.

106—^1^"^— Junior High

Jackie Govoni, Billy Wood, Jill Connor, Jesse Ohrenbl

and Becky Emanuel enjoy themselves at the eigth
;

social.

Christine Silva, Lindsay Park and Alexis Edwards tf*

their strength by building a pyramid.



Li
A* f\

W

i e Bunton, Jesse Ohrenberger, Melissa Wadsworth, Danielle

ahey and Liz Winn are all set to cut a rug.

Matt Trabulsie and Jess Cohen pose for a picture at the eighth grade semi-

formal.

Alex Paiva and Melanie Orcutt are a couple of bathing beauties.

Whiting and Jess Trotta cause a ruckus in the Junior High hallways.

Jacqui Beaton and Liz Conway are

still smiling after all these years: »«;
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Brad Walker, Lindsey Walker, Angela Stasio, Jessica Trotta and Julie Brervnan

show off their balloon figures.

Ryan Hayes, Lindsey Walker, Peter Zaval, Pat Flight

and Nick Ryan climb Yogi Bear on their field trip.

North Pembroke's little ladies are all smiles on their trip to

Boston.

Alexis Edwards and Courtney Costa experiment with lip J

>>W C

108^^^$—: Elementary

Rachel Kelley, Liz Winn, Amanda O'Neil, Danielle
f-

and Caitlin Corner were smiling even then.



r.reah Brown and Jackie Teller show off their animal

Jessica Cohen, Paul Sullivan and Jill DelRosso take a moment together at the

sophomore social.

i « Lee Goldstein, Amy Eastman, Kellie Coulstring,

i Lyn Crudup, Jessica DiGiovanni and Meghan
i y enjoy the social.

Devon Govoni, Stacey Padula and Liz Conway still have those sophomore
smiles!

sup of happy sophomores will remember this night Meghan Robare, Jesse Ohrenberger and Rebecca Emanuel are stunning

in black!
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The Court. Jessica Farina, Jessica Trotta, Sarah Willis, Rachel Kelly, Adam Oteri, Alison

Wilcutt, Patrick Bugby, Greg Ebert, Steve Romano, Nick Ryan

Ever After
The day we had all been waiting for had finai.

arrived on Friday April 7, 2000. We got dismisij

early to make the final preparations. Excited for r|

very first prom, everyone jumped in their limos f

buses and took off. The royal atmosphere of I

Sheraton Tara in Braintree gave a perfect settingj

the junior prom. We all danced to Bryan AdaJ
"Everything I Do, I Do for You" as the DJ helpecj

celebrate our "Ever After" theme. It was a nightil

will never forget.-Jenn Richardson

Jason Orcutt, Meghan Robinson, Cali Rowe and Ted Wyman take a

water break.

Pastel princesses Jessica Cohen, Nicole Maloney, Susan Powers, Katie Baird,

Lauren Macaluso, Jessica Trotta, and Amanda O'Neil take a quick pic.

HO^T/f^ Junior Prom Cati Rollock and Adam Dennison are picture pc xl



Time for a group hug with Jaime Bunton, Melissa Wadsworth, Danielle Doherty, Jacqui

Govoni, and Danielle Canney.

Harmon and Paul Sullivan give a thumbs up for

red suit and the red-head!

^ >ela Stasio, Danielle Devane, Andrea Clarke, Jill Crowley, and Liz Weiss, Danielle Devane, and Jenn Richardson's dentists would be proud of

Rumker pose pretty in the bathroom. these pearly whites.
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Rolling with the Punches

Senior Class Officers: Jim Sylvia -Historian, Laura Cunningham -Secretary, Lindsey Walker

Treasurer, Elizabeth Conway - Vice President, and Michael Sanda - President.

Dear Class of 2001,

Here we are about to take the next step. Some of us won't think twice about high school afte

graduation, and some of us will always wish for just one more game of gym class volleyball

Regardless of our feelings about the past four years, no one can deny its role in shaping who w\

are today and who we will be tomorrow. We have had our share of friends and enemiee

successes and failures, good times and the bad. From this collage of experiences, we hav\

emerged a class prepared for the future. I am confident that every single one of us possesses thl

ability to be successful and happy in any venture of life we may choose.

We are more fortunate to have received the education and experience of high school than w^

often realize. One night five years from now, you will find yourself spending the entire eveninr

with old friends just reminiscing of your experiences here at Silver Lake. You will then see th!

imprint they made.

I know parts of this letter may sound like cliches, but I hope that these words will help u

remember what might be the most important four years of our lives. As we approach the end 1

this odyssey, I implore all of you to give a simple "thank you" to those who have been part of thii|

journey. I personally thank all of you for making my experience rewarding, and I wish you af

the best that life has to offer.

Sincerely,

Michael J. Sanda

President, Class of 2001
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Kelli A. Acevich Thomas M. Allen Guilherme Andrade

"Don't worry about your fears till they come "It is necessary to love people as if there

upon you.

Thank you Mom. Dad, & Michelle. Also my
friends that made these 4 years go by.

isn't a next day. Because if you stop to think

about it, actually there isn't."

I want to say thank you to my host family

and my family in Brazil for helping me a lot.

hristopher Appleton Jacqui L. Atkins

"For a moment let's just revel in our eternal

comradery, in my heart I know there will

never be a day that I don't remember the

times we've shared."

To my family and friends, teachers and

senior class, thanks for a great time.

Keri J. Back

"Don't compromise yourself.

You are all you've got."

Thank you Mom & Dad for being there for

me. Jenna & Dan, I love you both.
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Stephanie M. Badger

"Let us not look back in anger or forward in

fear, but around in awareness."

Thank you Mom, Dad, and Stacey for always

being there. Janet, thanks for being the best

friend.

Kathryn E. Baird

"You can own everything you see.

Sell your soul for complete control.

Is that really what you need?"

Much love to my family. Thanks to Dev,

JessT, JessC, and My FREEDOM crew.

Matthew C. Baker i

"You got to be careful if you don't known

where you're going because you might n

get there."

Thanks Mom and everyone for your love

support over the years. I love you. Rebec"

Christina M. Balestra

"I got through it; I feel fine

I went to school and did my time

In a sense I'm out, in a sense I'm free

To be what I want to be."

Thanks to my friends for all the good times.

I love you, Mom, Dad, Rachael, & Bob.

114^^?— Class of 2001

Jeffrey D. Balzotti

"I don't know what the key to success is, but

the key to failure is trying to please every-

one."

Thanks to my mother & father. Without you

I never would have made it. I love you

always.

Andrew J. Baracchii

..



Adam C. Barber Brian P. Barkas Catherine M. Bates

"'Never take life too seriously; after all, no

one comes out alive anyway."

Thank you Mom, Dad, Joe, and Rolls. I owe

you everything. Thanks to all my friends.

"Another ditch in the road you keep moving

Another stop sign you keep moving on

And the years go by so fast

Wonder how I ever made it through."

Lots of love to my family and three best

friends. One for all and all for one.

Christine E. Bates

I people come into our lives and

:{y go. Some stay for a while and leave

lints on our hearts. And we are never,

' le same."

i|s to my family and friends for all your

:id support. I love you all.

Danielle E. Beaton Jacquelyn A. Beaton

"Keep smiling. It makes people wonder what Thank you, Mom, Dad, Sandy, Steve, and Liz

you've been up to!" for always being there. I love you very much.

Thanks Mom, Dad, Sam, Chris and friends. I

love you all! Good luck class of '01!
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Michael J. Belcher

"Friendship is like money, easier made than "No one gets out of this world alive, so the

kept." time to live, learn, care, share and celebrate

is now."

Thank you Mom, Dad, Larry, and all my
friends. I wouldn't have made it without you. Thanks Mom, Dad and family. Thank you

Kristen, I love you!

Amanda J. Benasss

"That which was bitter to endure may hi'

sweet to remember."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Josh, Donna and Blil

love you all and especially you Jim.

Diane T. Bender

Thanks Mom, Dad, family and friends

for all your love and support.

Thomas J. Benner

"We are all in the gutter, but some of us are

looking at the stars."

Thanks to Mom, Dad, family & my friends.

Ted & Tobi, thanks for letting me tag along.

Jay A. Berggren

"Don't let worrying about tomorrow st-ltli

joy from today. Today may be all that

have."
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Brian J. Berte

iWledge speaks, but wisdom listens."

us Mom, Dad, Shannon, Alex, Steve,

h Matt and all my friends. I couldn't

(done it without you.

Peter J. Blandino

"If we don't find anything pleasant, at least

we'll find something new."

Kevin G. Bloomquist

"Good teaching is one-fourth preparation

and three-fourths theater."

Thank you Mom and Dad for all believing in

me. I couldn't have done it without you.

Melissa A. Borden

bsoul would have no rainbow, had the

:no tears."

£ks to Mom, Dad, and Jen with love,

tratulations to all my friends, thanks for

it there.

Caitlyn J. Bosecker

"Two roads diverged in a wood, and I—

I took the one less traveled by.

And that has made all the difference."

Thanks Mom, Dad, and Kristen for your

love. Jess, Amy, and Christine, your

friendship is priceless.

Jessica C. Bosworth

"Only those who risk going too far can

possibly find out how far one can go."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Ricky, Ash, Tarn, Diane

and Rach for all of your love and support.
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Emily G. Braddock Sean R. Brady Zachary D. Brazdis

"A lot of people don't realize this is one big "Life goes by so fast, only try to do what you "Never give up, for that is just the time a

family and it's a family I'm gonna miss."

Thanks to all of my family, friends, and

teachers who have supported me.

think is right. Close your eyes and its

passed, the story ofmy life."

Thank you Moira, Mom and Dad, John,

John, and Christina.

place that the tide will rum."

I would like to thank Mom, Dad. Jennifer

and Megan for help though the years.

Christopher M. Breen

"It is better to remain silent and be thought

of a fool than to speak out and remove all

doubt."

Thanks to my Mom, Dad, and Ben for your

love and support.
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Julie A. Brennan

"Dynamite comes in small packages."

Thanks, Mom, Dad, Dina, and Alicia for

your support. Pat, I love you.

Joseph M. Briggs

"Be not afraid of greatness: some are b

great, some achieve greatness and some''

greatness thrust upon them."

Love and thanks Dad, Mom, Mandi. Jal I

Becki. Nicki, Auntie, Nana, Rah. friend



Kelly A. Broderick

re never given a dream without also

iven the power to make it true."

to Dad, family, friends, Vicki, Bob,

and Leigh. I love you all.

Andreah J. Brown Jaime Lee T. Brown
"Who knows what miracles you can achieve, "Every exit is an entry somewhere else.'

When you believe somehow you will. You
will when you believe."

Thanks to all my family who I love so much
and thanks to all of my dearest friends.

Thank you Lorraine for being a good friend.

Thank you Mom & Dad for inspiring me.

vlichael C. Brown
goes around comes around."

Mom. Dad, Mammy and Grampy.

n't have done it without you.

Janine M. Brussard Rebecca L. Bruttaniti

'To be a star, you must shine your own light "Other people may be there to help us, teach

and follow your own path. Don't worry

about the darkness, for that is when stars

shine the brightest."

Thanks Mom, Dad and Eric for all your

support. Good luck class of 2001!

us and guide us along our path, but the

lesson to be learned is always ours."

Thanks to my family, friends, Badores. Ma,

Keith, Grammy, I love you all.
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Lindsay J. Buckus

"Smiling is fabulous

and laughter warms the heart.

Never forget the fun we had

as we now say good-bye, and part."

Thanks, with love to my family. Mr. Darche,

friends, I couldn't have done it without you.

Michael S. Buckus Patrick J. Bugbee

"If you don't know where you are going, you "Work like you don't need the money, 1

will wind up somewhere else."

Thanks to my family and friends for being

there. It's been great.

like you've never been hurt, and dance 1

no one's watching."

Thanks to the Bugbee Clan, Corven, amis

Freitas.

Jaime A. Bunton

"I hope I live to relive the days gone by. I

hope I'm old before 1 die. But tonight I'm

gonna live for today."

Thank you Mom, Dad, Jen, & friends for all

the love & support, you'll be in my heart

always.
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Courtney A. Burridge

"It's time to move on, time to get going.

What lies ahead, I have no way of knowing.

But under my feet, grass is growing.

It's time to move on, it's time to get along."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Jenn & Chadwick for

everything. Friends, thanks for the memories.

Timothy P. Butlen

"You must live moment to moment bec^

that's all life is, a series of moments. Scf

better seize them while you can."

Thanks to Mom, Bob, and Maggie.



Robert L. Byrne

re it all ends I can't fathom my friend.

lew I might toss out an anchor. I'll

il' along always searchin' for songs,

H lawyer, a thief, or a banker."

i

is Mom, Dad, Mike, Aeny, Jenny, &
or everything you've done for me.

Victoria M. Cafarelli

"Each friend represents a world in us, a

world possibly not born until they arrive, and

it is only by this meeting that a new world is

born."

Thank you Mom, Dad, Kathy, the rest of my
family, and friends. 1 love you all.

Alicia Cambria

"I don't know where this road is going to

lead. All I know is where we've been and

what we've been through."

To my friends, I will take all the memories.

It's so hard to say goodbye to yesterday.

Jared F. Campbell

sme ask you a question,

you get in where you fit in?"

;ks Mom and Dad, it was fun wasn't it

Sean P. Candlish

"Ninety-nine percent of all failures are the

result of people quitting too soon."

Danielle M. Canney

"Champion the right to be yourself. Dare to

be different. Live your own life and follow

your dreams. For in the end if we live

truly. ..we shall truly live."

Thanks Mom, Dad, & family. Thanks to

April, Laura, Wadz, and friends.
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Jerame E. Caron Matthew J. Carr

"Do not follow where the path my lead, go

instead where there is no path and leave a

trail."

Thank you for all the support, Mom, Dad,

Danielle, Becky, and all of my friends.

Lyon Carter, III

"Any man's finest hour-his greatest fulfil 1

ment to all he holds dear-that moment w«!

he has worked his heart out in good causi

lies exhausted on the field- victorious.

Thanks Mom, Dad & Christian, for puttii

up with me.

Matthew S. Casey

"The mind is like a parachute, it functions

only when open."

I would like to thank my family, friends and

everyone that has been there for me.

Amanda M. Cavicchi Amanda M. Chanchco

"We are our own dragons as well as our own "We become aware of how brief and fhr'e I

heroes, and we have to rescue ourselves from life can be, and we recognize there is noinei

ourselves."

Thanks to all my friends who have supported

me through hard times. Thanks to Mom.
Dad, Sheila, Chuck & Brian. I love you.

to leave important words unsaid or deed,

undone."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Amie, Tommy, Nan;

Bumpa, & Sean. I love you all forever.
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Christopher Chandler Nathan D. Chartier Meghan M. Chiampa

m times and laughter solve all. Anger

nothing."

Bs to Dad, Mom and the family. Also,

>iny, Pat and all my other friends.

"You can't always get what you want, but if "I can't hear you tell me I'm not in space,

you try sometimes, you just might find, you

get what you need."

Thanks to all my friends and family,

especially Mom and Dad.

because I have my space helmet on."

I would like to thank Mr. D, Mr. Porro, Mr.

Mac and Kristin Jones for helping me.

Daniel D. Cimorelli

^er give up."

^cs for the help and advice. Dad, Gram
iriends.

Jonathan T. Clark Andrea L. Clarke

"But people are what they wanna be.

They're not lemming to the sea. Maybe it's

time that you looked at yourself. Stop

blaming life on someone else."

Thanks to Mom, Jack and Ryan. Also,

Sarah, Danielle Jess and Christina.
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Ryan T. Cleary

"The road to success

Is not paved for you, you

must pave your own."

Thanks Mom, Dad and Allison for your

support and love.

John M. Clough Brian H. Cluff

"You may forget what I said, but you wJ

never forget how I made you feel."

Thanks Mom. Dad and Pam. I love youu

Thanks to all my friends it's been a greq

four years.

Jessica L. Cohen

"Beneath the sands of time feelings disap-

pear. You are someone, but I am still right

here."

Thanks to my family, Katie, Dev & friends.

BRIAN 143!

Sleyton A. Coleman Ryan D. Collins

"Not all who wander are lost"

Thank you Mom, Dad, Siobhan. and m:l

other friends for a great four years.
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Jillian E. Connor

ftile costs nothing, but gives much. It

iies those who receive without making

it those who give. It takes but a

:nt.

is Mom, Dad, Bill, Kristen, Heather,

i Meg, Kat, Jim and Erin. I love you.

Erin L. Connors

"When one door of happiness closes, another

one opens; but often we look at the closed

doors so long that we do not see the one that

has opened for us."

Thanks to my family. Amy, Nes, Erin, Kat,

Jill and Chrissy. I love you Jim.

John J. Connors

"These are the good old days right now,

enjoy them while you can."

Thanks to Mom, Dad, Shannon. Chris, John

and Sean.

hristopher D. Conroy Elizabeth M. Conway
eiember this is your lifetime through.

Rrrow, there will be more to do. And
lie waits for all who stay, with some
:ss made yesterday."

:ks Mom, Dad, Randy and everyone else

"has been there for me.

"If I ever go searching for my heart's desire,

I won't go any further than my own

backyard. If it isn't there, I never lost it to

begin with."

Mom, Dad, family, I luv ya! Mandy Jen.

Laura, Jac, Dave, Jim, Joe you're the best!

Daniel J. Cordeiro

"Many of life's failures are people who did

not realize how close they were to success

when they gave up."

Thank you Mom, Dad, Jay, Greg, Tim and

friends. Your love and influence has made

me who I am today.
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Adam A. Corven Courtney C. Costa

"It is not he who has little, but he who wants "We take different paths in life, but no

more, who is poor." matter where we go, we take a little of each

other everywhere."

Thanks Dad, Mom and Jim. Good Luck to

all my friends. I love you all!

Patrick M. Cotter

"Only those who will risk going too far,

ever know how far one can go."

I would like to thank my family and frie:i

Kellie M. Coulstring

"Dream about the future, build upon that

dream, and then do what it takes to get

there."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Ken, Ron, Keith, Tiff,

family and friends. I love you all.

Ryan M. Coveney Oliver J. Cromwell

\
"The story of life is quicker than the wi\ ol

an eye, the story of love is hello and

goodbye, until we meet again."

I would like to thank my family and fri Is

for their love and support.
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Zathryn M. Cronin Jillian M. Crowley

ci what we get we can make a living

iwe give however, makes a life."

"With rings on her fingers and bells on her

toes she shall have music wherever she

goes."

lis Mom, Dad and family for your love

lapport. To Sul and my girls, you're the Thanks Mom, Dad and family. I love you

tCeep smiling! all. Angela- well all right!

Terri Lyn Crudup

"...what you once were and who you are now
becoming is where the dance of life really

takes place."

Thanks to my family, friends, Amy, Lin, &
Kel. I love you all.

!Andrew D. Cullen Laura M. Cunningham Christopher S. Daley

"Break out of the shell that's hiding you.

Sing your song, dance your dance, tell your

story...the world is waiting for you!"

Mom, Dad, Mary, Grace, the love and thanks

I have for you is more than you imagine.

I would like to thank my Nana, Papa and

Uncle Scott for putting up with me.
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Leo C. Daly Eric R. Danner David C. Davenpoj

"Is it real, son, is it really real, son, let me
know it's real, son, if its really real."

Thank you to my family and the many

friends who helped me through the years.

Go Plympton!

"Obstacles are those frightful things you see "Taking no risk is the biggest risk of all'

when you take your eyes off your goal."

Mom, Dad, Amy and Stacey, thank yon'

Mom, Dad, Kelly and Jess, you're the best! much.

Thanks for all the support!

Christina A. Davey

"Happiness is something that is never far

away. It's as close as the things we do and

say."

Thanks to my family; my Mom, Dad and

sister Amanda. Thanks to my friends.
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John E. Davidson Kelly M. Davis

"Victory goes to the player who makes the "To me, life goes by too fast. When a.Avel

next to last mistake." supposed to have time to enjoy it?"

I would like to thank my parents and friends Mom, Dad and Justin, I love you guys try§

for everything they've done for me. much.



vleghan M. Dealy

\|o you are and say what you feel,

u; those who mind don't matter and

;i/ho matter don't mind."

I Mom, Dad, sisters and friends for all

)• love and support. Good luck class of

Robert F. DeAngelo

"Every man dies. Not every man truly

lives."

Thanks Mom, Dad, family and friends.

Metal Fab Good Luck!

Jill M. DelRosso

"If all my friends jumped off a bridge, I

wouldn't jump off too. I'd already be at the

bottom waiting to catch them."

Thanks to my family, Ross and Kris.

Susan's Studio-youTl dance in my heart

forever.

[achel S. DellaValle Michael A. Deluca Ryan E. Deluca

your face to the sunshine and you can "Every decision in life is important, so think "Never forget where you came from."

see the shadow."

rDad, Josh and Daniel. You're the

! Thanks to everyone who puts a smile

iface.

hard and long before every one."

Thanks to my Mom, Vic, Nick and all my
Thanks Mom for everything. Thanks Dad. friends.

Thanks to everyone who influenced my life.
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Suzanne T. DeMille

"So many faces in and out of my life. Some
will last, some will just be now and then.

Life is a series of hellos and goodbyes. I'm

afraid it's time for goodbye again."

Adam M. Dennison

'I'll sleep when I'm dead.'

Julie A. DePierro >

I would like to thank my Mom, my fam.

and Peter for being there for me and my;

Thanks to my Mom, Dad, Justin, Grace, Dee, daughter Hailey for giving me the ambi-i

Steven and Teresa and all my friends. to succeed.

Thanks Mom, Dad, family and friends for all

the love, support, and memories.

Danielle T. Devane Corie L. Dias Jessica L. DiGiovami

"Disconnect and let me drift until my upside "What lies behind us and what lies before us "You pile up enough tomorrows, and lu'

down is right side in. Society must let the are tiny matters compared to what lies within find you've collected a lot of empty

artist go, to wander off into the nebula." us." yesterdays."

Thank you Ricky, Fred and of course Turtle. Thanks Mom and Dad for all of your love

and support.
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•anielle C. Doherty Courtney L. Donna
"Well I finally made it. Thanks Dad, Debi,

Mat. I couldn't have done it without you. I

love you guys.

Patrick M. Donnelly

"Down here...they all float."

I would like to thank my family, the frisbee

crew and Pennywise..

Seth C. Doran James Doucette

Thanks Mom, Dad, Mike and Jen. Thanks to

all my friends. Also, thanks to Mrs. Dart and

Mr. Pina for all the help.

Matthew B. Doucette
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Michael A. Dow
"Let's go out into the world and make it a

better place for all the children."

Mom and Dad you are the best, thanks for

everything. I love you. Deana you will

always have a special place in my heart.

Joshua M. Doyle Heather D. Driscoj

"Learn from yesterday, live for today, ae

for tomorrow."

Thanks Mom and Dad, Lia and Adam
everything.

L-t.-'V
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Jonathan P. Driscoll

"If it is possible, then it is done. If it is

impossible, then it will be done."

132^ Class of 2001

David E. DuBuron
"What youth deemed crystal, age finds out

was dew."

Ian J. Duggan



Amy K. Eastman Gregory W. Ebert

m never lose by loving. You always lose "All in all, you're just another brick in the

v olding back." wall."

Ink you Mom, Dad, Louise, Stacey and

n. I love you all.

Thanks to my Mom and Dad, Chris, Sean

and Niki, Nana and Grampa, all my friends

and those trips to Maine of course.

Pauline G. Edson

"Don't measure your life by how many

breaths you take, but by what takes your

breath away."

Thanks Mom, Dad and Dan for your

unconditional love. Best wishes to all I have

met along the way.

Alexis A. Edwards

j/es of great men all remind us we can

j:e our lives sublime and departing, leave

ind us footprints in the sands of time."

nks to Mom and Dad for your love and
port. To Mike for always being there for

To my friends for all the good times.

Rebecca A. Emanuel

"He who laughs, lasts."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Sarah and those I love

for being there and making it fun!

Caroline R. Fahey

"Fear less, hope more; whine less, breathe

more; talk less, say more; hate less, love

more; and all good things are yours."

Thank you Mom, Dad, Keith, Annie, Pete,

Jeff, my grandparents and all my family. I

love you.
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Colin N. Fahey Lindsey C. Fairweather Matthew J. Fanning

"The vision of a champion is someone who
is bent over, drenched in sweat, at the point

of exhaustion when no one is looking."

Thank you Mom, Dad, Lori, Jack and Peter

for making my life the way it is. Good Luck
'01, the real life begins now.

"Do not follow where the path may lead.i

instead where there is not a path and leav

trail."

Thanks Mom and Dad for all your suppq,

Jessica A. Farina

"I too often see people killing caterpillars

and then complaining that there aren't

enough butterflies."

Family, I am a reflection of your love. Seth,

"My Girls," Mike, and all the pals. I love

you all!
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Christopher P. Farley

"Challenges are what makes life interesting,

overcoming them is what makes life mean-

ingful."

Thanks Mom and Dad for all your support

through the years. Matt and Courtney, thanks

for always caring. I love you all.

Jaime G. Fencer

"I hope you never fear those mountains)!

the distance, never settle for the path of*

resistance, and when you get the choice-8

out or dance, I hope you dance."

Thanks to everyone who ever helped m;

along the way.



Derek J. Ferguson Frank E. Festa

"Far and away the best prize that life offers

is the chance to work hard at work worth

doing."

Kathryn M. Finnegan

"You may say that I'm a dreamer but I'm not

the only one. I hope some day you will join

us and the world will be as one."

Thank you Mom and Dad for all your

guidance.

Mom. Dad, Ryan & Michael- 1 love you.

Thanks to my friends. Good Luck '01

Patrick A. Flight

B't bother just to be better than your

remporaries or predecessors. Try to be

« than yourself."

iks Mom, Dad, Emily, Maura, Andy for

f>ur love and support. To all my friends.

vh you the best.

John P. Flynn

"We ain't got much to offer and

We're rugged at the seams

I got nothing in my pockets

I only got my dreams."

Thanks to my Mom, Laura, John, Sean.

Mike, Mike K., Eric, Christina and Dave.

Laura L. Fogarty

"Shoot for the moon. ..Even if you miss

you'll land among the stars."

To my family, Guards and DECA, thank you

for your support and friendships.
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James M. Foley

"Do not follow where the path may lead. Go
instead where there is no path and leave a

trail."

Nicole A. Forrest Adam M. Frates

Mom, Dad, Jason and Erin I thank you.

Thanks to all my friends, especially Lauren,

Jill, Mike and Jason.

Daniel P. Freitas

"There are painters who transform the sun

into a yellow spot, but there are others who
with their brush transform a yellow spot into

the sun."

Thanks to Mom, Dad, Mike and to my
friends who were always there.

Ryan G. Gadles

"The only way to succeed is to make people

hate you. That way they will remember

you."

Thanks Mom, Dad, the twins and Crystal. I

love all you guys. Thanks for all your

support.

Jason R. Gillis

"If one advances confidently into the

direction of his dreams and endeavors t< *

the life which he has imagined, he will •>l

a success unexpected in common hours

Thanks Mom, Dad, Jackie, Jim, Jojo an

Zack for everything.
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Stephanie A. Godfrey Amy L. Goldstein Desiree M. Gomes
;ig is believing. But for a lovelier view "Sometimes this life can get you down. It's "My best day here will be my last day here."

le before you see, for that's how
ais come true."

I Dad, Ryan and Nic, lots of love and

a you! Kevin 1-4-3. Friends and Team

Dries last forever.

so confusing, there's so many rules to

follow. But I don't feel it, because I just run

away in my mind."

Thanks to Mom, Dad, Bobby, my sibs, my
friends and my teachers.

Thanks to Claudel, Sandi and everyone else.

David R. Gordon Devon A. Govoni Jacqueline M. Govoni

re was never a genius without a tincture "The direction of the eye so misleading, the "And all the pictures that we left behind are

tidness."

:reciate my family and friends for

ing me with their shared knowledge.

defection of the soul nauseously quick."

Love to Grama, Doug, Mom, Dad and Dick.

Love to Freedom Crew Friends.

just memories of a different life. Some made

us laugh and some made us cry."

Thanks to my family for your love and

support. To Danielle and all my friends,

thanks for the memories!
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Brian S. Green

"He who makes a beast of himself, takes

away the pain of being a man."

Katie M. Grimes

"Happiness is not something you experience,

it's something you remember."

John J. Groezingen

Thanks to my friends for everything we've Thanks to those who supported me and to

done. Thanks Mom, Dad, Tom, and Melissa. those who will make it hard to say goodbye

to, especially Stef, John and Linds.

Daniel P. Hackett Ruth L. Haddock

"Never shall I forget the time I spent with

you. Please continue to be my friend, as you

will always find me yours."

Thanks to my friends who see me through.

My family is always close to my heart.

Jesse M. Hagan

"Don't waste your time, embrace it andi-'O

you will know yourself."

Thanks to Mom, Dad and Evan. And a
|

thanks to the crew.

.
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James W. Hannon
lie's nothing wrong with being a junior

I soccer."

Eks Mom, Dad, John, Brems, Clarky,

li, Lunch Ladies and all the beautiful

lfor all your support.

Adam W. Hardy

"The cost of freedom is always high, but

Americans have always paid it. There is one

path we shall never choose, and that is the

path of surrender, or submission.

Thanks to my family and friends for being

there over the years.

Christine E. Harrison

"Hold fast to dreams, for if dreams die, life is

a broken winged bird that cannot fly."

Thank you Mom, Dad and family. Thank

you Caitlin Bosecker for all of your love and

support. Thank you Farrar family and

Warner family. Thank you Mrs. Walsh.

Jessica L. Hart

fc future belongs to those who believe in

: eauty of their dreams."

te to my family and friends for all of

i support over the years.

Meghan L. Hathaway Nancy C. Haugstad

"No one is guaranteed happiness. Life just

gives each person time and space. It is up to

us to fill it with joy."

Thank you Mom, my best friend Caite, Jay

and the rest of my friends. I love you!

"Do not mistake temptation for

opportunity."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Chuck, Ann, family,

Emily H and friends for being there when I

needed you.
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Keith R. Heath Marc Hebert

"Oh hey, hey don't make this my fault."

I would like to thank Mom, Dad, Monica,

Melanie and the others who made a

difference in my life.

Mary D. Hester

Jared D. Horsley Crystal M. Iannucci

"My mom thinks I'm cool."

Thank you to my family and the Cancun

gang. Thanks Ian, you'll always be my best

friend.

Holly A. Iannucc

"Higher the mountain, harder the clin

Rough of the rhythm, then it must be

Sublime."

Thanks Timmy, Lauren, Katie, Leo, i kM
and my family.
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Kim M. Ireland

1 of us have to possess earthshaking

t Just common sense and love will do.'

J. Mom for all your love and support

in good times and the bad times.

d to the DECA class for the fun times.

Carolyn E. Jacobson

"Meet me in the middle of the ocean, and

we'll leave this old highway behind."

Family, thanks a million for everything. It's

all appreciated. Adam, more memories to

come! Peace.

John P. Jankowski

"Learn to live in the present tense. If one's

free from the failures of the past and the

anxieties of the future, it is a wonderful

thing."

Thank you Mom, Dad, Jaime and Nonnie.

To all my friends, yeaaaahhhhhhhh!

VLeaghan T. Jeffery

-thing that happens happens as it

i
, and if you observe carefully, you
id this to be true."

n> Mom, Bob, Matt, Dad. I love you

Becky A. Jensen

"Don't ever frown, because you never know

who's falling in love with your smile."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Ma, Pa, Cheryl, Stan and

Steve for all your support. I love you all!

James W. Johnson

"It is better to be high-spirited even though

one makes more mistakes, than to be narrow-

minded and too prudent."

Thanks to Mom, Dad, Kerri and everyone

else who has supported me.
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Kenney R. Jones

Thanks captain and friends. Thanks for the

support Mom, Dad, Kim, Scott, Ray, Nickie

and Erin.

Nicole M. Jordan

"Time's up, and now let's welcome the new

year full of things that have never been."

Thanks to all my friends and family. Chris I

love you. Good luck Class of 2001.

Steven J. Joubert

"Open your eyes and take a look inside, ;.

you satisfied with the life you're living?'

Thank you to everyone I know from chun

school and scouts. Most of all. thanks tot

family. Mom, Dad and Jeff.

Jessica M. Kane

"Live in such a way that those who know
you but don't know God will come to know

God because they know you."

Lindsey A. Kay

"The key to happiness is having dreams.

The key to success is making dreams come

true."

I love you Mom, Dad, Laura, Sean and Pete! Thanks Mom, Dad, Erica, Regina. Meg and

Class of 2001 : Thanks for the memories! everyone else for all you've done for me.

Aaron B. Kellermar

"I've been around the world, seen a lot c

faces. I know a lot of people, I've been rot

of places. I still want to know what its 1

to be a butterfly.

To my parents and sister who have been t)

good to me. Thanks also to my teachersij
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Edward L. Kelley

he words I can sum up everything I've

l'l about life: it goes on."

Rachael A. Kelley

"Live for today, dream for tomorrow, learn

from yesterday."

Thanks Mom, Dad, my sisters and friends for

all your support. Love you always. Good
Luck 2001.

Melissa M. Kelly

"Why do we still hope when greatness has

passed us by once again? Because when
destiny finally shows up, and she will, we
can say I was here all along."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Kimmy, Bri, all my
friends, its been great. I love you all!

Michael P. Kelly

1 for nothing if you don't have

e to thank my mother and father, my
others, my friends, especially Jason

»hn, Vince DiCola, James Horner and

Inti.

Daniel Ketterer

"Where we are going, we don't need roads.'

Thank you Mom and Dad, Bob and Gloria,

for all the love and support that made this

year possible. I love you.

Stacey A. Kroon

"Risk more than others think is safe.

Care more than others think is wise.

Dream more than others think is practical.

Expect more than others think is possible.'

Mom and Dad, you are the best parents.

Thanks Erica, George, T and my friends.
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Seth M. Krueger

"Knowledge speaks, but wisdom listens."

Thanks Mom, Dad and family for everything

you've done for me.

Peter R. Krzyzewski Christopher S. LaBeL

"You can't change the wind, but you can

always adjust the sail."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Luke, Ali, Stacy,

grandparents, family and wrestling team.

"It doesn't matter where you go or what j

have, but who you have beside you."

Thanks to all my friends and family. I lo ,

you Nicole.

Shane A. Ladue Gregory M. Laffey

"Duct tape is like the force. It has a light "It's not the size of the dog in the fight, it's

side and a dark side and it holds the universe the size of the fight in the dog."

together."

Thanks Dad, Mom, Danny, Shannon, Alex,

Thanks Mom, Dad, Steve, Tom, Deanna, Brian, Jesse, Robby, Plympton Crew and my
Josh, Donnie, Dana, Mike and family. other boys and girls.

Kerry A. Lang

"Have faith in your dreams and somedayi,

your rainbow will come shining through^

matter how your heart is grieving if you >ep

on believing, the dream that you wish wi

come true."

Thanks Mom, Dad, family and friends.
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Jessica A. Lanzoni

1 fast to dreams, for if dreams die,

s a broken-winged bird that cannot fly.

fast to dreams, for when dreams go,

s a barren field frozen with snow."

c you Mom, Dad and Marci for your

ant love and support. Thanks Erich.

Amy J. Lauzon Valleen E. Lavalley

"Live as if you were to die tomorrow. Learn "Work like you don't need the money, love

as if you were to live forever."

Thanks Mom and Dad. To Terri, Joe and all

my friends, thanks for keeping me smiling.

as if you've never been hurt, and dance as if

no one is watching."

Thanks to my Mom, Dad and my whole

family. I love you all! Rachel we did it!

I anielle B. Lawrence Timothy S. Lay

"No matter where you go there you are.'Is a journey not a destination and you

pn't tell just what it may bring."

I would like to thank my parents, my
7 family and friends, thanks for the love brothers Jeff and Jon and my friends.

Ijpport.

Jerome F. Layman

"Creativity is allowing oneself to make

mistakes. Art is knowing which ones to

keep."

Thank you so much Mom, Dad, Tom and

Traci. Many thanks and congratulations to

Melissa and all my friends.
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Andrew R. Lederman Nikia J. Lee Brian J. Libby

"Yesterday is history, tomorrow is a "Don't cry because it's over; smile because it Thanks Mom, Dad, Meg and friends,

mystery, today is a gift... that's why they call happened."

it the present."

Thank you Mom and Jason for being there

Thanks Mom, Dad, Jennifer and the Rizz. for me. I love you both.

Brian C. Lindberg Jenea E. Little Theresa A. Locklmd

"The best and most beautiful things in this "Sometimes in our lives, we all have ]
n.

world cannot be seen or even heard, but must we all have sorrow. But if we are wisi we

be felt with the heart." know that there's always tomorrow."
'

I would like to thank my Mom, Dad and

Adam. I love you and thanks for always

being there for me.

Thanks Mom, Dad, Chrissy and frient

You guys mean the world to me!
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Laurie A. Logiudice Stephen A. Lomanno
l door is falling open and we're flying

We're dreaming and we're real.

:e broken and we're healed. Give in to

you feel over what you see."

i my friends and family, thanks for

:thing. I love you with all my heart.

Timothy M. Long

"I want to be what I was when I wanted to be

what I am now."

Thank you Mom, Dad, family, friends,

Mr. Darche, Mr. Rice and Mr. Swinhart. It's

been fun.

Eric A. Lundin Jason M. Lydon

"Things to remember things to forget.

Choose them wisely or you'll always regret,

the things you left and the things you kept."

Love and thanks to my wonderful family,

friends, and all who have helped me
throughout the years. GSA forever!

Lauren N. Macaluso

"Learn to listen. Opportunity sometimes

knocks very softly."

Thanks, Mom, Dad, Nick, Andrew, Amanda
and the rest of my family and friends.
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Patrick MacPherson

"A man who doesn't stand for something

will fall for anything."

Thank you for your love and support Mom,
Dad and family. Chris, Dan and Kenny,

never forget the days.

Rachel L. Malone

Emily E. Madeiros

"When you get to the end of your rope, tie a

knot and hang on."

Thanks Mom, Dad, sisters, brothers, friends

and family. I love you, Robert.

Deana M. Mahai

"From what we get we can make a livirij

what we give, however, makes a life."

Thanks to my family and friends for yc

support. I love you guys!! Girls, don't ;er

forget Cancun!

Nicole M. Maloney

"For the Lord does not see as man sees: for "Progress always involves risk. You can't

man looks at the outward appearance, but the steal second and keep your foot on first."

Lord looks at the heart."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Bob, Jeff, Gram, Gramp,

Thank you Lord for giving me a wonderful Josh and friends, I love you all!

family and friends, who are always there for

David P. Martelll

Thank you Mom, Dad, Joe and Laura. i|

Thanks to all my friends for the good I tes.
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Joseph S. Martell Melissa D. Martin

"Turns out not where, but who you're with

that really matters."

Thanks Mom, Dad and Shawn.

Congratulations Min, J. J., and all my friends.

I love you all.

Ryan J. Martin

"The past no longer exists, and the future

hasn't been created, therefore you should

only worry about today."

I'd like to thank my family, my friends and

everyone who supported me throughout my
high school career. Thanks!

:MA ki£*"-^ -
**^"

Vanessa M. Martin

nks for noticing me."

Iks Dad, Mom, Ash, Tate, Nichole, Erin

>ny other close friends and family!

Nichole M. Masciulli

"Lost and found and turned around by the

fire in your eyes. You made me cry, told me
lies, but I can't stand to say goodbye."

Thanks to my family and friends. To Mary,

for everything that's true, I turn to you!

Caitlin E. Mattie

"I know we're headed somewhere, I can see

how far we've come. Yet I can't remember

everything, I can remember having fun."

All my love and thanks to my family and to

my great friends who have made it so hard to

say goodbye.
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Kaitlyn M. McAndrews Steven R. McAndrews Paul F. McCarthy
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Rebecca R. McCarthy Lindsay D. McGinn Patrick T. McGourt

"In three words I can sum up everything I've "You cannot discover new oceans unless you "Knowledge advances by steps and not i

learned about life; it goes on." have the courage to lose sight of the shore." leaps."

Thanks Mom, Beth, Linda, Scott, family and Thanks Mom, Daddy & Adam for always Thanks goes out to my Mom, Dad, Jack-

friends. I couldn't have done it alone. being there for me. I love you. Thanks for friends and everyone who has been then

all the memories friends, it's been fun.

15a
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Catelyn M. McGrath Andrew L. McKenna Heather E. McLaughlan

Inories are what God gave us so we may "The harder we work, the harder it is for us

i roses in December." to surrender."

jk you to my parents, Aimee. Katie, Niki Mindy, I will love you always! Thanks,

jay sister Jessica. Best friends forever. Dad, Mom, Ma and the girls.

"Long you live and high you fly, and smiles

you'll give and tears you'll cry, and all you

touch and all you see is all your life will ever

be."

Thanks to Mum, Dad, Kevin, the rest of the

family, and all my friends.

Melinda E. McNiff

'en one door closes, another opens. But

Tten look so regretfully upon the closed

(. that we don't see the one that has

ced in front of us."

Ik you to my family and friends for all

i love and support. I love you all!

Brandon E. McPhail Gregory M. McPhee
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Amy E. McRae
"I know I'll never lose affection, for the

people and things that went before and I

know I'll often stop and think about them."

Mom, Dad, Kerry, Matt, Jenny and my
friends, what would I do without you?Be
SANE?

David C. McSweeney
"I've had a wonderful time, but this wasn't

it."

Thanks to my family and friends, you know

who you are and if you're not.

Keith D. Metcalf

"For long you live and high you fly, and .

smiles you'll give and tears you'll cry, an*

all you touch and all you see, is all your 1

will ever be."

Thank you Mom, Dad, Sarah, all the little

people.

Rachael A. Metiver

"All dreams can come true, if we have the

courage to pursue them."

Thanks to my Mom, Dad, Beth and family.

Good luck to my friends, I love you all.

Janelle Meyer

"Good-bye!"

Thanks family and friends for being there for

Joseph A. Michaud'

I'd like to thank my family, Rae, and all I

friends I've ever had and will have.
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I'anielle C. Mignosa

s.ecret to success is knowing who to

a for your failures."

Dad, Kristin and Paul: Thank you for

ar support, Je t'aime.

Heather L. Mitchell G. John Montosi

"Well you can try and you have tried and "But risks must be taken because the greatest

every time it works out well when you reel it hazard in life is to risk nothing at all...only a

in and realize your potential." person who risks is free."

Thanks for getting me through it: my family,

Nan & Gramps, Jim-I'll love you always,

Liss, Friends.

Justin W. Mosca

"What is once well done is done forever.'

Thanks to all my family and friends who
have helped me over the years.

Jorge M. Mota
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Brian D. Mullen

"The key factor in life is motivation,

the drive to succeed. Without this, goals

can't be achieved and success will be

difficult to find."

Thanks to Mom, Dad, Mike, Melissa, and my
teammates for all their effort and support.

Paul A. Muller

"If it weren't for the last minute, nothing

would get done."

Dane M. Murphy
"You might try to find a sky so full of st '.

it

will blind you. Only then will you be abi:o

face your dreams, of what is now, whatl

be, & what has always come before, thei

person you truly are."

Michael J. Murphy
"I enjoy long walks on the beach, especially

when they are taken by people who really

annoy me."

Thank you Mom, Dad, Lauren, & Danielle,

couldn't have made it with out you. Mom, I

owe you big time!
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Shara A. Murphy Michael D. Nekorcluk

"The best thing about a journey is there is no "Go placidly amid the noise and haste,

end, just new beginnings."

Thanks for the support of my family and

friends that make me look back and smile.

remember what peace there may be in

silence."

My thanks to my family and friends. I o:

you everything.

it»



[atthew D. Nickerson Caitlin E. Noddin

"The tide goes out and the tide comes in. A
whole new circle of life begins, where tears

are part of the pleasure and part of the pain."

Thanks Mom and Dad, my best friend

Meghan and to the rest of my friends, I love

Caitlyn J. Noll

"I may be uncertain about exactly where I'm

headed, but I am very clear regarding this:

I'm glad I've got a ticket to go on this

magnificent journey."

Mom and Dad, thanks for being the best

parents. Tim good luck! I love you all.

Clifton E. Norris Shane R. O'Connor Amanda N. O'Neil

"If a man does his best, what else is there?"

Thank you Mom, Dad, Jess, Jen and all my
friends.

"The one good thing about music, when it

hits you, you feel no pain."

To my family, I love you. To my close

friends, never say goodbye.
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Sean P. O'Neill

"The only thing you have to fear is not

giving 100%."

Jesse M. Ohrenberger

"In order to be irreplaceable, one must

always be different."

Thanks Mom, Dad and Sarah. I love guys. Thanks, Mom, Dad, Meryl, Mick, friends

To my friends, good luck in the future. Stay and family for being there. I love you!

in touch.

Richard J. Omar
"This is not the end. It is not even the

beginning of the end. But it is, perhaps,

end of the beginning."

I'd like to thank everybody.

Jason S. Orcutt Melanie A. Orcutt Adam N. Oteri

"The most beautiful thing we can experience "All that we see or seem is but a dream

is the mysterious." within a dream."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Dan and my friends for Thanks to my family and friends for

your constant love and support. everything. I love you all, especially Dave.
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Stacy A. Padula

.ways knew looking back on the times I

I would make me laugh, but I never

;|ht looking back on the times I laughed

id make me cry."

riks Mom, you're my inspiration, Dad,

: Meghan and friends, I love you all!

Alexandra C. Paiva

"Don't question what life has to offer. Just

take it and be grateful."

Thanks to Mom, Dad, Cal, Kat, Chad, Jim,

Granpa, Pam, Mallon. I love you all.

Lindsay M. Park

"Of all the people I once knew, fading faces

in a walking dream and though they never

seem to last very long they are faces I will

remember."

Thanks family and friends for the support.

Shells, Terri, Meg, Amy and Kell I love you.

Crystal M. Parsons

B now here is my secret, a very simple

at. It is only with the heart that one can

eghtly. What is essential is invisible to

eye."

As to my parents and all my friends,

p:ially Adam, Miriam and Dave.

Abby L. Pearson

"When I stand before God at the end of my
life, I would hope that I would not have a

single bit of talent left and could say, "I used

everything you gave me."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Karrie and Bobby for

always loving me. Mike, I love you always.

Bryan J. Peixhino
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Gregory A. Pelletier

"A little dose of reality keeps everyone in

line."

Michael J. Piche

"To give anything less than your best is to

sacrifice the Gift."

I would like to thank my parents, family and To my Mom and Dad. friends, coaches and

the crew for keeping my head straight. teachers, thank you for all your support.

Meghan M. Pinto

"I almost had forgotten that words were >

meant for rhyme: and yet how well I kn- it

-once upon a time."

Thanks family and friends 2001, the

memories are forever. Stace and Mom li

couldn't have done it without you.

Jonathan J. Platz

"I know fear is an obstacle for some people,

but it is an illusion to me. ..Failure always

made me try harder next time."

Mom, Dad and Dan, without you I wouldn't

be the person I am today. Thanks Jill and

friends.

Julia H. Porter Susan N. Powers 1

"You have brains in your head. You have "I thought I had mono once for an entirn

feet in your shoes. You can steer yourself in year. Turned out I was just bored."

any direction you choose."

Thanks to my friends, you're the best! so.

Mom, Dad and Al, thanks for everything. I to my family for always being there,

love you. Friends and teams-thanks.
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David W. Pratt Alaina C. Prebensen

"You get what you put in and people get

what they deserve."

Daniel I. Quigley

"By three things is the world preserved: by

truth, by law and order, and by peace."

Thanks Mom and Dad, family and friends for I wish to thank my parents and my closest

all your love and support! friends for guiding me through all these

years.

ml
Marinda Quigley

ii's a journey, not a destination. ..and I

ilan't tell just what tomorrow brings."

yianks and love to my family, Mel and

u Andy, love you always.

Lisa M. Rabuffetti

"Life moves pretty fast. If you don't stop

and look around once in awhile, you could

miss it!"

Thank you to all my friends and family for

always being there for me!

Shajn M. Raines
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Justin L. Rank

"If my friends were going to jump off a

bridge, I wouldn't jump, I would be on the

bottom catching them."

Thanks Dad, Chris and all my friends for a\

your love and support.

Ryan A. Rantala

"Life is about not knowing, having to

change, taking the moment and making the

best of it."

Lauren C. Rash i

"There's a bit of bad in every good littl

girl."

Thanks, Jill, Mike, Jimmy and Erin. G if

I miss you. Mom, Dad, Kyle and Grart

i

thanks for being there for me.

Alissa K. Reardon

"Dream what you want to dream. Be what

you want to be. You only have one life and

one chance, to do all the things you want to

do."

Thanks to my family, Maloney's. Thanks

Amanda and friends for the memories.

Alison J. Riccio

"I always knew I could look back on my
tears and laugh, but never thought I would

look back on the laughter and cry."

Thanks to my family, friends & team.

Timmy, you are in my heart forever, I love

you!

Heather N. Richan s il

"We've got a future and it's charging is

We'll make the best of all we have ana'on

We'll do what never has been done bei

?

Thank you to everyone who inspires ir

Anything is possible. I
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tfark W. Richards S. David Richards Jennifer L. Richardson

"Roads? Where we're going, we don't need "It doesn't matter what anyone thinks about

any roads."

Thanks Mom, Dad, grandparents, friends,

siblings, movies, computers, and teachers.

you. What matters, is what you think about

yourself."

I would like to thank my ever supportive

mother and my entire family. Thank you to

my true friends.

Jillian P. Ripley Renee K. Rizzotto

c:br the moon, even if you miss, you'll "We have only this moment. Sparkling like

aong the stars."

tMom, Dad, Brian & friends for

f )eing there for me. Love always and

a star in our hand...and melting like a

snowflake. Let us cherish this moment

before it is too late."

Thanks Mom and Dad for all your love and

support. I love you. To my friends, thanks.

Meaghan E. Robare

"Hold fast to dreams, for if dreams die, life is

a broken-winged bird that cannot fly."

Thanks so much to my family & friend . . .

especially Stacey, Jill and Kathryn...Love ya!
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Stephanie M. Roberts Katherine E. Robinson Miriam E. Robinso

"They told me that life could be just what I

made it. Life could be fashioned and worn

like a gown; I, the designer; mine the

decision, to wear with bonnet or crown."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Sarah, Sheila, John,

Dunkin's and friends. I love you all.

"When our eyes see our hands doing the

work of our hearts, the doors of our soul fly

open, and love steps forth to heal everything

in sight."

Thank you my family, both given and

chosen, for loving me.

"If you like me good, if you don't,

goodbye."

Special thanks to my mother who has tp

there for me. Thanks to my friends whi/e

supported me.

Mary E. Robison Brian D. Roche

"I want to share something with you-- the

three sentences that will get you through life.

Cover for me, oh, good idea boss, and it was

like that when I got here."

Thanks to my family and friends who have

been there for me throughout the years.

Katie A. Roche

"You look at me and see a girl who livij

inside a golden world, but don't believ

that's all there is to see because you'll

know the real ME."

Thanks to my friends and family...Mo»

Dad, Kelli, Kevin, Pat and my Mike!
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Jason S. Rogers

\ greatest glory is not in never failing,

ti rising each time we fall."

nks Mom, Dad, Nicole, Mike and Jewlz

'ways being there.

Jenifer A. Rogers Catherine L. Rollock

"Wonders never cease."

Thanks to my friends and family. I will miss

everyone. Good luck to all in the future

years.

Callie E. Rowe
i are the music while the music lasts.'

Michael B. Rupple

'Smile, because it makes people wonder

what you're up to."

yhanks go out to all my family, friends

teachers. You've all in some way helped Thanks Mom, Dad, Grandpa, Matt and to all

become who I am. of my friends, good luck to you all.

Erin L. Ruprecht

"The future lies before you, like freshly

fallen snow. Be careful where you walk in

it, for every footstep shows."

I love you Mom and Dad. Thank you

Lauren, Jill and Blake for being there.
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Andrew M. Russell

'"Never stand between a dog and the

hydrant."

I'd like to thank no one; Thank you.

Carlie J. Russell

"Don't it make you sad to know that life is

more than who we are."

Thanks to my Mom, Dad, Kayla, Zach,

Libby and Greg. You guys are the greatest.

Thanks to all of my friends, I love you.

Nicolas H. Ryan

"You have to expect things of yourself
j

before you can do them."

Thanks Mom, Dad, T., Carly, Nana and^i

everyone else who has been there for maj

over the years.

Patrick J. Saccone

"If you have no confidence in self you are

twice defeated in the race of life. With

confidence you have won even before you

started."

Thanks Mom and Dad for all your love and

support. Thanks friends, we did it.
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Michael J. Sanda

"What I've dare, I've willed; and what I've

willed, I'll do!"

Thanks Mom, Dad, Alex, all my family and

all my teachers.

Grace S. Santos

"Reach high, grab your star and make a

wish."

Grampy, my angel: Gram, for all your 1

and support. Dylan #1 brother, Mom, EM
love you all!



Jeffrey T. Saunders Timothy R. Savastano

nice to people on your way up because

, 1 need them on your way down."

k you Mom, Dad, Katie and the whole

i)y, love ya.

"One time at band camp."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Lori, Bobby, Matt, Mark,

Josh, and Ali.

Brian D. Schier

"The most beautiful thing we can experience

is the mysterious. It is the source of all true

art and science."

Thank you Mom, Dad, Lauren, and friends

for all your love and support.

Holly M. Scott Gregory A. Sferruzza Chris F. Shanahan

•She weak say I am strong. Let yourself "Life moves pretty fast, if you don't stop and "Some memories are realities, and are better

y was wrong. Let your heart move on look around once in a while you could miss than anything that can ever happen to one

In. Let your heart move on..." it." again."

I, Dad, family, Stan, Cheryl, thanks for Thanks to Mom, Spud, Melissa, Tori, Andrea Thanks Mom, Dad, Kathleen, Jacqueline,

ithing! Vin, I'll always love you! and all my friends. Nick and Kerri for your love and support.
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Christine E. Silva Kathryn E. Simmons Melissa A. Smith i

"What lies behind us and what lies before us "What lies behind us and what lies before us "Work like you don't need the money, 1
j

are tiny matters compared to what lies within are tiny matters compared to what lies within like you've never been hurt, and dance :

us." us." you do when nobody's watching."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Colleen and all my
friends.

Thank you to my family, Jenn, Jill, Josh,

Meaghan, Erin and Jim. I love you all.

Thanks to my family and all my friendsl

You all have a special place in my heart,

Stephen J. Smith Joshua R. Smolic

"Life is like a box of chocolates, you never "It's often said that life is strange, but

know what you're going to get." compared to what?"

Thanks Mom, Dad, my sisters, Mr. B, Mr. A Thanks to those who encouraged me to try.

and to everyone who made it possible.

Andrew M. Snell I

"You must never hesitate."

Paula, Dad, thank you for putting up wi'iW

struggle, love you.
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Adrien H. Snow Angela L. Stasio

rs are souvenirs you never lose. The "Brains in your head, feet in your shoes,

m never far. Did you lose yourself steer yourself anyway you choose. You're

iwhere out there? Or did you get to be a out on your own, you know what you know,

f it's up to you to decide where you'll go."

Brooks P. Steffy

"I have walked a thousand roads, yet I have

always come to the same conclusion. Life

does not make you, life is what you make of

it."

i'ds and family, I love you all! Mom and Thanks Mom, Lisa and Chippy for every-

ithanks for pushing me! thing. Jill and my girls, you guys are the

best.

Thanks to my family and friends for the help

and love.

Eric M. Stevens

Ise who cling to life die, and those who
f death live."

Jennifer A. Stinchfield Jennifer L. Sullivan

"Beauty is truth, truth beauty. That is all ye "I never look to the future, it always comes

know on earth, and all ye need to know." too fast."

i;ks to Mom, Dad, Rathamon, Frisbee

c 11 my friends.

Thank you God, Mom, Dad and all my great Thanks Mom, Jeff, Dad, Heidi, Meg, Kelsey,

family and friends, I love you all! Mike, you mean the world to me.

J
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Kathleen A. Sullivan

"Do not wish to be anything but what you

are, and try to be that perfectly."

To Mom and Dan, my guiding lights. To Cat,

Jess, Lindz and Jackie, my best friends, I

love you all.

Paul G. Sullivan

"Live all you can. It is a mistake not to. It

doesn't matter so much what you do in

particular, so long as you have your life."

Thank you Mom, Dad, Annie, Jim, Bob and

everyone else that has made a difference in

my life.

William N. Sullivar

"The greatest mistake you can make in li is

to be continually fearing you will make it.'

Thanks to everyone who ever helped me

Sean A. Sutherland James A. Sylvia

"Life has no meaning unless one lives it with "I'm sick of painting in black and white, my
a will, at least to the limit of one's will." pen is dry. now I'm uptight. So sick of

limiting myself to fit your definition."

Thanks Dave for always being a true friend.

Mom and Dad, thank you for all of your love Thanks to my family, my girl Heather, Brian,

and support. Ryan, Gordy, Trev, the shop and Reset.

Jacqueline P. Teller

"Celebrate we will, cause life is short btr

sweet for certain."

Thanks Mom, Dad and Josh for your

support. Friends and "the girls" for all til

crazy times! Danny you are always in n|

heart.
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Ijce everything as simple as possible, but

mpler."

Gregory A. Thompson Matthew E. Tilden

"It is better to be hated for who you are, than

to be loved for who you are not."

s to Mom and Dad for the opportunity Thanks to my friends, Mom, Dad and

;ave me, and thanks to the Murphy Meredith for all the things we've gone

iy. through together.

Matthew Tolman Robert J. Torrey

Ire is only one success: to be able to "Do or do not.. .there is no try."

el your life in your own way."

Thanks to Mom and Dad for all your love

i'ks to all my real friends and family who and support. You were always there for me
iv always and will always be with me and and I will always love you.

Itie just for being you.

Eric M. Tressel

"If I could have dinner with any single

person in history who would it be? Well,

that depends on the restaurant."

Thanks to Mom, Dad, family and friends.
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Jessica A. Trotta

"In the book of life, the answers aren't in

back."

Thanks to Ma, Pops, and Jay. I love you all!

To my pals. ..peace, love and freedom.

Tiffany L. Tura

"Life is what we make it, always has been,

always will be."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Sis, Fam and friends,

with love for you all. Paul 143 forever.

170^^3

Matthew D. Troup

"Life moves pretty quickly. If you don't

stop and look around once in a while, you

could miss it."

Thanks Mom, Dad and Tracey. I couldn't

have done it without you.

Melissa M. Turner

"Learn from the past, live for the present,

look to the future."

Thanks Mom, Dad, and Shawn for your

support. I love you! Thanks to Courtney

and Sean for being such good friends.

Jamie L. Troville

"What we call the beginning is often the 1.

And to make an end is to make a beginniii

The end is where we start from."

Love and thanks to Mom, Dad, Jenn,

!

and Brian. Luck and thanks to my friend
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Cheryl A. Venezia Janet E. Veracka

"pu could choose one characteristic that "It takes a minute to have a crush on

lid get you through life, choose a sense of someone, an hour to like someone, and a day

:;.ks Mom, Dad, Lisa and Karen for

Irs being there. You've all played a part

llping me grow.

to love someone, but it takes a lifetime to

forget someone."

Thanks Mom, Dad, Fam, Team, and

Stephanie for always being there.

Fay S. Verkade

"Each present joy or sorrow always seems

the chief."

Thank you Mom, Dad and Whiskers. Clay, I

love you. Natalie and Tom, you've taught

me well.

iristopher A. Vickery Jeffrey M. Vickery

|1 I'm right back. Right back where I'm

pal thanks to Mom, Dad, Mike, Dan,

| my, Mike, Craig, Tom, Kenny, Jeff,

t, Dave, Davy, Asci, Jay, and Lou.

"Life is never short, especially when you're

surrounded by people you will always love,

who love you back."

I want to thank my friends and family for

always being there for me.

Melisa D. Wadsworth

"You're only given a little madness, you

musn't lose it."

Thank you to my parents, family and all my
friends. Hope the good times continue.
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Nicole S. Waitt

Thanks to all my friends who helped me get

through these four years. Also, thank to

Mom, Dad, friends and family.

Lindsey B. Walker

"Give a smile to someone passing, thereby

making his morning glad. It may greet you

in the evening, when your own heart may be

sad."

Harrison E. Walters

Dad, Mom, Rob and Brad—thanks for all the

love and support. Jana, my girls, thanks!

Kevin D. Warmington Elizabeth M. Weiss

I'd like to thank family, friends, Fred,

Velma, Daphne and Scoob.

"Few are those who see with their own eyes

and feel with their own hearts."

Marc L. Weiss

Thanks to all of my friends and

family...Mom, Dad, Kath, Vic and John. I

luv you!
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Christina L. Welch

n from yesterday, live for today, hope

morrow."

cs to mom, Dad, Eddie, Brenda, Joe,

y and friends for your love and support. spirit fingers and I remember the bet.

Laura B. Wells

"If you haven't got anything nice to say

about anyone, come sit next to me."

Thanks to my friends and family. Word to

Cody Wheeling

"The teacher is never a giver of truth. He is

a guide, a pointer to the truth that each

student must find for himself. A good

teacher is merely a catalyst."

Thanks to my Dad and the rest of the family.

Jana W. Whiting

awning through the universe, your axis

a It, guiltless and free, I hope you take a

ic.of me with you."

| you, Mom, Dad, Pete, Scott, and Jon.

a s for being my foundation. Linz-

irenting. Thanks Mike. #3

Jeffrey D. Wigmore

"Yesterday's over for sure, so I won't look

back for long. There's just too much to see

waiting in front of me and I know I just can't

go wrong."

Thanks for everything, Dad, Mom, Josh

family and friends.

David R. Wilkinson

"You don't get to choose how you're going

to die. Or when. You can only decide how
you're going to live."

Thanks to my family and friends for your

love and support. Thanks Janine, good luck

2001.
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Allison A. Willcutt Sarah B. Willis Elizabeth M. Winn

"Family and true friends walk through life

with you. Some beside you and some look

down from above, but all are with you."

Thanks to my family and friends. I love you

all. Steph, this one's for you.

"Be kind to all, everyone is fighting their

own secret battles."

Much love to my Mom, Dad, Mike, Lisa,

family and friends. I love you all!

"If you are what you should be, you wil it

the world ablaze."

Thanks to Mom, Dad and SaSa for all y>

love. I will treasure my friends forever,:

you're the best!

Danielle M. Winslow

"For long you live and high you fly, smiles

you'll give and tears you'll cry. All that you

touch and all that you see, is all your life will

ever be."

Thanks to my friends and family. 1 love you

all. Good luck 2001, it's been great!

Lisa M. Wright

"Life is what happens when you are busy

making other plans."

I want to thank all the dreamers, believers

and friends who helped me in hard times.

Jesse Winter
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Jeffrey D. Yeaton Dimitri Yordanopoulos

;e are two paths you can go by, but in

ng run there's still time to change the

you're on."

cs to my family and all my coaches who

irted me through my high school years.

Patrick J. Young

"There's just too much to see waiting right in

front of me, and I know that I just can't go

wrong."

Thanks to my family and Julie for all your

love and support. I love you forever and

always.

Peter F. Zaval Joseph M. Zugale

3e people see things as they are and say "Wise men talk because they have something

|I see things that never were and say to say; fools talk because they have to say

yiot." something."

a; you Mom, Dad, Katie and all my
is.

Thanks Mom, Dad, Jason, Kristilv, Jean

Claude and Big Ed.

i
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And the

winners

Most Likely to Succeed

Julia Porter and Jason Orcutt

17

Most Athletic

Michael Piche and Danielle Canney

Superlatives

Beauty and Brains

Lindsey Walker and Rob Byrne



Most Musical

Callie Rowe and James Foley

Most Likely to Win an Oscar

Catherine Robinson and Ryan
Martin

Most Artistic

Dan Cordeiro and Angela Stasio

Superlatives —
-
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Best Smile
Adrien Snow and Eric Danner

i
Best Dressed

Matt Tolman and Jessica Trotta

Best Hair

Tim Lay and Deana Mahar

Best Eyes

Brian Roche and Cathryn Cronin

O.*3&?
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Class Couple

dy McKenna and Mindy Quigley

Best Friends

erri Crudup and Amy Lauzon

Best Friends

Matt Troup and Dave Wilkinson

Best Friends

Andreah Brown and Mike Belcher
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Friendliest

Liz Conway and Greg McPhee
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Best Dancers

JJ. Layman and Melissa Martir

Most Talkative

Jacquelyn Beaton and Brooks Steffy
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Class Flirts

Joe Martel and Missy Smith

Class Individuals

Holly Scott and Sean Brady

Class Clowns

Jim Harmon and Jess Cohen

Most School Spirit

Alicia Cambria and Greg Sferuzza
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Liz Winn, James Foley, Liz Conway, Meghan Jeffrey and Andreah Brown dance like crazy

at their last semi-formal.

Meghan Pinto and Jason Ramsdell dance the night away.

Dave Gordon chats with the other seniorg

Jed Davidson and Diane Canon make quite the stun pi

couple.

18 Semi-Formal



r girls Missy Smith, Stephanie Godfrey, Jill Ripley, Katie Grimes Katie ^nnegan, Jenea Little and Valleen LaValle are ready to hit the

dance floor.

sr irs Jason Gillis, Meaghan Robare, Heather McLaughlin and Jill Connors
ika break.

Juniors Matt Vercollone, Mike Bombardier, Tom Layman,

Bob Clark, Katie McFarlen and Casey Burba go in for a group

hug.

Class couple Mindy Quigley and Andy McKenna
share one of their last high school dances.
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Danielle Canney shows her dedication by

continuing to work even in the rain.
Twenty Silver Lake students made the trek to Virginia last summer.

Building Hope
Last summer, the Appalachia Service Project

made its annual trip to Virginia with one hundred

eleven people, including twenty Silver Lake stu-

dents. The seniors were able to repair houses, form

friendships, and meet people who will be in their

hearts forever. While working very hard for a

week, they were able to bring smiles to seventeen

Special families. -Laura Cunningham

Maureen Massmann, Danielle Canney, Steve Sanda, April

King, and Laura Cunningham have grown closer after an

emotional week.

A.S.P. volunteers, including seniors Jaime Bunton and Keri Lang are dirty ai I

tired after a long day of work.

The group catches up
on their sleep before

the long ride home.
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Jesse Anna,

A precious gift from God, a princess you are to us.

You have done such a wonderful job in your youth.

You are intelligent, gentle, caring, and graceful.

We wish for you every happiness and success

that you are so deserving of.

We are so proud of you, beautiful young lady.

Love

Always

&
Forever,

Mom,
Dad,

&
Michael

Jessica Farins 1

Jenn,

I agonized over what message I could give you
to take with you in life. Every time I tried to write

the message, I would just think, will she like it,

will it really sink in, will she feel it? So I just have

to stick with the old "tried & true" . . .

Congratulations

!

Thank you for being

such a wonderful daughter.

WE are SO VERY PROUD OF YOU!

PLEASE PROMISE YOURSELF
To be so strong that nothing can disturb your

peace of mind.

To look at the sunny side of everything

and make your optimism come true.

And last but not least,

To learn from the mistakes of the past and press

on to the greater achievements of the future.

With all our love,
Jennifer Richardson Mom & Don
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Kati,

Congratulations!

We're so proud of you. Thank you

for being such a wonderful

daughter and sister. We love you
and believe in you.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Ryan & Michael
ti Finnegan

TfrftlfrATfrTfrT!Vtt-frA'&-aT!Vft

Dear Cati,

Time has passed so quickly. You've grown
into a beautiful, intelligent woman with a

great sense of humor. You will acocomplish

anything you set your mind to. I am very

proud of you.

Love Always ~ Mom xoxo
J Caitlin Mattie

Katie,

Ever since your

first day of school,

you have worked
very hard

and have been

successful.

I know you will

continue to be a

successful woman.

We are all very

proud of you!

I Love You!

Mom
fc:hryn Baird

While others blend into the background,

you prefer to make a scene.

You're our gorgeous-glowing, tantrum-throwing

darling Drama Queen!

You'll always be our little girl ~ Love Mom & Dad

Jessica Kane
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Dear Kim,

Love and Congrats to Mom and

Dad's Pumpkin Pie! Love You!

Mom
GO SOX!

Kim Ireland

ikik&ikikftikikftftikftlkti

Danielle,

We are proud of the person you
have become and are excited for you

as you start a new life's journey.

Love,

Mom & Dad
Danielle Be

>S2

The wind, one brilliant day, called . . .

,

"Alex, never stop working towards

your visions."

Love and Admiration,

Dad, Mom, Curtis, & Dwight

Alexis Edwards

Rachel,

With words
like "beebs &
hornshoe" to

playing Chopin

on the piano,

and all the

activities in

between,

you've brought

so much fun

and joy into

our lives.

Thank you
for just being

who you are.

Thanks for being such a caring sister.

We're proud of all of your accomplishments

in school and out of school.

Never stop smiling.

Love, Mom, Dad, Josh, & Dan
Rachel DeliaV;
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lelissa,

ongratulations! We are so proud of you!

est wishes now and in the future.

ove ~ Ma, Dad, & Shawn
Melissa M. Turner

Christina,

ou made it! You are a wonderful daughter

ad sister. We are very proud of you.

lood luck in everything you do.

ove ~ Mom, Dad, & Amanda
Christina Davey

iaron~

We are very proud of you. It wasn't easy,

utyour determination keptyou going. That

ame determination will help you succeed

'herever you go and whatever you decide

) do. You are self-sufficient and creative.

fe wish you happiness.

Love ~ Mom, Dad, & Amy
Aaron Kellerman

1st "jJZ 1<T &* irt trt iT iT "W iT trf Irt J>T 1^

Alison,

We are very proud of the young lady you

have become. Follow your dreams. You can

accomplish whatever you set out to do.

We love you.

Mom, Dad, & Leanne

i i
w

"*itf)fc

Alison Riccio

ESS,

ou are the light of our lives. May your light

line bright with health and happiness through-

Jt your life. We wish the very best for you as you

wllow your path. We love you very much.

(om & Dad Jessica Lanzoni

Andreah Joy,

We can't believe it has been 13 years since

our baby girl stepped on the big yellow bus.

You were still a baby to us. Time has flown and

our "Princess" is all too grown.

We love you, Andreah! Love ~ Mom & Dad
Andreah Joy Brown

i
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Congratulations, Ryan!

We're so proud of you.

We know you are capable of

accomplishing great things.

Remember that perseverance

is not one long race; it's many
short races, one after another.

We love you!

Mom, Dad, & Allison

Ryan Cle.

Dear Chris,

It's impossible to tell you about all the pride

and joy you have brought to us through the years!

From your very first day of life, you have shown us

a strong determination to succeed, and you've done

just that. You have always set such high goals for

yourself and then dedicated yourself to achieving

them with never a complaint. Your accomplish-

ments have touched and inspired all those who
know you and have created such wonderful memo-
ries for us all! Our prayer is that life will be kind to

you and bring you great happiness in all you
pursue. You will always have our love and support

wherever you go. THANK YOU for being our

terrific son, brother, and friend!

Love,

Mom, Dad, and Randy

P.S. Dick was right! You are still "a secret, waiting

to happen."

Christopher D. Conroy
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Dear Jill,

From your first day

of school to your last,

the years have flown

by.
"

We are very proud

of the kind, consider-

ate, generous, and
charming young lady

you have become.

May all the doors that

open for you in the

future bring you much
happiness.

You're a good girl,

Jillie,

Keep Smiling!

Love ~ Mom,
Daddy, and Adam

?|? ~l~ *** M

^ir^

* * *

Jill

It seems like yesterday that we were in fifth grade making

up "words of the month" and griping over all our petty

problems. As the years have gone

by spelling bees turned into SATs,

crushes turned into long-term

loves, and we've seen more than

our share of death. Basically life

got harder, but our friendship

got easier. I am so grateful that

I've had seven years of my life

being BEST friends with you. I

love and admire you more than

you will ever know. Whatever

you do with your life, I'll be be-

hind you 110%. Goget the world,

Jill, but not without ME! :)

Best Friends Forever,

Kris

Jill

I'm grateful for all the wonder-

ful times we've had together.

Hopefully we will have many
happy years ahead of us.

Congratulations!

I love you with all my heart!

Ross*

Jill DelRosso
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r
Dau/o,

Jllwaus Anow nowproudwe are

of you and all uou'ue accomplished,

[your future nolds alluour dreams . . .

Jtofnina is oeuondyour reacn . . .

tjnioy i/iis time; you 'ue earned/'//

lOoue ~ JlLom and Dad

i

Daoid,

[you 're tne Best orotner a air/ can nave.

Jjest o/lucA in tnej-uture.

lOoue ~ Cj/iris/ine

David DuBuron

J'indou/ wnatyou really loue

to do anddo your darnes/

to maAe itnappen.

Amy,
Through all your accomplishments,

You never "fished" for compliments.

GREAT JOB!

Love,

Mom and Dad

Good Luck in everything you do.

Love ~ Kerry, Matt, and Jenny

Congratulations and Love,

Nanny and Grampy

We knew you could do it!

Amy McRae
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Dear Danielle "Honey Pie/

We love you for

All that you are

And all that you will be.

We will always

Be by your side.

You have brought

Laughter and joy

To all who know you!

Congratulations

!

We are proud of you.

We Love You!

Mum and Dad

Congratulations, Danielle

Love ~ Kristin and Paul

Danielle Mignosa

Ja/r/cA,

you aremu snininq star! 9 am soproudof uou !

ick Young £n JICoi

Carolyn,

Congratulations on your graduation. Good luck

in all you do and may all your dreams come true.

We love you! Love ~ Dad, Mom, Suzanne & Kathleen

Carolyn Jacobson

Advertising
Vt^f
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Jillian,

There are not words to describe

the joy you've brought to our lives.

Our hearts overflow with love and
pride for our beautiful, loving,

caring, talented, funny baby girl.

Congratulations on your many
accomplishments. We wish you a

future filled with happiness, love,

and success.

We love you, Jillie-Billie.

Mom and Dad

Jillian Crow

"What lies behind us and what

lies before us are tiny matters

compared to what lies within us.

Congratulations, Matthew!

We are proud of you and love you
very much.

Mom, Dad, John and Nora

Matthew Fanning
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oey,

We know you have the ability to achieve anything

ou set your sights on. Every experience in life is an

pportunity to learn from. Listen to your inner voice

nd be responsible for your choices. You will do well.

We love you and are proud of you.

Mom, Jason, & Jonathan
Joe Zugale

Jeffrey,

We have crossed a lot of bridges. I am
proud of you. You are my best friend, but

best of all, you are my son.

Love ~ Dad

Jeffrey,

Words cannot express just how proud I

am of you. The best is yet to come.

Love always & forever ~ Mom
Jeffrey Wigmore

Jecky,

Laugh much. Love deeply. Dream often,

ind do unto others as you'd have done unto

fou. I'm proud of you, and I love you with

dl my heart.

Mom OXOX Rebecca McCarthy

Brian,

It seems like only yesterday that you

were starting school!

Congratulations! We are proud of you.

Love ~ Mom, Dad, & Pam Brian ciuff
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Christine,

From baby steps to giant ones

You've come so very far.

From rocking chairs and backyard swir

Now look at where you are.

>gS/

1

You've gone along a varied path

With family by your side.

Your hopes and dreams have made you

With compassion you've kept stride.

strong;
1 A '

We love you, Christine. We're so proud

Be the best that you can be.

Congratulations!

Love,

Mom, Dad, Jim, Tom, Katy, & Suzar

of you!

me

Christine Harriso

Laurie Through young life's stages

That go so fast

The fleeting present

Becomes the past.

From little girl then

^m "^
'

' fiir

To young woman now,

Your future's before you;

The past showing how.

Make the most of your life;

We'll always be there

To show how we love you -

To help with a prayer.

We're so proud of you, Sweets!

Laurie Logiudice

Love,

Mom, Dad, Bill, Steph & BJ
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Jillian

(AKA Jilly Beans)

How can we express so much with so little space.

3U shine like a diamond every day, and every day

)u remind us that miracles do happen. There is

imething very special about you. Like a rare flower

at blooms in its own time, your life will bring color

everyone you meet. We love you so very much.

>ve ~ Mom & Dad

Jillian E. Connor

##^##l£l£l£l>l£l£l£l£l>
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Ad iftiu- look to- the IfuhtAe,

memonied wina

Ad- the pleadwie of dkUna- into a pMe Of leaved

On a ciidp autumn- dau-.

liJitn- lone and jvude, ~ Mom,, ^bad, & Hawien
Brian Schier

Congratulations, Jenn

What a joy it

has been to

watch you
grow into such

a wonderful

young woman!
Our hearts

overflow with

love and pride

for you and all

of your accom-

plishments.

You are a

blessing to us all. We know God has an

exciting plan for your life!

You are an awesome daughter!

Love,

Dad & Mom
pialm 37:4

Jennifer Stinchfield

Peter,

May your determination to succeed and your

incredible spirit guide you on the journey of life.

Remember your roots and know that we are so

proud of you. We love you always ~ Mom & Dad
Peter Zaval

Advertising
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Zach,

Congratulations

!

Life is full of challenges and opportunities. You have the ability >

and knowledge to become a success in everything you choose to do.

We are proud of you and have faith in you. Keep moving
forward and let nothing stand in your way.

Always remember that we will always love you and care about

you very much.

Love,

Mom, Dad, and your sister Jenny

Zachary Brazdis
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Lissa,

You have

made us all

so proud of

you.

You are

witty, wise,

and know
your own
mind.

Always be

strong in

your

convictions

and follow

your heart.

Me know you'll succeed in whatever you do.

Congratulations!

Love ~ Mom, Dad, Kim, & Brian

Melissa Kelly

ibibikibTkikibibftftTkTbikTb

Melissa,

Congratulations

!

We are very proud of you.

Love,

Mom, Dad, & Shawn

Melissa Martin

Keri,

Congratulations! You made it!

May all your hopes and dreams come
true. We're proud of you and wish you the

best and brightest future.

Love you ~ Mom, Dad, & Jenna

Keri Back

Jeff,

A dream is a wish your heart makes . . .

May the road rise up to meet your feet.

Congratulations

!

Mom & Dad
Jeffrey Yeaton

Be True to your dreams .

Be True to yourself . . .

KNOW you are loved.

Dad, Mom, & Bobby

i\C
Amy Lee Goldstein

Congratulations, Sean!

We are all so very proud of you!

You worked very hard, and it paid off!

Love,

Mom, Dad, & YaYa
Sean A. Sutherland
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Jess,

Congratulations!! We are so proud of you and

all you've accomplished!! You are beautiful in

every way!!

Follow your dreams because we know an i

amazing future awaits you!!

Love ~ Mom, Dad, and Jay.
Jessica Tr a

Jessica Lee,

Congratulations! You made it! We are so

proud of you. You have developed into a

wonderful young woman, and you should

be proud of who you are. Know that you can

be whatever you want because you control

your own destiny. Also know that this is the

beginning of the rest of your life!

Thank you, Jess, for being such a great

sister to Matt and Mike and most of all for

being a wonderful daughter. We couldn't

have asked for anything more in life than we
have already received in you and your

brothers. We love you!

Mom, Dad, Matt & Michael
Jessica Lee Coh

'
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Remembrance of the first steps!

As the years went by, your steps grew.

Your achievements became greater;

Your choices seemed more difficult.

Congratulations on your success!

Mom, Dad, Chuck & Eric
Andrew Baracchini
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We love you
Mom, Dad, Jason, Greg & Tim Dan Cordeiro

Yesterdays are over my shoulder

So I can't look back for too long

There's just too much to see

Waiting in front of me

And I know that I just can't go wrong...

ongratulations, Rob!

ou have our love, our respect, and our trust,

lorn, Dad, Aeny, Mike, and Jenny Rob Bryne

Ryan,

Thank you for all the joy you've brought into our

lives. As always we are so proud of you.

Love ~ Mom, Vic, and Nick Ryan DeLuca

Advertising
m^:
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Though miles may lie between us,

We're never far apart,

For love doesn't count the miles,

It's measured by the heart.

Amanda,

Congratulations!! We are so proud

of you. Remember to always follow

your dreams and reach for the stars.

We will always love and support you
wherever life may lead you.

We love you forever,

Mom, Amie & Tommy
(Spanky, Mittens, Reeces Dusty, and

Rocky too)

Amanda Chancho

Mike,
As you begin life's journey, continue to

be a caring, compassionate, and under-

standing person.

We applaud you for your continuing

efforts to be as you said when you were

seven years old, "THE SMARTEST, THE
STRONGEST, and THE BEST."

You have always worked hard to

achieve your goals; you have become the

person you wanted to be, Mike Dow.
Most importantly, Mike, continue to be I

your own person - proud and honest.

All Our Love,

Mom, Dad, & Kathy

Michael Dow
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Brian,

Congratulations

!

You did it!

You're finally out of school!

We wish

you all the

best in the

future.

Remember
that you will

always be

my "baby

boy."

We love

you, Bri!

Love,

Mom, Dad,

Melissa &
Tom

Brian Green

ftikftftikftibibiXikftikibi*

Lindsay & Michael,

Even though you both came together and will

graduate together, you will both lead separate lives.

You have both excelled in your own special ways.

Don't forget the love of your family and friends.

Make the best of everything you do and never stop

trying. Congratulations! Love always ~ Mom
Lindsay & Michael Buckus

Janine,

Congratulations, Nini! We are so very

proud of you. Follow your heart and your

dreams will come true.

We love you bunches!

Love ~ Dad, Mom, & Eric
Janme Brussard

Susan,

You will

always be

our little

girl!

We love

you!

Love,

Mom, Dad,

& Michael

CONGRATULATIONS! !

!

Susan Powers
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Jay,

May you grow up to be righteous,

May you grow up to be true,

May you always know the truth

And see the lights surrounding you.

May you always be courageous,

Stand upright and strong,

May you stay forever young.

May your hands always be busy,

May your feet always be swift,

May you have a strong foundation

When the winds of change shift.

May your heart always be joyful,

May your song always be sung,

May you stay forever young.

We love you, Jay!!!

Love,

Dad, Mom, Lisa, and Nick jay Berggrei

Ryan,
It would be impossible to put into

words what is in our hearts. You fill us

with joy, love, pride, and laughter. You
have always been the "entertainment."

Our wishes for you are health, happi-

ness, and an unlimited supply of film.

We love you now and always,

Mom & Dad

+1* jifi, *!*, jfc jig, *fc jfc
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dearest Kool-Aid,

You turned out to be SUCH an

amazing boy... i couldn't be prouder.

Race you to the OSCARS!
Love & Film,

beth

Ryan Martin
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. . . Yes, you can . . . and you DID!
We know you'll continue to, wherever

your dreams may take you!

Love Always,

Mom & Dad
Nathan Chartier
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Danielle,

(SJe nope all of your wisnes come true.

We loue uou ~ Miom, Crinou, anol)reai

Danielle Lawrence

Jaime,

You are a

wonderful

daughter, a

loyal sister

and a friend.

We are so

proud of you.

Follow your

heart.

Remember
you are

loved.

Love,

Mom, Dad,

Dan, Jenna

CONGRATULATIONS!

Congratulations!

You Made It!

Jaime Fencer

We are so proud of you.

Wishing you a happy, successful future!

Love,

Dad, Jeannette, James, Anthony, Bobby,

Andrew, Dave, and Mom

Michael DeLuca
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Dear Joseph & Dave,

Never forget:

The sound of the waves

crashing against the

rocks.

A beautiful sunset.

The Herring Run at fall.

The most beautiful signs

of foliage.

The crisp smell before it

snows.

The weight of the snow
on the bushes.

The sound of the birds.

Congratulations

!

The wonderful colors of

spring.

The smell of freshly cut

grass.

These are the free things in

life that will always

soothe your soul.

Priceless - just like both

of you!

Love-

Mum, Dad,

and Laura

Joseph & David Mar 1
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Adam,
We wish you the best of everything life

has to offer. We believe in you and love

you.

Mom, Andrew, Sarah & Jeff Adam Frates

i£i£i£&&i£i£&t£&###i£

Greg,

How the time has flown! We have

enjoyed every minute of watching you grow
into the wonderful person you've become.

We are proud of you and wish you the best

in everything you do.

Love ~ Mom & Dad
Greg Sferruzza

Elizabeth,

Born with a

smile on

your face,

you've filled

our lives

with joy,

happiness,

and

rainbows.

Keep smil-

ing, Beth.

The world is

waiting for

you. Intro-

duce your-

self and

become a

shining star.

)ur family's love will follow you everywhere.

e love you so much!
urn, Dad, Bonnie, Ginny, Jamie, et al E iizabeth Conway

Danielle,

You are such a blessing! We're so proud of you.

Congratulations and best wishes for a wonderful future.

Love ~ Mom, Dad, Jenn, & Jasmine

Danielle Canney

I
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Great job, Patrick!

Love,

Mum, Dad,

Emily, Maura,

& Andrew

Patrick Fligh

Congratulations
to the

whole

gang!

John Jankowski,

Mike Sanda,

Ryan Hayes,

James Maruca,

PatrickFlight, &
PeterZaval

The

Flight

Family
«e
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Adrien,

Ifou are a shining example of what a

laughter can be -

love and laughter,

>eautiful and good,

aonest and principled,

ourageous and independent,

ensitive and intelligent.

You are a shining example of what every

>arent wishes their daughter was.

Ve are so very

>roud of you!

We love you so

much!
Mom and Dad

XO
We love you,

too, A!

Ethan and

Graham

irien Snow

We are proud of the person you have

become. No matter what happens in

your life, we have confidence in your

ability to make the right choices. We
want you to know that being your

parents has been one of our greatest

joys!

^ T*
It' .mKr

Love ~

Mom & Dad

Good Luck,

Stacey,

from Erica,

Joey, and

Tommy!

Stacey Kroon
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Stace,

Never forget the summer. Kevin, Ken,

that girl, our highway runs, and Saturday

nights at RWU. It will only get better from

here. Good luck.

Love ~ Kate

Stace,

You've been an awesome
friend through the years.

Thanks for being there.

Love ~ Meg

Stace,

Congratulations! I hope that

you achieve everything you set

out for. I'm sure you will. I'm

glad that we became friends.

Good Luck!

Love ~ Sarah

Stacy Padula

•k

k

k

Stace,

It seems like yesterday that you were get-

ting on the bus for kindergarten. As a daughter

and a friend, you have brought meaning to my
life. Even though I am the parent, I have learned

so much from you. You have the ability to al-

ways see the bright side. Even when you were in

the hospital deathly ill, you found something to

be thankful for. You have incredible faith. Be-

cause of that faith, I know you will truly succeed.

Remember each new day is a gift from

God; how you spend it is your gift to Him.
With my deepest love and respect,

Mom
k -& -k k

To my "little" sister,

I know you will conquer "big" things.

Best of luck! You have my support and love.

Love always ~ Mel

Congratulations, Stacy!

Since we met, we've been inseparable. You'n,

a great friend! Remember all the fun we had

road trips with Mary Lou's & Didvinyls, oui

Polomatch, hanging with Martha, 108, 495

sobes, and all the random groups we befriendec

along the way. Best of luck in college. I knov i

we'll stay close. Love always ~ Krissy
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Chris,

Congratulations! You made it! You've always been a

•daredevil, ready and willing to take on new challenges.

Graduation is the end of one challenge but the begin-

ning of many more. Remember we love you and wish

you happiness and success as you meet each new one.

We're proud of you. Love ~ Mom, Dad, & Mike

Chris Vickery

Kerry Ann,
Oh do! Oh do!

I say to you!

With a sparkle in those

eyes of blue.

She loves Rainbow Bright

And her Huggu Bunch.

And she only eats an

eyeball sandwich for

lunch.

She's off to the Gap, Old

Navy and J. Crew,

And only underwear

from Victoria's will do.

How she drives from here to there

Is her parents' greatest fear!

She's survived two big brothers,

And enjoys helping others.

She's cute, smart, funny, and merry.

Our sweet, little angel and princess, Kerry!

We wish you the very best in all you do!

We are so very proud of you!

Luv ~ Dad, Mom, Brian & Kevin

Purrs, Cutie Pie, Reese, & Striper
Kerry Ann Lang

Alicia,

Always let your true colors come
shining through.

We love

you and

are so

proud of

you.

Mom,
Dad,

Amanda,
&

Adam

Marc,
You are an awesome son and a great big

brother. We are very proud of you. We wish

you much happiness and success. We love

you! Mom, Dad, Monica, and Melanie

Alicia Cambria Marc Hebert

Advertising
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Paul,

You've always been told

that redheads are special

people, and you are proof of

this.

Your kindness, warmth,

and sense of humor make
you very special to us.

We are proud of the won-

derful young man you have

become.

Love,

Mom, Dad, & Annie

Paul Sullivan

Watch Out

World'
\n

Matt,

You did it!

The BEST is yet to come.

Love,

Mom, Dad,

Dan, Shannon and Billy

Matthew Laffey
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[ulie,

We are so proud of you! Go and make all

,rour dreams come true, and never forget

dynamite comes in small packages.

All our love ~ Mom & Dad

:>ririncess ~ I luv you ~ The Duchess
Julie Brennan
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Hooray, you've made it!

Each year has been a new adventure.

All 18 were filled with fun and laughter.

The future looks bright for you.

Home will never be far away.

Everyone sends their love and best wishes.

Reach for your goals and you will succeed.

Love ~ Mom, Dad, & Amy
Heather Richards

Jana,

Keep on running

towards your goals!

Much Love,

Dad, Mom, Peter, Scott, & Jon

Greg,

You set

your goal

long ago;

the road

ahead is a

long one.

You have a

great start;

just think

smart.

We know
you can do

it.

We are very proud of you.

Keep up the hard work.

Love,

Mom, Dad, & Meredith
Jana Whiting Gregory A. Thompson
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Laura,
You have brightened so many lives with your smile and caring

ways. We hope you are richly blessed.

Love ~ Auntie Karen, Uncle Steve, & Megan Rose

Laura,

Follow your dreams and continue to do your best. You are a won-

derful person. We love you!

Auntie Diane, Uncle Jim, John, and Joanna

Laura,

You are a wonderful, positive, and funny person. It is these qualities

that will carry you through the next chapter of your life. It is also these

qualities that will always allow you to be successful in whatever you do.

You are great to be around, always making everyone smile and feel

good. We are proud to have you as our niece! Remember, eat plenty of'

cheese :)

Love, ~ Carolyn & Todd

We love you and are always

proud of you.

Auntie leanne, Uncle Charlie,

&Chas

Rules to live by:

Matthew 22:34-40

All our love ~ Andrea, Jay, & Tessa

Always make

decisions

that make you happy.

Have a great life!

Love ~ Linda, Nicole,

& Melissa

What happens to thr

hole when the chees

is gone? Expecting;,

many great things

from you, "Beautifu

Stranger."

Love ~ Michele & :

Mike

Laura,

Your presence is calming and your smile

warms my heart. Your beauty possesses

such truth and gentleness. Your intelligence

and creativity know no bounds. You are

very close to my heart. I hope for you
nothing but the best.

I love you, sweetie. Kate

Laura,

Life is a team sport. Take the lessons of

soccer with you. Happiness and success

will follow. I'll be watching. Gail

Laura,

I luv ya, kid! I wish you all the luck in the

world! I know you'll reach all your hopes

and dreams because with your determina-

tion and drive, there's no stopping you.

You are a wonderful and unique person. Be

true to yourself and love and respect your-

self. Congratulations!

Love always ~ April

Dearest Laura,

You are brilliant yet humble, a vamp and a Belle.

You are as light as a feather, yet as deep as a well.

You are competent and quick, graceful and wise.

You are destined for greatness, it will be no surprise

You will always land standing, no matter the fight.

You will always defend what is good, what is right.

You will always be special to those who you've met

You will always be loved; you, we'll never forget

All our love ~ The Thompsons

"If one advances confidently in the direction of his

dreams, and endeavors to live the life which he has

imagined, he will meet with a success unexpected ini

common hours. Thoreau

May all your dreams come true. May the path you

chose in life bring you the same joy that you have

brought to each heart that you have touched!

With much love ~ Joanne

Laura Cunningha
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When I look into

your eyes, I can see

into your heart. The

warmth, compassion,

and honesty fill me
with pride. You are

my daughter and

my friend. Be aware

of the angels around

you; you will never be

alone. I will love you
always ~ Mom

We'll always be there for you

whenever you need us.

Love ~ Nana & Papa

Laura,

I can't remember a time when you were not part of

my life. Your beautiful smile renews my hope, your

kind heart touches everyone you meet, your incredible

determination and dedication marvel and inspire me. I

have been pained watching you struggle and have

gloried in your triumph. I have seen you mature into an

amazing person. I am proud you are my sister and
privileged to call you my friend. Mary

Laura,

You are all travelers.

From "birth till death,"

we travel the

eternities. May
those days be

pleasant for

you, profitable

for society,

helpful for those

you meet, and a

joy to those you
know and love you the

best.

You are AWESOME,
Laura, and a gift to all

who cross your path!

Love ~ Dad

JlauAa,

Keea im. that entkuiiaAm,,

imile., Uuai., ana, hand- uxonJi.

R>e&t uuiAeA. & laae.,

^r'*£^
To my sister and best

friend,

Your wit and your ready

ear are comfort I shall be

lacking as you journey

onward. Laura, on the

many roads ahead travel

safely but with joy. Many
successes await you.

With much love to my
"little big sister ~ Grace

Laura Cunningham
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Amanda,
You share a part of me that

no one else will ever see.

If hours or days or

Miles divide us,

The bond we share

Will live inside us.

Sharing dreams,

In love and laughter

My sister for always

My friend ever after!!

I am so proud!

Amber xoxo 143
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Darling Roo ~

You made our family complete! We could

not love you more or be more proud!

xoxox Daddy and Mumma 143

Amanda Nora ~

May all your dreams come true! We love you
and are very proud of you!

Mammy, Granpin, Nana, Grandpa, Markka,

Peter, Roby, Laurie, Maryjane, Scott, Jack, Gerry,

and all your cousins

Amanda,
I love you! Follow your dreams!!

You're the best baby sister!

Luke xo

Amanda O'Neil

'
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Patrick,

Congratulations!

We love you, and we have enjoyed every

day of your wonderful humor, good nature,

and honesty. We are very proud of you!

We will always be supportive in whatever

venture you wish to endeavor, for you have

proven to us

that you
know what

you want.

We believe

in you and

your success.

All our love,

Mom, Dad,

Jody, Dennis,

Kerri,

Marissa,

Rebecka,

Scott, Melissa,

&Kyle

i£i£i£i£##i£##i£i£^i£t£

Mindy,
Congratulations!

We are all very proud of you.

You have been a loving and caring

daughter and sister. You have grown into

a beautiful and independent young lady.

Whatever you set your mind to,

you will succeed.

We love you always,

Dad, Mom, Rob, Cheri
Marinda Quigley

We love

you!

Mom, Dad,

& Tom

i£M>;
''

:<WV*^MpffV.

»

Ian Duggan

Caitie,

We have only to close our eyes and listen

To hear the laughter of a little girl

Full of smiles and promise

Asking us to join in some make believe game.

We have only to open our eyes and find before us

A young woman, grown with the wisdom of years,

Full of smiles and promise.

We ask only this of you:

Reach out to the world,

Meet each day with your smile and your courage,

Go where

your dreams

lead you,

knowing that

Home will

always be here

for you.

Full of love and

pride in all that

you are and will

become ~

Dad, Mom, &
Tim

XOXOXXOXO CaitlynnJ.Noll
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Congratulations, Meaghan!

All that you have accomplished could not have been done

by just "hanging around." Your dedication and hard work

over the years have certainly paid off.

We are so proud of you. Be happy Meaghan!

All our love,

Dad, Mom, and Jimmy XOXO

Meaghan Robare
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Michael,

We are very proud of the young
man you have become.

"Here's to the next step/'

Love ~ Mom and Dad
#^ t>

You are our #1 start!

We love you ~

Nonni and Nonnu
Michael Jacob Murphy

Stephanie,

Congratulations

!

You are our little train

that could.

Love,

Mom and Dad

Stephanie Roberts

Courtney,

Congratulations!

You made it!

You are a won-
derful daughter

& sister. We have

watched you
grow into a

beautiful young
woman. Now
like a butterfly,

you can choose

any path and

flutter your

wings into a

bright new
future. We are so

proud of you! Love ~ Mom & Jennifer

Courtney ~ Your life started so that I could love you

and try to be the best Dad I could. I expected nothing

in return, but I've received more love and happiness

from you than I ever imagined. I am very proud of

you. All my love forever ~ Dad Courtney Burridge

Liz,

May there be happiness and

success in your future. Hopefully

you have gained memories along

the way that you can smile back

on as you have smiled in making

them. Best of luck! Love ~ Laura

Elizabeth,

We've been best friends since

first grade. Good luck in all you
do. I know
your smiling

face will

help you
through

anything.

I love you
always.

Love ~

Jen

•

*

Elizabeth,

Reach for the stars! Don't worry you'll catch one. We've

been through so much together and the best is yet to come.

Thank you for being such a wonderful friend.

Love ~ Mandy Elizabeth Conway

Advertising
vtg^
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Dear Jim,

Well, it's finally over,

and you surely came through.

The family is proud

of what you could do.

From that cute little guy
to a fine young man,

You got your diploma;

you proved that you can.

Good luck in the future;

whatever you do.

We always will love you
for just being you!!

All our love,

Mom & Dad
XXXOOO

P.S. One million hours of homework.
Ha! Ha!

Hey, bro, You really did it!! What comes

next? Congrats. Love ~ Mike & Jen. James Doucette

_J&

Congratulations, Dan!

We are so proud of the

wonderful person you are and

all that you have accomplished.

Never lose your great sense of

humor.

Good Luck in everything you
do.

We Love You!

Mom, Dad, and Mike

Congratulations to ALL in the Class of 2001

!

Dan Freitas
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1988 BOSTON RED SOX

Adam,
I am so very proud of you,

Love,

Mom
Adam Hardy

Suzie-
Great job! Well done.

We are very proud of you.

Continue to be the best you can be.

Much Love,

Mom, Dad,

Andy, Carrie, Marybeth & John

Suzanne DeMille

Tiffany,

A daughter is someone who is special.

She is precious; she is love.

We are very happy and proud to have

such a wonderful daughter as you.

Love ~ Mom & Dad

Tiffany Tura
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Dear Adam,
You are going out into the world and your

going is absolute. Please take your time and
find the right direction. Lean on your strength

and self-confidence to guide you. Remember
the world is teeming and anything is pos-

sible.

We will always love you. ~ Mom & Dad

Adam,
Thanks for being my "body guard."

I love you.

Love ~ Your Favorite Sister, Grade

Aem-

I/U&ane- v&uf,

7imea<se<i

Mcuf Qad IdeM- mm.

Mm. ikeAe- id- a via uwld out meAe. ia emit he. ma imaA.
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Muck lave- and Qad BleM ~ Qnandma

Dear Adam,
Can't believe it's over for you.

Good luck. Know that I will always

be here for you. Love ~ Your Brother, Justin.

Adam,
I can't believe you finally made it. I can

remember your building forts and playing

Nintendo.Nowyou are allgrown up. You're

on the right track so don't stop now. I know
everything you do will be amazing just like

you.

I love you very much although I don't

always show it.

Love ~ Your Favorite Big Sister, Dehlia

Dear Adam ~ Your day has arrived, and you have decisions to make about your life. Remember the lessons

from your family and how we are all here for you! Love ~ Aunt Karen & Uncle Tom

Dear Adam ~ The silence of a person makes others curious. The self-quietness

will help you to become a great achiever. Love ~ Uncle Mark & Aunt Holly

Dear Adam ~ We are so proud of the young man you are. In the future you
will be facing new adventures and accomplishing so much.

Have fun! Love ~ Auntie Noreen & Uncle John

Adam ~ Courage, confidence, but most of all, happiness throughout your life.

We hare proud of you.

Love ~ Uncle Steve, Auntie Maureen, & Family

Dear Adam,
May you know nothing but happiness from this day forward.

Love ~ Uncle Ed, Auntie Florrie, and Family

Adam Dennison
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Becky,

We are so proud of you! You have worked
so hard. We wish you all the happiness and

joy as you pursue your dreams and goals.

May you keep joy and balance in your life.

Keep your wonderful sense of humor and
your beautiful smile! Love ~ Mom & Dad

Becky ~ You've come a long way. You're a great

person and a terrific sister. Best of luck. You'll

succeed in all you do. Love ~ Saz
J Rebecca hmanuel

ikikikikikikikikikikikftikik

Mike,

Thank you for

giving us so

many proud

moments.

Always
remember

the 5 C's and

you will have

continued

success.

Congratulations! We love you, Pogey.

Mom & Dad

It's going to be hard following

in your footsteps! Good Luck!

Alex

Mike Piche

H
U
R
R
A
H

Congratulations on your graduation day!

We are very proud of the beautiful young
Woman you have become. We will love you
always. ~ Mom & Dad

Alaina Prebensen

Jillian,

You did it. We knew you could

We are so very proud of you!

Congratulations!

Lots of Love,

Mom, Dad, Brian
Jillian Ripley
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Nicole ~

We remember that first time you got on the bus,

Starting kindergarten without a fuss.

Through the years all your teachers agreed,

Socializing was your best subject indeed.

Baseball, basketball, dance recitals,

Cheerleading competition titles.

Great sense of humor, beautiful smile,

Always take with you your dramatic style.

Our only daughter, our middle child,

Lots of great memories you have piled.

Follow your dreams, reach for that star,

And we know, my Love, you will go far.

Congratulations

!

Love,

Mom, Dad,

Bobby & Jeff

\

li

Nicole Maloney
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Dear Jackie,

It seems like just yesterday we were

preparing to bring you into the world.

Suddenly, here we are, preparing to

send you out into the world.

How proud we are of the wonderful young

woman you have become!

Follow your dreams,

and wherever they lead you, remember

that we will always be here for you.

We will always love you.

Congratulations! We love you!

Mom, Dad, and Josh

Jackie Teller

To Nicole,

You are a granddaughter who
makes my world brighter.

A granddaughter whose smile

makes my heart lighter.

Your sweet way of giving

fills my heart with the true

joy of living.

Love you ~

Gram Maloney

"Don't forget where you live."

In memory of Gramp

Nicole Maloney
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Jan,

Where have the years gone?

Always stay as sweet as you are!

Set your goals

but always reach higher!

Congratulations!

Love,

Mom & Dad

Janet Veracka

John ~

Your

grandfather

would be

proud of

you, and

so am I.

Love

always ~

Mom

John Flynn

John ~

Congratulations!

I know you will succeed next year

and always.

Thanks for always making me laugr

Love ~ Laura

P.S. We've all in the lead now!
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Lauren-

Congratulations !

May your

dreams continue

as alive and

as beautiful as

you are.

We love you and will always

treasure the word daughter

because of you.

Call us!

Love-

Mom, Dad, & Kyle

Lauren Rash

ikftikikikftikibTkTkibikikib

Congratulations, Steve!

Always ready to move on to the next

adventure! We will always be with you.

Love, Mom, Dad, & Jeff
Steven J. Joubert

—%. .n* ' ; TLB . :. • «. -

"I've gotta' get out of this place,

If it's the last thing, I ever do!"

Congratulations, Sarah!

You have pulled yourself head and

shoulders over the obstacles.

Love, Mom & Dad

You've come a long way, Pauline!

Lots of Love,

Mom, Dad, and Dan

Sarah Willis Pauline Edson
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Kellie,

We want you to know
how very proud we are

of you!

Always follow your

heart.

Be happy ~

Be safe ~

Be good-

All our love,

Mom & Dad

What'z-uup??? Your future.

Love ya,

Ron, Ken, and Keith

(You go, girl!)

Kellie Coulstring

AA**^^^*lilJ^*lili,
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Congratulations!

I couldn't ask for a more special daughter.

You've overcome a lot through the years.

I love you.

Mom would be proud.

Love,

Dad, David, Derek,

Richelle, Brandi, & Taylor

Deana Mahaji

Court,

Before you arrived, I was convinced

there could be nothing as good as

another son. Along the way since

then, you have taught me just how
wrong I was.

Your achievements are the result of

your strength, courage, and determi-

nation, qualities that will take you to

any height you desire.

No matter what you do or where

you go, I am proud to say

I'm your Dad!

Courtney Costa
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Katie,
You entered this world with an angel's smile;

within a few minutes you learned the challenges of

life - "Life it's self." Heaven already knew how
special you were!

You never failed to take the challenge to be your-

self. Remember your paint splash overalls, fake

eyeglasses, and the year everything was black and
white. How you have grown and matured since

those elementary school days. Your fierce determi-

nation will help you to succeed. There are so many
avenues for you to explore; we know you'll find the

one or combinations that bring you total fulfillment.

No matter which avenue you take, always re-

member the one that takes you home.

Katie,

Congratulations! I'm proud of you.

143x2

Katie,

You're always been just

one step behind me in life.

Congratulations

!

You've made it!

You have the determina-

tion to do anything you
choose.

I'll always be here

should you need guidance.

Love,

Kelli

Katie (UPS),

Thank you for being

my fashion coordinator.

I never have to worry

about my clothes not

matching.

Thanks for taking me
to the mall to buy gifts

for Mom and Dad.

Love and happiness in

whatever you do.

Love,

Your little and only

brother, Kevin

Katie Ann Roche
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To Our Son Joseph

It seems like only yesterday we held you in our arms
As we brushed our lips against your baby head.

It seems like only yesterday you awed us with your charms,

And we marveled at the sweetest things you said.

It seems like only yesterday you toddled at our side

As we gently held your chubby little hand.

It seems like only yesterday you slept upon our chest,

And we knew no greater love in all the land.

You've filled our lives with happiness;

Our hearts you've filled with pride

As you've grown into the man you are today.

May your world be blessed with dreams come true,

Bright sunshine in your sky,

And your soul be kissed with joy along the way.

We will always love you,

Mom and Dad

Joey,

You've always been the greatest older

brother in the world.

We are all very proud of you, and we
know you will be successful and happy in

everything you do. Follow your dreams.

Always remember we all love you so

very much.

Amanda, Jacob, Rebecca, and Nicole

(all the little Briggsies)

Believe in yourself and your dreams will

become your reality.

May your life always be rich with love,

wisdom, and success.

Love Always ~

Auntie

Joseph Brigg:
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Congratulations

!

Meghan,

My wonderful daughter,

my friend, my angel.

"Spread your wings

and fly."

I love you,

Mom

Meghan Hathaway

Jesse,

Remember-
we would

g°
to the ends

of the earth

for you!

We love you.

We are all

very proud

of you.

Congratulations

!

Love,

Dad, Mom, Meryl, & Mick

Jesse Ohrenberger

Congratulations!

Meg,
I am proud of you. All your hard work

paid off. I love you!

Love, ^±jm>Q
Jason w

P.S. "Olive Juice'

Meghan Hathaway

Congratulations, Sean!

We are all very proud of you.

We believe in you and wish you the

best and brightest future.

We love you,

Mom, Dad, & Sarah

Sean O'Neill
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We wish for you a world of adventure and

experience, but most of all we wish for you

health, happiness, and good fortune for all

your life.

Always remember how much you are loved.

You are a very special person, PJ, a man we are

proud to have for a son and brother.

Congratulations on a job well done.

We love you.

Love ~ Dad
Love ~ Mom
Love ~ Kate &
Love ~ Jenn

"143" from all!

Paul F. McCarthy, Jr.

We thank you for being such a wonderful daughter,

sister, and best friend.

Forever Love,

Dad, Mom, Robby, and Cassie

Rachael,

A beautiful

person you have

become.

We are very happy
for you and

very proud of you.

Besides being a

precious

gift from God,

you are,

and always have

been, a child of

honesty, dignity,

integrity, much
happiness, and most

of all determination.

Rachael Malone
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A.J.,

We've been proud of you since you were a

baby. Continue to be the hard worker you

are. And take it all, Baby!

Love ~ Mom, Dad, & Shane

A. J. Belleville

ikikftftiXiXiXiXikftiXikikik

Nikia,

Your success means the world to us. You have the rest

of your life to fullfil all your dreams. May they all

come true for you. Love you ~ Mom & Jason
Nikia Lee

Jon,

We are

so

proud

of the

person

you
have

become.

You
have

given us

so much
laughter

and

love.

Our wish for you is to have as much love

and happiness in life as you have given us.

Love ~ Mom, Dad, & Dan

Jonathan Platz

Lindsey,

Congratulations! We are so proud of you,

and the wonderful person you have become.

Your future is just beginning! Follow

your dreams wherever they may lead.

Always remember we love you, believe in

you, and wish you the best and brightest

future.

Love,

Mom, Dad, & Erica
Lmdsey Kay

Sean,

Words cannot describe how proud we
are of you. You have grown into a fine

young man.

We know you will succeed at any-

thing you choose to do in life.

Love,

Mom, Dad, & Jill

Sean Candlish
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Kathryn,

I'll love you forever;

I'll love you for always.

As long as I'm living,

My baby you'll be.

Love ~ Mom

Ka,

Through the years we've lived together,

sometimes a little closer than we would have

chosen. We've been through a lot of ups and

downs to make it this far. No matter what
though, you've always been there for me.

Don't give up; follow your dreams. I

know you can do it.

Love ~ Meg

Kathryn Simmons

IfP^l 0^1

Daniel,

We are so proud of

you.

All our love,

Mom & Dad

Daniel Israel Quigley
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Peter,

Your life

is an

adventure.

Enjoy it!

We know
you will

succeed.

We love

you. We are

proud of

you.

Love,

Dad, Mom,
Ali, Stacy,

and Luke
Iwfiff 9HKBm..^^^^

Peter Krzyzewski

ftikftftikibftikikikftftikft

Erin,

Name this tune . . .

Mickey Mouse has grown up a cow . . .

Follow your heart, and go for your dreams!

Love,

Dad, Mom, and Corey

Erin Ruprecht

Qcm^/uztiMatmiA!

Julia!

Climb high;

Climb far,

Your goal

the sky

Your aim

the star

y<m kcuie dxme <m amayiMq, jab- 4a- ^cui. K.ee<p,

aAeaminq. and daanina! We- Icme tpu, ana, one, ue/uj,

fimud oj- you. IVe- will aLacujA. m. tkem jp^i yxui,!!

Mom, 2)ad, cmdAlLkm
Julia Porter

To our wonderful daughter Cheryl,

You have always had a twinkle in your eye which
allows you to see the world in a different way.

Follow your dreams YOUR WAY! We couldn't be

prouder.

Love ~ Mom, Dad, Lisa, and Karen
Cheryl Venezia
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Dear Andrew,

You have turned out to be a wonderful

son and young man. You have always

held a special place in our hearts! You will

always be an asset to whatever field you
choose in life.

This quote from Kahlil Gibran seems

very appropriate:

"Knowledge and understanding are

life's faithful companions who will

never prove untrue to you.

For knowledge is your crown,

and understanding your staff;

And when they are with you,

you can possess no greater

treasures."

Congratulations on your graduation; we
are very proud of you!

Love you,

Mom and Dad

Congratulations on your day!!!

Pizz and I knew you could

make it!!

Yeah for Sniffert!!

Love ~

Marissa and Pizzen

Andrew Lederma

,
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Christina,

You continue to impress us with your

individuality, style, and talent!

We are so proud of you and love you

so very much. Go after your dreams and

remember to smile!

Congratulations

!

Love ~

Mom, Dad, Rachael, & Bobby

Christina Balestra

Chris,

You're our hero! We don't always

show it, but surely you must know it!

Great job, big brother!

Love ~ Matt & Courtney Christopher Farley

Keith,

Congratulations! You made it! We are

very proud of you and wish you the best

in life.

Love ~ Mom, Michelle, & Danny
Keith Heath

Katie,

You'll

always be

my little

my joy, my
laughter,

my love,

my life.

As always,

much love,

luck, and
happiness

in what-

ever you
do.

Love,

Mom
Congratulations!

Katie Grimes

Congratulations

!

Our Dear Caitlin,

We are so proud of you.

Our love and support always!

Love,

Mom & Dad

Daughters hold our hands for a

while, but our hearts forever.

Caitlin Noddin
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This Is It

This is It

and I am It

and You are It

and so is That

and He is It

and She is It

and It is It

and That is That.

O It is This

and It is Thus

and It is Them
and It is Us
and It is Now j

and here It is

and here We are

and This is It.

James Broughton

Ruth Haddock

Roses are red; violets are blue.

You were so cute. What happened to you?

Jim,

Hope all your dreams come true.

Well, maybe not all your dreams.

Love -Mom, Dad, & John
James Harmon

Linz,

The world

is waiting

for you!

You're the

BEST.

All our

love,

Mom,
Dad, Rob,

and Brad

Congratulations!

Lindsey Walker
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Nicole,

We are very

proud of you.

Best of luck.

I wish you

a successful

future.

Love,

Mom &
Chuck Taylor

Congratulations, Nicole!

Nicole Jordan
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Jacqui,

We were

very proud

of you
then, and

we're very

proud of

you now.

We will

always be

proud of

your

accomplish-

ments. \~J

We love you.

Love ~ Dad, Mom, & Sandy

Jacqui Beaton

Ikank-wm. jon. all

the jau. youue aivenwi.

oveA, the qetM.. Nana, &

Momi- cute little helped

had-atown into- a

beautilul, caAina, hand

WOAjzinO. UOuna WOman.

Ijou can and mill achieve

anuthina you letyouA.

mind to! Ifaule a

£tepA, ai well ad. a aood

j Ij^iend. Aleves fo4aet tnal

we will love you and be

kene lot. you, jfiAeveA, jpA

alwaui, and no molten.

what!" HeJlappq,! Have

Alwaui. ~ Mom & 2>ad

GonXfAtdulatiani., StepA/ tjouue come, a loncj, way, kul you nave juil

Iseaun youA t/iip.. QoodHuek! Jloue ~ Ruan

£tep ~ ,9 cant believe youne anaOMatina! Ihanhi jjOn. beina UveAe jjOn. me.

k1 Jloue ~ Alicole

Stephanie Godfry

Alissa,

Not only are you my adored daughter, but

you are also a wonderful person. I wish you

only love and happiness. I am so proud of

you. I love you. Mom
Alissa Reardon

Advertising
Vi^
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May you always have

the faith to believe

in yourself.

May realization of your

dreams light up your

life as your warmth,

smile, and love light

up all of ours.

Wishing you joy in your

journey and successes,

great and small,

in this,the first day

of the rest of your life.

Katherine: Our Congratulations and Love to You!!!

Mom, Meg, Bob, Dad, Winnie, Katie, Teddy, Grandma & Grandpa, Grammy & Grampy,

Great Gram Topazio, Great Gram Robinson, Bob & Ginny, Bettye, Jon, Pappa, Laura,

Judge Hassett, & all your other family and friends Katerine Robinsor

Rich,

We are so proud of you!

You are a great son!

We hope all your dreams come true.

Love ~ Mom & Dad

Richard Omar
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Katie,

You bring joy

to our lives

with your

beautiful

smile and
warm and

compassion-

ate heart. The

road hasn't

always been

easy for you,

but you
never lost

your way.

You are a

beautiful,

intelligent,

courageous

young
woman.

We are so very proud of you and all that you have

accomplished. Remember to follow your heart and al-

ways be true to yourself. Thank you for always being

there for us. We love you so very much today, tomorrow,

and always. May all your dreams come true!

Congratulations! Love, Mom & Dad Kathleen Sullivan

Erin,

Congratulations! We love you and
we're really proud of you.

Love ~ Mom, Dad, Brian & Sean

Erin Connors

Rachael,

We are so proud of you and hope all your

dreams come true.

You're a

wonderful

daughter

and sister.

Remember
we love

you and

will always

be here for

you.

Love,

Mom, Dad,

Melissa, &
Kristen

Rachael Kelley

Laura Leigh

One who takes compassion seriously, one who
strives to go beyond expectations, one who is

loved very much. As the phases of the moon
are constant, may your successes be constant in

all phases of your life. Love, Mom

Laura Fogarty
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Naturally I #^ Outdoor

Beautiful J ^/r? a •" Portraits

'EnvironmentaC

Thotograpfiy

Five Packages
Available

(781) 341-FOTO
Guaranteed Sittings

Convenient Area
Locations

(781) 341-3686

• (?'

IIBta
Silver Lake Regional High School Class of2001

iVeir England Village
Located on Route 27 in Pembroke, a mile from Silver Lake High School,

New England Village provides residential and vocational services to adults with mental retardation.

The Village has a variety ofrewarding community service opportunities forjuniors and seniors.

We also offer employment opportunities for qualified high school graduates and college students,

including full-time, part-time and summer positions.

Call Human Resources at 781-293-5461 for a list of current openings.

www. newenglandvillage.org

"^wS— Advertising



Daniel,

It is the people you meet that make life so valuable.

The pride we feel now is the joy we felt when you were

born. The years we spent together are a wonderful

memory: the first day you went to kindergarten, the day

you finally attended gymansium, and now you are in

America, graduating from high school!

Daniel, you made a decision that is admirable and

shows courage. You left your home and friends to go to

a country with an-

other culture and a

foreign language.

For your future

we wish you all the

best, success always,

good friends on you
side, and content-

ment. But most of all

that you come home
soon to your family

who loves and misses

you so much.

Always,

Your mum and dad

Daniel Ketterer

Brooks,

Our wish for you is that your

future is full of happiness.

You're a great son!

We'll always support and
love you.

Mom & Dad

Brooks Steffy & Desiree Gomes

Cathryn,

Watching you change and grow into

the lovely young lady you are has

brought such great happiness over

these years.

We are so

very proud

of you.

Thank you
for being

such a

wonderful

daughter.

We love

you,

Mom&
Dad

Cathryn Cronin

Stephen,

First of all we are blessed to have you as a

son and brother. You are sensitive, kind, and

caring to others. Whatever your choices may
be for the future, we support you with our

prayers and love.

Stephen, you're the best!

Love ~ Dad, Mom, J.D., & Lisa

Congratulations! „ ,° Stephen Lomanno

Sponsors

Ernie & Elise E3aracchini

Tom & Eileen Cambria

Mr. & Mrs. Lyon Carter, II

Fred & Peborah Pu!3u ron

Peter & Pam Farley

Tom & Joanne Martin

E3ob & Maureen Mansfield
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Mass. Appraisers 4692

Member M.A.B.S.O.A.

Nickerson Auto Body, Inc.

80 Evergreen Street

Kingston, MA 02364

585-9550 John A. Nickerson

TURA'S PHARMACY, INC.
85 SUMMER ST. PHONE: 585-2595 KINGSTON. MA

TURA'S
HOME

HEALTH CARE
CENTER
Hours:

Family®
Care"

Mon. - Fn.

Sat.

Sun. & Hoi.

8 AM to 8 PM
8 AM to 6 PM
8 AM to 1 PM

Convalescent aids-sales & rental

Counseling on your health needs

"PERSONALIZED HOMETOWN SERVICE"

Kristelle Aherne and Eunice Goldberg, the yearbook

advisors, wish to thank all those who helped make this

yearbook a success: the students who worked hard

after school, the parents who contributed their finan-

cial support, the businesses who purchased ads, and

facu Ity and staff. A special thanks to Karen McSweeney

who made appointments with the photographer. With-

out your continued support this project would never

have been completed. Thank you all.

Ben Iannucci John Iannucci i

Kingston Block Co., Inc.

Our 53rd Anniversary

1948 to 2001

Fieldstone, Cobblestone, E3luestone

Allan E3lock Retaining Walls

Mason Sand & Stonedust

Complete Line of Masonry Supplies

781-585-6400

781-585-6401

72 Main Street

Kingston, Mass. 02364
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Senior Portraits With Style!
Award Winning

yJSAN WUITF

• Beautiful outdoor photos - parks and gardens

•Relaxed, fun atmosphere

•Variety of poses, studio backgrounds, & clothing changes

•Daisy portraits in June - book early!

•Check out our website @ susanwhitephoto.com

141 W. Elm Street • (781) 826-8189 • Pembroke

Advertising —^y>i^ ^45



Mike Buckus, Paul Muller, Mike Murphy and Cati Matti enjoy tasting their masterpiece!

Holly Ianucci, Tori Cafarelli and Adam Corven

in their younger days.

Lauren Macaluso and Courtney Burridge take a moment tc

catch up before class.

im Hannon and Devon Govoni look like a couple of superheroes....or not.

Diane Bender and Steve Smith plot their course.

24fr
>>^

Senior Candids

Newleywed Mrs. Consolati still managed to save a dance for

Joe Martell.



Stephanie Godfrey and Katie Grimes support their fellow senior

athletes.
Holly Scott was made for the camera!

Mike Piche and Mike Sanda are true gentlemen.

Lindsey Fairweather, Andy Russell, Steve Suppa and

Devon Govoni as juniors.

Tim Lay relaxes in the library.

Justin Rank and

Jeff Wigmore
admire Tommy

Allen's new
hairdo.

Senior Candids .-S7^.247



Our Odyssey Continues . .

.
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Q The Millennium Bridge, a

footbridge across the River Thames

connecting London's St. Paul

Cathedral with the Tate Modern Art

Gallery, opens in June. It is the first

bridge to be built over the Thames

in 100 years.

j

D Gas prices soar across Europe. Heavy taxation policies in France and

England cause massive protests and transportation blockades. Both

governments eventually promise relief.

| D Former KGB agent Vladimir Putin

1 is sworn into office as Russia's new

1 president in May 2000, succeeding

| long-time leader Boris Yeltsin.

1 Despite fears of an authoritarian

style, Putin's public approval ratings

remain high.

w
A Floods in Southeast Asia are

caused by days of pounding rain.

Millions are forced to leave their

homes and more than a thousand

people die in the region's worst

flooding in decades.

A President Clinton travels to

Southeast Asia in November to help

mend relations between the United

States and Vietnam. He is the first

U.S. president to visit Vietnam since

the end of the war in 1975.

A A cable car carrying skiers

and snowboarders in Austria

catches fire inside a tunnel,

killing more than 150 people

on board. It is the worst Alpine

disaster in the country's history.

FLASH >>>

Q Australian

street artists

called "Strange

Fruit" perform

gravity-defying

feats around

the world. The

performers float

above the audience

on 15-foot

fiberglass poles.

President Clinton makes a last-

ditch effort to broker a Middle East

peace deal before his term ends

in January 2001 by drafting a plan for

leaders of both Israel and Palestine

to review. Israeli Prime Minister

Ehud Barak and Palestinian Yasser

Arafat agree to review Clinton's

proposal, but no deal is signed

before month's end.

A Singapore Airlines jumbo jet

crashes during takeoff in Taiwan,

killing 81 of the 179 people on board.

In a blinding rainstorm the pilot uses

the wrong runway and collides with

construction equipment.

A Yugoslav President Slobodan

Milosevic is ousted from office in

October, ending 13 years of violent

rule. Vojislav Kostunica becomes

Yugoslavia's first democratically

elected president.

Q Canada mourns the death of former

Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau, who

served the country for nearly 16 years.

Trudeau, who was 80, is remembered

for his flamboyant style and his

commitment to keeping Canada a

single nation.
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GOVERNMENT LAW TRANSPORTATION 1

Q In August, the Russian nuclear submarine

Kursk sinks to the bottom of the Barents Sea

after an unexplained explosion. All 118 crew

members are killed.

FLASH >>>

P2 Two hundred North and South

Koreans separated from family

members since the 1950-1953

Korean war reunite in August. The

four-day visits are a goodwill gesture

by both countries' leaders, who met

for the first time in June.

AIDS reaches epidemic proportions

in southern Africa. Leaders and

citizens throughout the world

conduct a massive educational

campaign on World AIDS Day

December 1 to teach people about

the disease that is killing 6,000

sub-Saharan Africans each day.

Uganda is struck by an occurrence

of the deadly Ebola virus that is

linked to more than 100 deaths.

The outbreak is traced to a Gulu

woman who died in September

and whose body infected other

people during the ritual cleansing

of the dead.

•- -op ,

A In January 2001, a 7.9 magnitude

earthquake devastates Gujarat in

western India. The huge quake

causes an estimated $5.5 billion

in damages and kills more than

20,000 people.

A In August, Somalia elects its first

president in nine years. President

Abdiqasim Salad Hassan promises

to bring peace and economic

recovery to the African nation.

A Former Coca-Cola executive

Vicente Fox, of the National

Action Party, is elected president

of Mexico in July, ending the

Institutional Revolutionary Party's

71 -year reign.

.J-Zfi

A More than 150 world leaders meet

at the U.N. Millennium Summit in

September to discuss war, poverty,

disease and other global problems.

The meeting is the largest gathering

of world leaders in history.

Q The worst wave of Middle Eastern violence in years erupts between

Israelis and Palestinians, leaving more than 350 dead. A visit by Israeli

opposition leader Ariel Sharon to a Jerusalem holy site on September 28

is claimed to have sparked the fighting.

H In July, an Air France Concorde supersonic jet catches fire and crashes

outside Paris, killing 1 1 3 people. The crash is blamed on metal debris which

punctured the tires and damaged the fuel tanks.
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Missoulian, Michael Gallacner/AP/Wide World Photos

^ The U.S. Senate passes the

Permanent Normal Trade Relations

bill in September to open up trade

between the United States and China.

The bill is expected to increase U.S.

exports by $13 billion annually.

B3 In the worst forest tire season in 50 years, more than 20,000 firefighters

battle blazes in the western United States. More than 80 major wildfires

burn across 13 states, forcing hundreds of people to leave their homes.

Firestone initiates the largest tire

recall in history after dozens of

rollover accidents appear to be

caused by faulty treads. At least 148

deaths in the United States are linked

to the defective tires, although other

problems with sport utility vehicles

also are under investigation.

3fc*i
A Summer air travelers wait out

some of the worst (light delays on

record. Bad weather and heavy air

traffic cause delays that reach a

peak in June, when only 66% of

the flights arrive on time.

A Illegal downloading and missing

computer tapes threaten the security

of the Los Alamos nuclear weapons

lab in New Mexico. Several

workers at the lab are penalized

for mishandling nuclear secrets.

A The Women's Museum: An

Institute for the Future opens in

September in Dallas. The museum

profiles 3,000 remarkable

American women and features

more than 20 interactive exhibits.

A Many brands of taco shells and

corn chips are pulled from store

shelves and restaurants after a

consumer group detects traces

of genetically modified corn not

approved for human consumption.

Q Convicted of

monopoly practices

in the software

industry, Microsoft

Corporation is

ordered by a federal

district judge in June

to break into two

separate companies.

Company chairman

Bill Gates files for

an appeal.

A wave of Internet startup

companies, once the darlings

of the online economy, file for

bankruptcy after falling short

of stockholders' earnings

expectations. The NASDAQ stock

exchange, where most dot-coms

are traded, loses 39% of its value

for the year.

Millions of Californians go for hours

without power in January 2001 as

utility companies cut off electrical

supply due to low reserves. The

crisis, blamed on aging generating

plants, deregulation, soaring

wholesale prices and debt-ridden

utilities, spurs other states to

begin devising prevention plans.

D The Oklahoma City National

Memorial is unveiled in April 2000.

The memorial is built to honor the 168

people who died in the 1995 bombing

of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building.

c



GOVERNMENT POLITICS BUSINESS

B3 On December 4, 2000, the U.S. presidency remains in

limbo as both Florida and New Mexico officials recount

ballots to determine who will win their state's electoral

votes. New Mexico goes to Gore. Ultimately, Bush wins

Florida which gives him a narrow victory.

FLASH >>>

D In the closest presidential election

in more than 100 years, Republican

George W. Bush of Texas beats

Democrat Al Gore from Tennessee.

The race isn't decided until 36 days

after the popular election, when

Florida's hotly contested \\\\lW

25 electoral votes are awarded to Bush

On election night, several TV

networks prematurely declare Al Gore

the winner in Florida, only later to

reverse themselves, twice. The

fiasco confirms many Americans'

distrust of polling and early "calling"

of elections.

In one of his first duties as President-

elect, George W. Bush nominates

Colin Powell to be Secretary of State.

The four-star Army General becomes

the first African-American in history

to serve in this role.

wVJSllR:

A Chads, dimpled chads and butterfly

ballots become common terms

during the election as Florida officials

assess voter intent. The confusion

generates national discussion for

uniform methods of voting.

A The U.S. Supreme Court casts

the deciding vote in the nation's

election, The court ends the Gore-

Bush legal battles in Florida by

stopping all recounting, an action

that effectively gives Bush victory.

A In a fiery and highly publicized

political battle, Hillary Rodham

Clinton beats Republican Rick Lazio

decisively to become senator from

New York. She is the first first lady

to be elected to public office.

A Missouri Governor Mel Carnahan

is elected to the Senate days after he

dies in a November plane crash. His

widow, Jean Carnahan, agrees to

serve as senator in his place.

D The Federal Trade Commission charges the film, recording and

video-game industries with marketing violent and adult-rated materials to

teens. The entertainment giants are requested to stop the practice or face

legal intervention.

a In October, the USS Cole is bombed while refueling in Yemen. A number of

terrorist groups are suspected of the blast that kills 17 sailors and injures 39.
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FLASH >>>

Q Personal Digital

Assistants (PDAs)

capable of calendar

scheduling, note taking,

e-mailing, phoning and

Web browsing go

mainstream in 2000.

Competition among

manufacturers heats

up with Microsoft,

BlackBerry, Palm and

other brands vying

for shares of the teen

and business markets.

Paleontologists Identify a new

species of dinosaur from fossils

found in northern Italy. The

26-foot-long, meat-eating

Sallriosaur is one of the world's

oldest dinosaurs, dating back 200

million years.

Scientists are forced to rethink the

traditional definitions of a star and

planet when 18 massive planet-like

bodies that don't revolve around

a sun are discovered in the Sigma

Orionis cluster.

Q Final touches are made to the

International Space Station for its

first residents. American astronaut

Bill Shepherd and two Russian

cosmonauts live on the space station

for four months starting in November.
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SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY ENVIRONMENT

Q Wireless devices that send

real-time personal messages

between users become the latest

communication craze. The "instant

messages" can be typed, written or

spoken, depending on the brand,

and devices cost less than $100.

Q In 2000, both Honda and Toyota launch gas-electric

hybrid cars. Operated by a battery-powered electric motor

and a gas-run engine, the hybrids get up to 70 miles per

gallon on the highway and release minimal emissions.

FLASH >>>

New Internet domain names are

created to lessen the load on the

old .com standard. The new names,

slated for use in mid-2001, include

.info for general use, .biz for

businesses, .name for individuals

and .pro for professionals.

Scientists complete a rough "map"

of the genetic code that makes

a person human. The map will aid

in the detection and prevention of

cancer and other illnesses.

D Amtrak introduces the nation's first high-speed train in

November. The "Acela Express" travels up to 150 miles per

hour and runs between Washington, D.C., New York and Boston

with other routes planned for coming years.
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Q New prepaid credit cards and

online credit lines are the latest

high-tech means for parents to

control their teens' spending.

Depending on the account, parents

determine the spending limit or

the online stores where the money

can be spent and receive monthly

statements of purchases made.

Q A new Web site, Customatix.com, lets users design their own

sneakers. Starting from scratch or selecting a prefab model, users

can pick everything from the colors and styling to the fabric and

personalized logo at a cost of $80 to $95 a pair.

D MH-18, billed as the first national

lifestyle magazine for guys 13 to

18, hits newsstands in August. The

Men's Health offshoot covers sports,

fitness, school, relationships and

issues teenage boys face growing up.

m V Techno pants, as functional as last

J
year's cargoes but with cleaner lines and

nylon fabric, are popular with teens. They

come in a variety of colors and feature

zippered legs and

. pockets, toggles and
k

nylon drawstrings.

u &

A American Heritage, among other

publishers, releases new dictionaries,

capturing the language of our

computer-savvy culture. "Dot-com,"

"netiquette" and "cybersurfing" are

among the new entries.

A Pleather, a synthetic fabric

that looks like leather, comes

in an array of colors and prints

and is popularized by celebrities

like singer Christina Aguilera.

A Laser eye surgery becomes an

increasingly accepted alternative to

eyeglasses and contact lenses as

the technology continues to improve.
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FLASH >>>

H The popularity of Apple

Computer's translucent

berry-colored iMac sparks

j
a wave of similarly colored

^cell phones, CD players,

^cameras, irons and other

i household appliances.

For the first time, females

outnumber males in Internet use

in the United States, representing

50.4% of the online population

in 2000. Teenage girls are the

fastest growing user segment.

Designer faceplates become a

popular way to personalize

cell phones. The decorative

attachments come in a variety of

designs and colors to match the

user's mood or outfit.
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S3 Wordstretch bracelets become

a trendy accessory in Hollywood

and around the nation. The

multi-colored elastic bands come

inscribed with "Call me," "Money is

overrated," "Snap out of it" and

other simple messages designed

to spark conversation.
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TRENDS FASHION MEDIA

David Young-Wollf/PhotoEdit

D Message T-shirts become fashion statements

among teen girls. "Foxy Lady," "Princess" and "Monkey

Around" are just a few of the tongue-in-cheek logos

that appear on the popular shirts.

FLASH >>>

CS High-tech, fold-up metal versions

of the old scooter are one of the year's

hottest modes of transportation but

also a leading cause of injury.

By the end of 2000, an estimated

75% of U.S. universities offer

courses online and more than 5.8

million students have logged on.

With the 2000 unemployment rate

at a low of 4%, college students

working as summer interns

command wages up to $20 an

hour, along with compensation

packages, from high-tech and

Internet companies.

A Stick-on crystals and gems

become popular fashion accessories

for teen girls, accenting the face,

A Companies like Estee Lauder, A Stick-on crystals

Origins, Hermes and Blistex begin become popular fasl

to market products in portable for teen girls, accer

single-use packets. Products include neck and shoulders

nail polish remover, scented wipes,

hair conditioners and moisturizers.

A Mail-order clothing pioneer

Lands' End introduces "scan wear."

The technology captures customers'

body measurements, and allows

users to virtually "try on" clothing

when ordering via the Internet.

A "Personal TVs" by TiVo and

ReplayTV allow users to control

live TV by pausing or rewinding

and to record their favorite shows

without having to set a VCR timer

or purchase videotapes.

Q Teens involved in anti-smoking organizations such as The Truth and

Target Market strike back at Big Tobacco for marketing to youth, by

launching their own in-your-face advertising campaigns targeting cigarette

makers. The print and broadcast ads are sponsored by funds won from

tobacco suit settlements.

Q Chrysler rolls out its 1930s retro car, the PT Cruiser, in spring 2000.

The five-door "personal transportation" wagon is a hot seller, beating the

popular Volkswagen New Beetle by two to one in the first month. It also

wins Motor Trend magazine's 2001 Car of the Year.
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A new computer video game called

"The Sims," which simulates the life ot

a suburban family, develops a fanatical

following with teens. Players create the

characters and guide them through

building a house, furnishing it, finding

a career and running a family in their

pursuit of happiness.

The Millennium Force, the world's tallest and fastest roller

coaster, opens in May 2000 at the Cedar Point amusement park

in Sandusky, Ohio. The ride has a 300-foot drop and travels up

to 92 miles per hour.
Maxis/Electronic Arts

5? Jim Carrey stirs up trouble in the

town of Whoville in an adaptation of

the Dr. Seuss classic, How the Grinch

Stole Christmas. The Grinch, which

opens in November, is the highest

grossing film of 2000.

igBrother

JW
A Meet the Parents, starring Robert

De Niro and Ben Stiller, opens in

October. The movie wins Favorite

Comedy Motion Picture at the

People's Choice Awards, and De Niro

earns a Golden Globe nomination.

A in July, CBS launches"Big Brother," A UPN's weekly series "WWF
a reality-based show in which 10 Smackdown!" starring professional

people share living quarters tor three wrestler The Rock is the network's

months until all but one are voted most-watched show in 2000, with

out. Viewers can monitor contestants 7.3 million viewers.

24/7 on the show's Web site.

A in December, Cast Away is

released, starring Tom Hanks as a

crash victim stranded on a desert

island for four years. For his nearly

one-man performance Hanks wins

Best Actor at the Golden Globes.

Koji Sasahara/APAA/ide World Photos

B Gamers camp outside

electronics stores to

secure the long-awaited

Sony PlayStation 2, which

goes on sale in October

in limited quantities. The

new version allows users

to listen to CDs and watch

DVD movies in addition to

playing games.

The first big hit in 2001 is Save

the Last Dance, which opens in

January. The teen romance,

starring Julia Stiles and Sean

Patrick Thomas, earns close to

$50 million in its first two weeks.

Pay It Forward, a movie based on

the idea of performing random

acts of kindness, opens in October

starring Haley Joel Osment,

Kevin Spacey and Helen Hunt.

D Tom Cruise reprises his role as

Ethan Hunt in the action sequel

Mission: Impossible 2. The May

release is summer's biggest box-office

draw and 2000's second-highest

grossing film, earning more than

$215 million.
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MOVIES TELEVISION GAMES

S3. Popular television series prompt the introduction

of board game versions. "Survivor" and "Who Wants

To Be a Millionaire" lead the list of new releases.

FLASH >>>

H NBC's White House drama "The

West Wing," starring Martin Sheen,

Allison Janney and Richard Schiff,

sets a record for receiving the most

Emmys in a single season with nine

wins, including Outstanding Drama Series

^JES^

In November, illusionist David

Blaine is encased in ice for 62

hours in New York's Times Square,

assisted only with air and

water tubes and a catheter. Blaine,

who was seeking notoriety over

national TV, survives the stunt but

requires hospitalization.

Russell Crowe becomes a

household name with the release

of Gladiator. The epic film wins

a Golden Globe Award for Best

Drama as well as an acting nod

for Crowe.

kM

A NBC's "Will & Grace" is one of

television's 10 most watched shows

in 2000. Actors Sean Hayes and

Megan Mullally win Emmys for their

roles as Jack and Karen.

A Scary Movie, the Wayans brothers'

spoof on horror movies, is among

the year's 10 highest grossing films.

The July release earns more than

$157 million and is voted the Teen

Choice Awards Movie of the Summer.

A Fox's "Dark Angel" is voted

Favorite New Television Dramatic

Series at the 2001 People's Choice

Awards. The series, set in the year

2019, explores the life of a genetically

enhanced heroine named Max.

A in July, Wolverine, Cyclops,

Storm and other super-powerful

comic book characters are brought

to life in X-Men. The movie grosses

over $157 million, one of the year's

10 biggest box-office draws.

S3 Charlie's Angels, based on the popular 70s TV series, is one of the top

20 box-office draws in 2000. The movie, starring director Drew Barrymore,

Cameron Diaz and Lucy Liu, earns $40 million its opening week in

November and grosses more than $123 million during its run.

CBS Photo Archive

Q The year's hottest TV show is CBS's

"Survivor," in which 16 contestants

compete for a million dollars by surviving

on a tropical island for 39 days. More than

51 million viewers tune in for the final episode.

Based on its success, CBS launches a second

"Survivor" series in January 2001 set in the

Australian Outback.
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Q A new board game called "Hip-

Hop Hall of Fame" capitalizes on

the popularity of the music genre.

Players make their way around

an album-like board by answering

questions about Hip-Hop performers,

songs, culture and history.

D In response to the growing interest in Latin music, CBS airs the

"1st Annual Latin Grammy Awards" in September. The show is the first

primetime network Spanish language telecast on American TV and draws

7.5 million viewers.

I

_-_;_"-"- - D Hip-Hop remains one of the year's

dominant sounds, with acts such as

DMX, Jay-Z and Ludacris all making

Billboard's Top 40 with new songs

i> and selling more than a million

copies of their latest CDs.

iM
A 'N Sync's No Strings Attached A Pop star Bjork wins MTV's

becomes the top-selling album of Breakthrough Video Award for "All

2000 with 10 million units sold. The Is Full of Love." The Icelandic

lead single "Bye Bye Bye" wins three newcomer is also nominated for a

MTV awards and receives a Grammy Golden Globe and a Grammy for

nomination for Record of the Year. her music in Dancer In the Dark.

A Macy Gray wins MTV's Best New

Artist in a Video award for her hit

single "I Try." Gray is also nominated

for three Grammys.

A Lee Ann Womack wins the

Country Music Association's award

for Best Single with "I Hope You

Dance." Womack also receives

several Grammy nominations.

FLASH >>>

B New brands

and styles of

portable MP3

players inundate

the market in 2000.

The new-generation

devices store and

play digital music

from the Internet

and feature more

playing time than

their predecessors.

Madonna scores a record-setting

12th No. 1 single with the release

of "Music." In December, she

weds director Guy Ritchie in a

Scottish castle.

Irish artist Samantha Mumba

makes the music charts in 2001

with her hit song "Gotta Tell You."

The 17-year-old joins fellow

countrymen U2 and The Corrs

on the American airwaves.
GS Creed, with lead singer Scott Stapp,

proves to be one of 2000's hottest rock

bands, with their singles "Higher" and

"With Arms Wide Open" hitting the top

5 on Billboard's Hot 100 singles list.

The group wins American Music

Association's Favorite Alternative Artist

and Favorite Pop/Rock Album.
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ARTISTS ALBUMS CONCERTS

H Opening week sales records are shattered in 2000 with [I ACI1
benchmarks set for the number of albums sold. Britney LHOfl
Spears' Oops... I Did it Again, Eminem's The Marshall Mathers

LP, Limp Bizkit's Chocolate Starfish and the Hot Dog Flavored

Water and Backstreet Boys' Black & Blue all break the

•
,

million-unit mark.

>>>

H Napster loses several court battles with the recording

industry over copyright infringement. The popular online

music sharing service, with over 60 million users, faces

shut-down unless it can create a new business formula

that satisfies the major recording labels.

The Beatles begin 20D1 atop the

Billboard album chart with the

album 1. The CD sells more

than 5 million copies over the

holiday season.

Sisqo, a member of the R&B

band Dru Hill, goes solo in 2000.

The singer tops the singles chart

with "Incomplete" and "Thong

Song" and takes home awards

from Billboard anil the American

Music Association.

Bert Vanhouten/AP/Wide World Photos

Rock music dominates the music charts and award shows in 2000.

Groups including matchbox twenty, Vertical Horizon and 3 Doors Down top

both the rock and pop singles charts with their respective singles "Bent,"

"Everything You Want," and "Kryptonite."
,

Q Baha Men's hit song "Who Let the Dogs Out" reaches anthem status

at sports stadiums across the country. The song also wins a Grammy

nomination for Best Dance Recording.
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S3 American Marion Jones, 24, becomes the first woman to

win five track and field medals in a single Olympic Games

at the 2000 Summer Games in Sydney. Jones wins the 100-

and 200-meter sprints and the 4x400 relay, and finishes

third in both the 4x100 relay and long jump.

$3?

! The Mew York Yankees defeat the New York

iMets four games to one in the first "Subway

Series" since 1956. It is the Yankees' third

Istraight World Series win and their 26th overall.

• n k?
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D Tiger Woods, 24, wins three of golf's

four major tournaments to become the

youngest player to win a career grand

slam. Woods also breaks the earnings

record for a single year with winnings

of more than $9 million.
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A Bobby Labonte wins the 2000

NASCAR Winston Cup, his first after

eight years on the circuit. Labonte

and his brother Terry, winner of two

previous Winston Cups, are the first

brothers to win titles.

A The Houston Comets beat the

New York Liberty to win the 2000

WNBA championship. The win is

Houston's fourth in a row, and

star Cynthia Cooper is named the

finals MVP.

A In the 2001 Orange Bowl, the

underdog Oklahoma Sooners defeat

the Florida State Seminoles 13-2 to

win the National Championship. It

is Oklahoma's first title in 15 years.

A Australian Karrie Webb is named

the LPGA's Player of the Year for the

second time in a row. Webb wins

seven titles in 2000, including the

U.S. Women's Open in July, and sets

an earnings record of $1.8 million.

S3 Venus Williams dominates women's

tennis. The 20-year-old has a 35-match

winning streak, which includes the titles

at Wimbledon and the U.S. Open as well

as an Olympic gold medal.
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With a win against the University

of Dayton in September, Yale

becomes the first college team

to win 800 football games.

In January 2001, after a three-year

. hiatus, legendary Mario Lemieux

^returns to play for the Pittsburgh

Penguins, the hockey team
' he now part-owns. Lemieux

becomes the first owner/player

in the history of the NHL.
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Q Cyclist Lance Armstrong wins his

second consecutive Tour de France in

July. Armstrong, a cancer survivor, also

writes his autobiography It's Not About

the Bike: My Journey Back to Life.

. ,.
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CHAMPIONS HEROES

Q The Los Angeles Lakers win the NBA

championship, the franchise's first in 12 years.

The Lakers beat the Indiana Pacers in game six of

the finals. Center Shaquille O'Neal is named MVP.

FLASH >>>

Q In June, the New Jersey

Devils win their second Stanley

Cup in six seasons by defeating

defending champion Dallas Stars

four games to two in the finals.

Scott Stevens wins the Conn

Smythe Trophy for postseason MVP.

The racing world is stunned when

NASCAR legend Dale Earnhardt Sr.,

a seven-time Winston Cup champion,

is killed on the last lap of the

Daytona 500 in February 2001.

NASCAR does not retire numbers,

but car owner Richard Childress

said he will never again race

Earnhardt's black No. 3 car.

Xtreme Football debuts in February

2001. The game combines

conventional football rules with

some of the mayhem of professional

wrestling. Eight teams play in the

league's first season.

i

D Cathy Freeman carries the Olympic torch at the opening ceremonies

of the 2000 Summer Games in Sydney. Freeman goes on to win the 400-

meter dash, becoming the first Aboriginal Australian to earn an individual

Olympic gold medal.
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S3 Paula Prince of Port Richey,

Florida, wins the sixth annual Ugly

Couch Contest, sponsored by a

slipcover manufacturer, with her

vintage 70s entry. Prince and two

other contest finalists appear on

ABC's "Live! With Regis" in October.

H Comedian Dennis Miller debuts as co-announcer on ABC's

"Monday Night Football." Miller's offbeat humor gets a mixed

reaction from fans, and the series earns some of the lowest

ratings in its 31 -year history.
www.surefit.com/1-886-surefiI

H Fred Rogers, host of the children's

PBS show "Mister Rogers'

Neighborhood," announces he will tie

his tennis shoes for the last time,

when his final new episode airs in

August 2001. Rogers will continue to

work on Web sites, books and special

museum projects.

H In honor of the late

cartoonist Charles M.

Schulz, 101 fiberglass

Snoopy statues — each in

a theme wardrobe— are

displayed in Schulz's hometown

of St. Paul. Several are

auctioned off in October

to raise money for

aspiring cartoonists

Video gamer Josh Griffith, 17,

starts a business filling in for

other gamers involved in an

online roleplaying game called

"Asheron's Call." Players are

required to put in hours of

game time to keep their online

characters powerful. Busy

executives pay Griffith up to

$40 an hour to play for them.

After a record 3,545 wins and

$81 million in earnings during

her 19-year career, jockey Julie

Krone becomes the first woman
inducted into the National Racing

Hall of Fame.

H Controversial Indiana University

basketball coach Bob Knight is fired in

September after allegedly violating a

University-imposed code of conduct.

During his 29 years at Indiana, Knight

was often criticized for temper

outbursts. His dismissal provokes

student protest demonstrations.

What do you think?
Please give us your feedback on World Beat@ www.jostens.com/Veartaook
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